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ABSTRACT

For many native English speakers, learning to read Chinese as a second or foreign

language is a long and oftentimes laborious process, fraught with seemingly endless and

demoralizing frustrations. Unlike the relationships of English to French, German, or Spanish,

which share varying but useful amounts of cognates, English and Chinese share no cognates,

which means that from the start learners have nothing to rely on to help them navigate their

way through seas of Chinese text. Yet, with time, non-native learners of Chinese do come to

comprehend novel texts they are faced with on their own. In order to understand the paths non

native readers of Chinese take to comprehend the texts they read, this study examines and

attempts to identify and describe effects of difficulty level on cognitive processing based on

eye-tracking data. The data from three groups of participants (non-native Intermediate level

[n=5], non-native Superior level [n=7], and native Chinese [n=13]) were gathered during a

computer-adaptive test. Quantitative (descriptive) and qualititative analyses were conducted

on the data.

The study shows that non-native readers of Chinese at an Intermediate level

demonstrate different reading strategies than non-native readers of Chinese at a Superior

level, who in tum use a similar strategies as native Chinese readers, but at different times

during the reading process. There were also indications that there are two distinct types of

readers within the non-native Superior level participants, i.e., those who were still more non

native in their approach to texts and those who displayed native-like reading strategies. The

study shows that learners of Chinese go through phases of cognitive abilities as their

knowledge of vocabulary and structures increases and they expand their reading experiences

with a variety of text types. Theoretical, pedagogical, and methodological implications are

discussed.
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PREFACE

As a non-native reader of Chinese, I have wondered at myself and other students like

me who learn to read such a complex script. For languages and orthographies that I have never

studied and know nothing about-Arabic, Thai, and Tibetan, for example-I am still blind to

their messages and can only admire their surface beauty. So, in a sense, when I look at text in

those scripts I still know what it felt like before I learned my first Chinese character.

However, to see how I acquired a skill over so many years of study, which I now sometimes take

for granted, I decided to look at how students at differing skill levels come to comprehend short

reading passages.

This study, then, is concerned with the processing of extended novel text by learners of

Chinese as a second or foreign language (CL2/ CFL), specifically as stimulated by items of a

computer-adaptive test (CAT). The Computer-Adaptive Test for Reading Chinese (CATRC)

was used as a measure of participants' reading levels, defined by the ACTFL (American Council

on the Teaching of Foreign Languages) scale, and provided the target reading material used to

gather participants' eye tracking data.

The research conducted in this dissertation is interdisciplinary and incorporates

theories and practices from a several fields that contribute to Chinese language teaching and

Second Language Acquisition (SLA) in general and to teaching and learning to read Chinese in

particular. Specifically, I attempt to interweave general psycholinguistic models of reading

and memory models from the cognitive sciences to address the issue of cognitive load theory as

it applies to learners of Chinese as a second or foreign language.

xxiii



Results from the eye-tracking research conducted in this study primarily illustrate

how non-native learners at the Intermediate and Superior levels visually process different

types and genres of texts as compared with native language readers, thus leading to suggestions

for more effective teaching methods especially tailored to those language levels. Secondarily,

in terms of the cognitive sciences, the research undertaken for this study sheds light onto the

issue of mental processing during second language reading, especially as it involves both long

term working memory and sentence processing.

The study of a foreign language, especially one such as Chinese that is written so

differently than English, requires commitment, determination, and discipline. It is demanding

in terms of time and effort, but the joy of being able to read a Chinese text, whether it be a

collection of essays written by a contemporary Chinese author or a Chinese web site, is

definitely worth the late nights burning the midnight oil. By identifying the steps that need

to be taken to get to a desired level of reading proficiency, a student can come to know that s/he

does not need to "know" every single Chinese character before s/he can begin to enjoy the

experience of reading Chinese.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

In the very first issue of the Journal of the Chinese Language Teachers Association

(fCLTA) in 1966, Professor John DeFrancis published the article "Why Johnny can't read

Chinese". Perhaps its prominent placement as the vanguard article in that first issue of the

Association almost 40 years ago was a foretelling of how it was to become a seminal and often

cited paper in the field of Chinese language teaching, with particular regard to the teaching

of reading. The title of this dissertation pays homage to that article, and while the content

herein continues in a direction which may not be the most logical or expected, I believe it still

follows one of the paths made available, especially considering the increases in interest and

research in the area of cognitive processing of language in the past twenty years.

Objectives

Not until relatively recently has reading comprehension been looked at in terms of

cognitive processing of extended text, and still very little research has been done with reading

second/ foreign languages in this regard. The main purpose of this study is to try to examine the

mental/ cognitive processes involved during the reading of novel text as displayed on a

computer screen. This dissertation then will attempt to look at the role working memory

appears to play among readers of Modem Standard Chinese (MSC, or just simply Chinese,

hereafter). The methodology for this research involves the use of eye-tracking equipment.
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Statement of the Problem

One of the major concerns to theories of reading Chinese and Japanese has been

whether Chinese characters are primarily phonologically or semantically encoded in the

mental lexicon. This is especially of interest in terms of learning to read Chinese or Japanese as

foreign languages, as there are direct pedagogical implications. Generally speaking,

researchers agree that Chinese characters are first and foremost phonologically encoded.

(Horodeck, 1987; Matsunaga, 1994) Then, through increasing familiarization with Chinese

characters (both individually and in lexical compounds), particularly expert readers are able

to bypass the phonological step and access semantic information directly. There remains,

however, the question of whether these readers are actually directly accessing semantic

information of all tokens or whether they are simply able to bypass (either by chunking or

simply by skipping over) certain items-particularly function words-without adversely

affecting comprehension efficiency.

While the question of the primacy of phonological encoding is important in both

Chinese L1 and CL2/CPL research, this study is not concerned with when Chinese characters

should be introduced in the curriculum to western students of the Chinese language. Also, while

many eye-tracking studies have already been done in relation to the recognition and processing

of individual Chinese characters 0:1*, Chinese Hrmzi, Japanese Kanji), or characters in

compounds, there is still a need for more studies that use extended (or, natural, multi-se~tential

and paragraph-level) text samples as stimuli. While the Everson (1986) study-probably the

first eye-tracking study to look at non-native readers of Chinese almost twenty years ago-used

a paragraph as a stimulus and utilized a recall protocol to assess comprehension, his research
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dealt mainly with word-unit spacing and thus was still arguably more concerned with Hanzi at

a sub-sentential level.

Therefore, this study is more concerned with the processing of extended novel text by

learners of Chinese as a second or foreign language (CL2/ CFL), specifically as stimulated by

items of a computer-adaptive test (CAT). During a pilot study in Beijing during the academic

year 1997-1998 (Hayden, 1998), I used the Computer-Adaptive (Proficiency) Test for Reading

Chinese (CATRC) repeatedly as a measure of participants' reading levels over time, defined

by the ACTFL (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages) scale. Further

experience (Hayden, 2003) with the CATRC, as well as data from two validity studies, suggest

that the CATRC is a measure reliable enough to be used in a study such as the one currently

under consideration.

The research presented here incorporates theories and practices from a variety of

disciplines that could contribute to the fields of Chinese language teaching and Second

Language Acquisition (SLA) in general and to teaching and learning to read Chinese in

particular.

Results from the eye-tracking research conducted in this study help illustrate how

students at the Intermediate to Superior levels visually process different types and genres of

texts, which can thus be used to suggest more effective teaching methods especially tailored to

those language levels.

Secondarily, in terms of the cognitive sciences, the research undertaken for this study

sheds light onto the issue of mental processing during second language reading, especially as it

involves both long-term working memory (LT-WM) (Ericsson & Delaney, 1999; Kintsch, 1994;

and Kintsch, Patel, & Ericsson, 1999) and sentence processing (Su, 2001).
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Assumptions

In the process of this investigation I have held to two assumptions: the first is that the

ACTFL reading guidelines are sufficiently valid definitions of foreign language proficiency

levels for curricular or assessment purposes. In light of Park's (1999) analyses, where the

construct validity of a reading proficiency test based on the ACTFL reading guidelines was

generally affirmed, the CATRC was determined to be a sound enough instrument of

measurement for the purposes of this study.

The second assumption I hold through this research, intimately related to the first

assumption, is that the CATRC is a reliable and valid test of Chinese as a foreign language

(CFL) reading proficiency. Rather than assuming that a student has an intermediate level of

reading proficiency simply because she or he may be in an intermediate-level language class, I

felt it prudent to get a clearer idea by using a test instrument that has been or is currently being

used as an entrance/exit assessment tool at several universities (including the East Asian

Summer Language Institute at Indiana University, the Chinese School at Middlebury College,

Stanford University, and the Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures at the

University of Hawai'i).

Hypotheses

"... observation of learner processing strategies via eye movement ... [provides]

learner generated data [that] illustrate microlevel strategies used by

individuals during reading." (Bernhardt, 1991, p. 17)
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In this research there are two main hypotheses. The first is that 11 reading strategies

do not transfer to L2 reading strategies in intermediate level non-native readers of Chinese as a

foreign language. (Walter, 2000, pp. 113ff.) That is, even though the non-native participants

of this study at this level are college-level students who have highly developed reading

skills in their 11 (i.e., English), they are not necessarily able to use these same skill sets when

they read in the foreign language. The second hypothesis is that 11 reading strategies do

transfer to L2 reading strategies in superior level non-native readers of Chinese as a foreign

language, while good native readers of Chinese use an interactive (a combination of bottom-up

and top-down) processing strategy during reading.

Research Questions

The following three questions are guiding my research and will be addressed in my

dissertation: '

1. What does eye movement data tell us about how test takers take computer

adaptive tests (CATs)?

2. Why do superior-level takers of CATs take longer to complete a CAT than low

level test takers?

3. Are there identifiable differences between the three groups (Non-Native

Intermediate, Non-Native Superior, and Native) in terms of reading

proficiency as evidenced during the administration of a CAT?

As mentioned briefly above, the main purpose of this study is to try to examine the

mental/ cognitive processes invoked during the reading of novel text displayed on a computer

screen as evidenced by eye movement. What I will be looking for are indications of lexical and
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syntactic connections in the comprehension process during reading of extended text by analyzing

eye-tracking data of participants taking a CAT of Chinese reading proficiency. Key indicators

of mental processing during reading are indicated by so-called eye fixations and saccades,

moments when and locations where the eyes have paused or retrieved visual stimulus,

respectively. There seems to be a general consensus among eye movement experts that these

moments and locations are the instances when the brain is processing information.

Limitations of the Study

There is one significant limitation to the present line of inquiry in that the population

of non-native learners of Chinese is much lower than that of more commonly taught languages

such as French, German, and Spanish. In particular, Superior-level non-native readers of

Chinese are extremely rare. A cursory examination of students currently enrolled in First

through Fourth-year Chinese language classes shows that by the fourth year of instruction,

most students still do not achieve an Advanced level of reading proficiency. This affected the

number of possible participants available for the Superior level, seriously limiting the

quantity of data available for comparison and analysis, as well as the generalizability of the

analyses.

Overview of the Following Chapters

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 explores the reading

process, including looking at established models and guiding the reader through the process of

a non-native learner of Chinese as a foreign language (CFL) learning to read Chinese. Chapter

3 discusses the role of working memory in reading and previous eye-tracking research with a
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concentration on reading Chinese. Chapter 4 presents the methodology for the present

research, including descriptions of the participants, the materials used, the procedures

conducted during the research, and descriptive analyses of the data collected. Chapter 5

shares results of the research and analyses. In Chapter 6, I discuss the results with a view

towards clarifying the analyses and putting them in a foreign language learning context.

Finally, in Chapter 7, I provide my conclusions based on the results and discussion, and look at

some implications of the research in terms of reading research and Chinese language pedagogy.
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CHAPTER 2

READING IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE: THE READING PROCESS

Introduction

The process of reading, at one time thought to be a relatively simple act, has been

shown to be quite complex. Early first language reading research focussed on the processes

involved in reading alphabetic languages. Large-scale, in-depth research on the processing of

a morphosyllabic1 orthography such as Chinese has, to date, mainly been concerned with char-

acter recognition and phonological-syntactic sequencing, either individually or in character

combinations (usually pairs) by native speakers/readers. Similarly, research in Japanese

Kanji has, for the most part, also been concerned with investigating whether access is initially

phonological or semantic (or both simultaneously) in nature, as it appears to be for alphabetic

languages.

Reading Models

In this section I will very briefly discuss models of reading. There are three generally

agreed upon reading models that all readers use in varying degrees and at different

times-both in overall development of reading skills and during reading sessions (Kolers, 1970;

1 The term "logograph(ic)" in reference to 1:i::f: (Hrmzi, Chinese characters) is actually a point

of contention with DeFrancis (1984), who argues that they should be described as

"morphosyllabic" (p. 125-126, 187). DeFrands (1989) explains that there are two reasons for

this: 1) individual Chinese characters are at the same time a single syllable and a single

morpheme, and 2) the majority of Chinese characters are composed of two elements, i.e., a

semantic component and a phonetic component (p. 223).
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Samuels & Kamil, 1984). These models are bottom-up, top-down, and interactive

compensatory. A reading process that begins with identification of sublexical features such as

phonological cues as represented by letters is indicative of the so-called bottom-up process.

Another separate process is the top-down process. In this process a reader approaches a text

with expectations of using certain background knowledge to gain an understanding of the

material. Both of these processes are said to be serial and linear in nature in that they tend to

proceed in one direction only without interaction with the other. In addition, there is still

some debate as to which process is called on first when faced with novel text: do readers start

from trying to figure out the orthography (i.e., bottom-up), or do they go into a reading task

with an idea already in mind (i.e., top-down)?

Further research into the reading process has persuasively argued that bottom-up and

top-down processes are actually sub-components of a larger interactive process. An interactive

reading process essentially calls on bottom-up and top-down strategies interchangeably and in

parallel as needed during the reading process in order to achieve comprehension. This

interactivity between sub-components has led to the suggestion that reading processes of native

readers of different languages are actually so similar as to be universal.

Bottom-Up Process

Bottom-up processing is a linear way of piecing together the most basic building blocks

of a written language in order to produce meaning. One major bottom-up model is Gough's (1972)

information-processing model. He explained that in one second of reading the eyes begin from

fixations on the symbols that make up the text and proceed through a decoding process in order

to arrive at comprehension. In this model, "the reader is not a guesser" (Gough, 1972, p. 354),
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but rather pieces together letters to make words, words to make phrases, phrases to make

meaning. Gough took us on a very detailed tour of one second of reading (English) through the

eyes of a "moderately skilled adult reader" (p. 331) that included the initial fixation,

recognition of a "precategorical" (p. 332) but patterned visual image, letter identification,

phonological assignment, lexical search and mapping, comprehension, and vocalization.2 This

all happens, according to Gough, to every word that is read in a serial fashion.

Bottom-up processing is generally synonymous with lower-level processing, also

referred to as data-driven and text-based. According to research done on reading processes,

students beginning to learn to read in a foreign or second language such as Chinese or Japanese

and many children learning to read in a native language such as English go through a similar

initial process of focussing on individual letter (character) and word identification in order to

compose meaning (Samuels & Kamil, 1984). For the native speaker of English learning to read,

this means first identifying and decoding letters into their correspondent sounds In terms of

reading Chinese characters, since Chinese is a morphosyllabic language and not an alphabetic

language, this means that the basic pieces in need of decoding are strokes, radical components

and phonological cues.

In the learning of languages such as Chinese and Japanese, instruction in the two

orthographies (morphosyllabic and syllabary, respectively) often introduces cognitive hurdles

not characteristic of alphabetic writing systems that keep learners dependent on this level of

processing longer. To take a recent example using Japanese, Koda's (1992) study looked at

2 In the same article, even before the sketch began, Gough admitted that his description was

going to be "speculative" and "almost certainly flawed" (Gough, 1972, p. 331); but, as he hoped,

those concessions turned out to be more virtues in light of the extended discussion it raised.
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effects of lower-level processing skills of JFL (Japanese as a foreign language) students'reading

performance. She gave 58 students a battery of tests that included a doze test (120 words/20

deletions), a paragraph comprehension test (four paragraphs), and a multiple-choice sentence

comprehension test (10 sets of 2 sentences). In her results, she found that faced with the task of

deciphering the mixed orthography of Japanese (consisting of both two related but different

syllabaries and Kanji, most of which have polysyllabic readings) her students tended to rely

on the Kanji to provide meaning. Koda suggests that while the syllabary may provide direct

symbol to sound mapping, stringing them together for meaning is more difficult. Kanji, on the

other hand, seemed to provide the JFL students with a more direct route to the meanings they

needed to comprehend the text.

Top-Down Process

About five years before Gough's (1972) explication of bottom-up processing, Goodman

(1967, 1968) posited that reading was more of a top-down approach, "a rapid series of guesses,

tentative information processing" (Goodman, 1968, p. 19). The top-down process, like the

bottom-up process, is linear in nature, but rather than primarily combining smaller pieces of

information to get to larger meanings as the bottom-up process does, the top-down process starts

with knowledge of the language and ideas and experiences already existing in the mind of the

reader. Ideas and concepts are then added to, modified, and built upon with the introduction of

the new information. This is not to say, of course, that lower-level information such as sound

symbol correspondences is not utilized in this approach, only that it is secondary and resorted

to only when necessary.
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Top-down processing is generally synonymous with higher-level processing, also

referred to as "conceptually-driven" (Samuels & Kamil, 1984, p. 212) and "knowledge-based"

(Bernhardt, 1991, p. 72). As reading vocabulary increases and reading habits (behaviors,

strategies) become more developed and fluent, readers are able to get meaning from connected

text (context), even if they do not know every word. That is, the more background knowledge

one has, the less information needs to be decoded from the text. This is a somewhat tougher

obstacle to get past in learning to read a language like Chinese where learners do not have the

phonetic transparency of an alphabetic language.

Studies utilizing miscue analysis, pioneered by Goodman, typically look at reading as

a top-down process. Sergent (1990) conducted a study with six advanced and six highly

advanced CFL learners orally reading a natural (extended) text and found that Goodman's

miscue analysis and model of reading was not "adequate for predicting the reading behaviors of

the readers." (p. 772) More recently, Li (1998) conducted a study using miscue analysis data

from six beginning CFL learners to determine the nature of their reading acquisition. Li's

qualitative data primarily included classroom observation, questionnaires, participant

interviews, and read-aloud/ think-aloud protocols, and secondarily included instructor

interviews, participant discussions, test results and homework assignments, and exit notes. The

miscue analysis was done on videotaped oral reading activities in the classroom. Based on this

data, Li concludes that "As a result of the orthographic and linguistic differences between

English and Chinese, when English speakers learn Chinese, the contextual cues and the word

order are relied upon more than other cueing systems" (Li, 1998, p. 172).
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Interactive-Compensatory Model

A third type of reading model, the interactive model, has bottom-up and top-down

processing alternating depending on the task and difficulty level. Both LaBerge and Samuels'

(1974) Model of Human Information Processing and Stanovich's (1980) Interactive-

Compensatory Model are examples of interactive models. The key to LaBerge and Samuels'

model is attention (including attention capacity and attention switching) and automaticity

(Samuels & Kamil, 1984), while Stanovich's essentially says that a reader will compensate

for weak subskills by utilizing whichever approach is stronger and will succeed in

accomplishing the ultimate goal, i.e., comprehension. Put simply, every so-called "emergent

reader" possesses strengths and weaknesses in their reading skills. For example, a beginning

reader with good decoding (text-based) abilities will tend to rely on word-level processing,

while a beginning reader with a good grasp of the mechanics of a language (i.e., syntax and

semantics) will tend to rely on context and background knowledge to achieve comprehension.

Here we see the difference between good readers and poor readers (or, as Clarke, 1979,

suggests, the difference between good and poor reading behaviors): poor (inefficient) readers

almost exclusively use either bottom-up or top-down processes when they read, while good

(efficient) readers generally have bottom-up and top-down interacting proportionally as
,

necessary in order to reach that "click of understanding" (Barnett, 1989, p. 53; Samuels &

Kamil, 1984, p. 185).
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Clarke (1979) is generally credited with developing what is known as the "short

circuit" hypothesis.3 This hypothesis posits that presented with a text that demands more

processing resources than are available, either at the lower word recognition level or at the

higher concept integration level, a critical bottleneck will be created and the system will fail

or break down.

Hudson (1982) identifies three components of reading breakdown shared by both

bottom-up, lower-level approaches and top-down. higher-level processes. These components

are (a) basal elements (i.e., letter and word recognition, sound-symbol correspondence, etc.), (b)

hypothesis production and testing (including guessing and meaning identification,

categorization and confirmation/ rejection of new information based on prior knowledge, etc.),

and (c) affective features (such as motivation, response, environment, etc.). Hudson explains

that generally only factors involving the first two components seem to cause short circuits in

comprehension. That is, the quality or quantity of one's knowledge of a language defines a

"language/linguistic ceiling" (pp. 3, 20) and the level of one's language proficiency creates a

"proficiency ceiling" (p. 4) that can effectively restrict comprehension and increase the

likelihood of a breakdown in the reading process.

Thus, an interactive-compensatory model provides for the ability of a reader to be

flexible in their making use of either lower order or higher order processing depending on the

difficulty of the task in an effort to avoid comprehension failure. For most beginning English-

3 Actually, Goodman (1968) had used the term "short circuit" more than a decade before Clarke

(1979), albeit in a slightly different context. In his discussion on distinguishing decoding and

recoding and teaching beginning readers, Goodman suggests that "Preoccupation with teach

ing children to recode may actually short circuit the reading process and divert children from

comprehension." (Goodman, 1968, p. 20)
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speaking learners of Chinese as a foreign language this means alternating piecing together

strokes, radical components, and phonetic elements in order to decode less familiar and

unfamiliar characters with getting larger meaning from extended and connected text. The key

with language learners, especially of a foreign language like Chinese, seems to be that the

larger one's vocabulary and the greater and more developed one's character/word recognition

skills-Le., the more automatic the decoding skill becomes-the more ably they can gain the

flexibility to incorporate a more interactive (Le., efficient) approach to reading.

Reading as a Universal Process

The above models of reading are generalizable and may be applicable to the reading of

any language. Based on their research, for example, both Goodman (1968) and Smith (1988,

1994) have suggested that the processes involved in reading are universal across languages,

regardless of orthography. Recently the Goodman Psycholinguistic Model was shown to be

applicable to Arabic (Al-Fahid, 2000), an alphabetic language that predominantly spells

with consonants only and which is written right to left (Abu-Rabia, 1997; Khaldieh, 2001).

Most studies looking at whether reading is a universal process for all languages mainly

investigate the role of phonological encoding and whether it is pre- or post-lexical access. This

is especially important when looking at two languages as seemingly different as English and

Chinese or Japanese. In fact, Zhang and Perfetti (1993), based on their experiments eliciting

phonological activation in a preloaded memory paradigm, suggest that "once the reader

accesses the lexicon, the processes of reading English and Chinese have more in common than

any differences that are based on the writing systems" (p. 1092).
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For many years, Chinese characters have been assumed to map directly to semantic

meaning or syntactic function. Work by Cheng (1992), Horodeck (1987), Hue (1992), Matsunaga

(1994), and Tzeng, Hung, and Garro (1978) have provided significant contributions to the debate

of whether Chinese characters (Kanji) necessarily undergo phonological activation, and if so,

when in the reading process it happens. Indeed, Zhang and Perfetti (1993) conclude that

"phonological processes may be universal, serving text comprehension in both alphabetic and

nonalphabetic systems" (p. 1092). Perfetti (2003) has even gone so far as to suggest that there is

a "Universal Grammar of Reading", proposing that "Across writing systems, orthographies

distribute their divergence from phonology in a way that minimizes the pain to the reader" (p.

10).

Recently, Matsunaga (1999), using the same data she gathered for her dissertation

(Matsunaga, 1994, covered in more detail below), offered evidence that contributed to a

universal hypothesis of the reading process. In her eye-tracking study of native speakers of

Japanese reading natural texts for comprehension, she looked at the difference in effect of

homophonic4 and nonhomophonic5 Kanji errors in texts. She discovered that her participants

had a greater number of fixations and longer fixations on errors in the nonhomophonic stimuli,

indicating phonological activation. She concludes by saying that the addition of her data to

that of previous research

clearly indicates that reading processes of the two types of scripts, alphabetic

and nonalphabetic, are not as different as previously thought (Tzeng & Hung,

1995); speech mediation appears to be necessary most of the time, except when

4 dissimilar appearance but same sound, e.g., 3t~ (kokan) and 3tn~ (kokan).

5 similar appearance but dissimilar sound, e.g., il~ (renzoku) and ilW'E (rendoku).
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identifying frequent English words (Seidenberg, 1985) or frequent Chinese

characters with concrete meanings (Tan, et aI., 1995) in isolation. (Matsunaga,

1999, p. 305)

It appears, then, that speech mediation is just one of the shared universal reading

processes, in native as well as in a second or foreign language. There are also differences in the

reading processes among native readers of Chinese and native readers of English (Jackson, Lu, &

Ju,1994). Of course, there is more to determining if reading processes are universal than just by

looking at when and under what conditions phonological activation takes place, for example.

However, considering that such activation-if it is activated at all-takes place very early

on, studies such as these are critical steps in deepening our understanding of a very complex

activity. Obviously, frequency of and familiarity with information at the character and word

levels are also crucial factors in determining how generalizable a proposed universal model of

reading is. The model should include operations for both native reading and second/ foreign

language reading as well.

Foreign Language Reading

While research seems to have shown that the essential processes of reading in a

foreign language are similar to if not the same as reading in one's native language, especially if

the orthographies are similar (Krashen, 1993), it still remains the case that there is

something different about the experience of someone skilled in reading an alphabetic language

beginning to read in a logographic (morphosyllabic) language. If we look at what language

these studies are mainly investigating, we realize that they have been studying English as an

L1 and English as the L2. Bernhardt (2001) forcefully concludes that "the Anglophilial nature
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of second-language research underlines the 'sameness'. That is, 11 reading research is almost

exclusively 'English'; so is L2; therefore, the processes must be 'the same.1II

As Bernhardt (1991, pp. 22-25) points out in detail, "real" research into second language

reading has not received a great amount of actual research in the past 30 years, certainly not as

much as has been done on ESL reading. Bernhardt's (1983) early study on foreign language

reading looked at three groups of readers: non-native inexperienced, non-native experienced,

and native. Using what has become known as the Bernhardt Constructivist Model of Second

Language Reading, Bernhardt (1983) used think-aloud protocols to assess reading

comprehension while at the same time providing deep insight into what goes on in the mind of

a foreign language reader.

A question that has yet to be answered is when is a foreign language reader a bilingual

reader? Models of L2/FL reading processes by definition should include that category of

language user and that part of their development. Most recently, Marian (2000) utilized

advanced technological methods to investigate language processing in bilinguals. Several

researchers have argued that there is a direct relation to a reader's reading skills, language

and reading proficiency, and task demands (Bernhardt, 1991; Bernhardt & Kamil, 1995;

Carrell, 1991). Research specifically related to text structure in relation to comprehension has

also supported this aspect of foreign language reading development (Chun & Plass, 1997;

Mecartty, 1998; Yano, Long, & Ross, 1994).

The above discussion on bottom-up, top-down, and interactive processes, as well as the

possible extent of the universality of reading processes across first and second/ foreign languages

was presented as a precursor to a more focused look at reading in Chinese as a foreign language.
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The following pages will examine what difficulties a non-native reader of Chinese faces when

attempting to construct meaning from a given text.

Reading Chinese as a Second/Foreign Language

The Burden of Orthography

One of the main reasons often cited for causing so much difficulty among CL2/ CFL

students learning to read Chinese are the characters. In fact, five of Moser's (1991) nine reasons

why Chinese is so hard deal with the characters:

1. Because the writing system is ridiculous.

2. Because the language doesn't have the common sense to use an alphabet.

3. Because the writing system just ain't very phonetic.

4. Because you can't cheat by using cognates.

5. Because even looking up a word in the dictionary is complicated.

(Moser, 1991, pp. 60-656
)

There are generally three main concerns when discussing the instruction of Chinese

characters: retention, recognition, and production. Retention deals with the "tricks", often

mnemonic, that students use to keep the characters in memory. Recognition implies that

students have managed to successfully embed a character or word into more long-term storage to

the extent that at the least they will be able to provide a pronunciation or a meaning

associated with it. Finally, production means that not only have students retained the

character or word and can recognize it, but that they can recall and more-or-Iess faithfully

reproduce a character in the right situation.

6 The other four are: classical Chinese, romanization methods, tonal language, and isolated

culture (Moser, 1991).
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Similarly, for the concern of recognition (and, hence, comprehension), there are

generally three areas researchers focus on when studying the effect of the orthography on the

reading process: individual characters (including complexity, density, and frequency),

character compounds (Le., words, including word length, complexity, and frequency), and

sentences. Much of this hinges on the concept of orthographic depth, which says that more

attention will be required to process text that is further removed from phonological cues.

Chinese has traditionally been viewed as more of a meaning-based system because of

the relatively irregular and imprecise orthographic pronunciation clues only sometimes

available. DeFrancis (1984, 1989) and others (e.g., Hannas, 1997; Taylor & Taylor, 1995; Unger,

2004; W. S-Y. Wang, 1973) have written at length on the nature of Chinese orthography, and a

detailed recounting would be beyond the scope of this dissertation. More to the point, however,

are studies that have looked at character recognition and word recognition as performed by

native and non-native readers.

First, as more related to the beginning study of Chinese as a foreign language, I will

briefly digress and look at three studies that compare the reading of characters to the reading

of an alphabet used to romanize the pronunciations of the characters. These three studies

(Everson, 1988; Light, 1976; Sun, 1993) are similar in that they compare reading times of

passages presented in both Chinese characters and Pinyin romanization.
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Pinyin romanization is a tool used in the teaching of the (Mandarin) Chinese spoken

language. It uses roman letters to spell pronunciations of Chinese characters.7 Aside from a few

lirregularities"8
, most of the sounds are similar to those as represented in the western alpha-

bet. A few studies have looked how the reading of characters compares with the reading of

Pinyin romanization. These studies need to be considered cautiously, as no one really reads

Pinyin as a native. It is used in the instruction of (mainland) Chinese children up through

about the 6th grade, and CL2/CFL students are almost invariably trained to use it from the

first day of instruction (at least in the majority of US programs this seems to be the case).

Light (1976) is perhaps one of the first studies that looked at non-natives reading this

romanization scheme. Starting from change he noticed in his own reading behavior when he

was a student that he reached a point where he felt he could read Chinese characters faster

than romanization, he conducted an informal academic year-end timed reading test and

gathered data from 22 of his first-year students. Using two passages, each prepared in a

character and Pinyin format, Light divided his students into two groups, where Group I read

7 For example, .:E wang ('king') and ~~ Meigu6 ('America'). In this system, tones are indica

ted by diacritics iconically representative of their tonal contours placed over the nuclear

vowel, a different diacritic for each of the four tones. In western terms, these are a macron (-;

e.g., tang 'soup') for the first tone, an acute ( / ) for the second tone (as in wang and gu6,

above), a hacek/ caron ( v ) for the third tone (as in Mei, above), and a grave ( " ; e.g., di

'earth') for the fourth tone. Also in this system, words are generally spelled together, where

'America' is Meigu6, not Mei gu6, which reflects the non-monosyllabic nature of the modern

language.

8These typically are the three letters standing for the palatals, j, q, x [in IPA: t~, t~h, and ~,

respectively]. However, considering these sounds do not exist in English, it seems only logical

that their representations be less transparent.
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Passage 1A (Pinyin/79 syllables) then Passage 2D (104 characters), and Group II read passage

Passage 1B (79 characters) and Passage 2C (Pinyin/104 syllables). The Pinyin text for Passage

1 is provided below to illustrate its use in extended text.

Wo c6ngqian zhiI zai Meigu6. Neige shihou w6 de fiImu ye shi zai

Meigu6. Keshi tamen qiInian qiI Zhonggu6 zhiI Ie. WO md gen tamen

yikuair qiI yinwei tamen yao likai Meigu6 de shihou, wo renshi-le yiwei hen

haokande Pagu6 nuren. Wo yi kan-Ie ta, jiiI xiang gen ta jiehun.

Figure 1. Extended Pinyin passage. (from Light, 1976, p. 9, with modifications)

Light (1976) found that even though his students said they felt they were reading

characters faster and more efficiently, in fact they were generally still making more" errors in

comprehension of the character texts than with the Pinyin texts. Light suggests that this

psycholinguistic phenomenon appeared to be more prevalent among his more proficient

students, possibly because they were becoming more familiar with the orthography.

Following Light (1976), Everson (1988) tested 60 of his non-native Air Force Academy

students, who had learned approximately 200 characters, to see which they read faster:

Chinese characters or Pinyin romanization. Everson (1988) noted that previous research

showed that "the featural makeup of Chinese orthography coupled with its irregular sound-

to-symbol correspondence combine to make reading development a slow and laborious process for

L2 learners" (Everson, 1988, p. 4). Based on Light's interpretations, Everson divided his

participants into proficiency levels to attempt to confirm Light's (1976) observations that more

proficient first-year students already became more comfortable reading characters and less

willing to read Pinyin romanization. He found that his first-year students did indeed read

romanized text more quickly and with greater accuracy than they did the character texts.
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Everson attributes this to the possibility that his first-year students may still be dependent on

the familiarity of the orthography of their Ll.

Finally, as a point of contrast with the previous two studies, Sun (1993) conducted an

eye-movement study of native Chinese primary school, high school, and graduate students

reading a text prepared in Chinese characters and Pinyin. His data showed that without

exception, the native readers fixated longer on the Pinyin, took in smaller and more frequent

amounts of information during each fixation of the Pinyin text, and read the Pinyin text much

slower than the character text (Sun, 1993, p. 252). Sun notes that "most of the books in China

are printed in Hanzi (Chinese characters), so the greater difficulties associated with reading

Pinyin may be due to a lack of practice" (p. 252) and concludes that, for the Chinese, "more

efforts are required to master Pinyin" (p. 254).

Based on the results of all three of these studies, it seems that Pinyin is serving its

designated function in facilitating learning of the phonological aspects of the Chinese

language, but that once characters become the dominant form of reading passages, Pinyin

becomes more secondary. It could also be argued that non-native CFL students might perform

better than native Chinese readers because the non-natives encounter Pinyin more frequently

(and more recently as compared to native Chinese adults) and are thus more familiar with it.

Phonological Coding of Chinese Characters

There are two prevailing theories and one emerging theory in the debate regarding

sound and meaning of Chinese characters. One theory, supported by experimental data, claims

that the meaning of a Chinese character is obtained from the mental lexicon only after a sound

has been attributed to it. A second theory, also supported by experimental data, claims that
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the semantic meaning of a Chinese character (or word) is directly accessed in the mental

lexicon without the need for phonological activation. Finally, a third line of thinking-as

corroborated by experiments in Matsunaga (1994) and most recently Chen and Shu

(2001)-seems to lend strong support for a combination of the two theories. In the pages that

follow, I will look at each of the three perspectives in turn, followed by the pedagogical

implications of the most recent trend.

The Phonological Mediation Theory (PMT): Meaning is derived via sound

As mentioned above, at one end of a continuum in the debate regarding the primacy of

speech and the phonological encoding of Chinese characters are researchers who maintain that

phonological mediation is a necessary first step in the reading process and successful reading

comprehension. Experiments by Packard (1990) and Perfetti and Tan (1998), for example,

conclude that Chinese characters represent "phonology-plus-meaning" (Perfetti and Tan, 1998,

p. 102).

In an effort to test a component of their connectionist Interactive Multi-lexicon Model of

Chinese Reading (Tan & Perfetti, 1997) as shown in Figure 2, Perfetti and Tan (1998) conducted

two experiments utilizing primed-naming tasks of Chinese characters. A primed-naming task

simply means that research participants are shown sets of pairs of Chinese characters, which

the participants must name and their response times are logged. The first Chinese character of

a pair assumes a priming function in relation to the second character of a pair, called the

target.
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Meaning Lexicon

Character Orthographic
Lexicon

Character Phonological
Lexicon

Figure 2. Interactive Multi-lexicon Model of Chinese Reading. A component

from "a framework of the mental representations of orthographic, phono

logical, and semantic information for Chinese characters" (from Tan and

Perfetti, 1997, p. 44).

In the Perfetti and Tan (1998) study, characters were paired according to one of four

categories: 1) graphically-related prime-target, where the priming character is similar in

form or shape to the target character; 2) phonologically-related prime-target, where the

priming character is similar in sound (homophonic, in fact) to the target character; 3)

semantically-related prime-target, where the priming character is similar in meaning to the

target character; and 4) unrelated prime-target, where the priming character (or non-linguistic

number symbol, '#') was not similar to the target character either graphically, phonologically,

or semantically.
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The first experiment in Perfetti and Tan (1998) report on, Experiment 1, involved 20

native Mandarin-speaking undergraduate students in Guangzhou. Experiment 2 involved 54

native Mandarin-speaking undergraduate students at the same college in Guangzhou as in

Experiment 1, though none had participated in the previous experiment. Experiment 2 differed

from Experiment 1 in that the time between the prime character disappearing and the target

character appearing (called stimulus onset asynchrony, or SOA) was shortened. In both

experiments, in addition to varying the relation of the prime to the target according to the

above mentioned categories, Perfetti and Tan also introduced the variables of specificity and

vagueness. Consequently, their results show that the more precise and certain the meaning of a

character is, the faster the lexical information is accessed.

From their experiments, Perfetti and Tan (1998) conclude that there is a determined

order to lexical information access. That order proceeds first from graphic (visual) recognition,

then to phonological triggering, then semantic information is obtained. Perfetti and Tan do

concede, however, that due to the nature of the task participants were asked to perform, there

could be some residual effects.

The Direct-route Theory (DRT): Hanzi only represent meaning

Direct-route theorists such as Tzeng, Hung, and Wang (1977) and Henderson (1982)

claim that, based on their (response-timed) research, phonemic coding seemed to play little if

any significant role in accessing lexical information. That is, a Chinese character's lexical

(semantic) information is directly accessed from the form of the character. This may be

somewhat related to the "monosyllabic myth" attributed to Modern Standard Chinese (MSC),

which says that every syllable has a meaning. To this, Chao (1968) states that the "so-called
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'monosyllabic myth' is in fact one of the truest myths in Chinese mythology" (p. 139). He also

says that "the predominance of monosyllabism is so great that a speaker or writer tends to read

meaning into single syllables when there was none originally" (Chao, 1968, p. 139).

Recently, Chen and Shu (2001) reported convincing evidence that casts doubt on a

phonemic-only theory of the coding Chinese characters. Chen and Shu replicated a primed-

naming experiment done by Perfetti and Tan (1998). They say the results obtained by Perfetti

and Tan were misinterpreted and decided to replicate the experiment. Chen and Shu conducted

two replications on the same experiment (Perfetti and Tan, 1998, Experiment 2, as described

above). Chen conducted one version of the experiment in Hong Kong with 60 native Cantonese

speakers, while Shu conducted another version in Beijing with 60 native Mandarin speakers.

Their results lead them to refute Perfetti and Tan's (1998) conclusions, followed by the

following remonstration:

" ... even if the design and the stimuli of Perfetti and Tan (1998) are capable of

generating reliable results, the interpretation of the obtained results should be

made cautiously.... Thus, any difference in the pattern of results found in

different conditions could have been due to different patterns of activation,

different levels of prime-target similarity, or the interaction of the two

factors.

The Dual-access Theory (DAT): Activation is relative

As Matsunaga (1994) discussed, most research done prior to the study she conducted

concentrated on reading either at the individual character level (monosyllabic), the word

level (typically polysyllabic), or the sentence level, leaving discourse (i.e., extended text) yet

to be investigated. This is actually still the case ten years after her dissertation (and 18 years

after Everson, 1986). Matsunaga's (1994) study, then, attempted to provide evidence for
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phonemic activation-or even the lack thereof-during reading texts of extended discourse

(i.e., multi-sentential).

In her research, Matsunaga (1994) used eye tracking equipmentto determine whether,

and to what extent, participants relied on phonological encoding during reading of extended

(newspaper) passages. Her dissertation experiment involved 65 native Japanese-speaking

nationals living in Hawai'i. She concluded that the more familiar lexical items-typically

function words-were processed without activating phonological codes, while deeper, more

load-carrying lexical items-typically content words such as nouns-did activate their

phonological coding. Thus, based on these results, she concluded that, for skilled readers, a

dual-access theory approach to semantic information processing seemed most plausible.

Perfetti and Tan (1998), as detailed above, seem to begrudgingly corroborate

Matsunaga's (1994) research when they conclude that "if our indeterminacy idea is correct,

then, with contexts that highly constrain meanings, one might expect to observe semantic

processes that temporally overlap the otherwise more rapid phonological processes" (p. 114).

The fact that Chen and Shu (2001) also provide detailed and well-argued evidence for a

"script-to-meaning" perspective also seems to lend support to Matsunaga's (1994) conclusion

that, depending on the task, content, and context of the reading activity, semantic information

is sometimes dependent upon phonological coding, but at other times lexical information can be

accessed directly from the form of the character, essentially taking precedence over the

phonological code.

The research into whether recognition of Chinese characters is phonologically

activated prelexically, lexically, or postlexically is an important step in determining the es-
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sential nature of how the mind processes Chinese character information. As Everson (1998)

notes:

this emphasis on the critical contribution of phonology also is consistent with

theories maintaining that (a) phonological encoding facilitates information

processing in short-term memory during the reading of extended text (Kleiman,

1975), (b) provides a trace in short-term memory superior to what visual

processing can offer (Baddeley, 1966), and (c) aids in the visual and semantic

processing of orthographically unfamiliar words (Just & Carpenter, 1987). (p.

197)

While many researchers believe that phonological activation is prelexical for

alphabetic languages and either lexical or postlexical for non-alphabetic (so-called

logographic) orthographies (Horodeck, 1987; Huang & Hanley, 1995; Liu, 1988; Shen & Forster,

1999; Tan & Perfetti, 1998), the timing is so close that for simplicity's sake I have discussed

phonological activation first and will now turn to character recognition and lexical activation.

The remainder of this section will look at two major areas that still dominate much of

the research in reading Chinese, namely, orthographic effects in character recognition and

word recognition. I will also briefly consider general notions of comprehension as they relate to

these two research areas.

Character Identification

A large number of studies looking at the processing of the Chinese written language

have focused on individual characters (Chen, 1986; Feldman & Siok, 1999; Hayes, 1987; Ke,

1996, 1998; Perfetti & Tan, 1998; Sergent & Everson, 1992; Sun, 1993; Tzeng, Hung, & Garro, 1978;

Wang & Thomas, 1992; Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, 1999). Key among these studies has been the
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issue of to what degree the effects of complexity, density, and frequency play in processing the

information presented by a character. Frequency can either be'frequency of occurrence' (how

often a character is used in the written language in general based on statistics gathered from

corpus studies) or 'frequency of exposure' (how often a character is repeated in a language

textbook) (Sergent & Everson, 1992). In either case, high-frequency characters are used more

often and are thus more common than low-frequency, or rare, characters. Complexity differs

from density in that complexity by definition is more generally limited to number of strokes

while density refers to the proportion of space filled to construct a character.9 As Yang and

McConkie note, "additional complexity can arise in a number of different ways: by having

nondecomposable characters with more strokes, or by having characters with additional

components arranged in different ways" (1999, p.218). For example, Figure 3 shows three pairs

of characters where each pair has the same degree of complexity, yet differ in density:

6 strokes 8 strokes 10 strokes

@] iff

Figure 3. Visual difference between complexity and density in Chinese

characters.

9 In optical character recognition (OCR) terms this is technically called optical density, which

refers to the percentage of ON-pixels in a defined (variable) unit area. In terms of a page of

black text and white background, for example, all instances of black would be ON-pixels, the

white background essentially being OFF, i.e., providing no stimulation. (See also Zheng, Liu,

& Ding, 2002.)
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There have been a few studies that have looked specifically at the three factors of

frequency, complexity, and density in character identification.10 Hayes (1987) looked at the

nature of character complexity as it affected character identification. He used a character

recall task that asked subjects (17 advanced non-natives and 17 natives) to match characters

they believed were shown during a four-second display on an answer sheet provided. He

divided 105 characters into four groups of varying complexity: Low (1-5 strokes), Medium (6-10

strokes), High (11-15 strokes), and Complex (15 or more strokes) (p.49).11 His results showed

that accuracy of recall was not affected by character complexity.

Sergent and Everson (1992) used a character naming task to look at textual frequency

and complexity in terms of both speed and accuracy in two levels of non-native learners of

Chinese, beginning (n=17) and advanced (n=5). The three independent variables were

instructional level (beginning, advanced), frequency (low frequency [<35.1] and high frequency

[>35.1], based on occurrences in the language textbook), and density (low density [<7] and high

density [>7], based on number of strokes). The two dependent variables were vocal latency and

10 Chen (1986) also notes that display size seems to be "an important factor in character/word

recognition" (p. 9).

11 There is a potential problem with these groupings, however. If we look again at Figure 3, no

tice that two of the three pairs of characters represent the low and high ends of his Medium

group. This would mean that both @.I, and f;j~-characters of strikingly dissimilar

densities-would be considered as being of equal complexity. I believe there is even a density

distinction between :$ and ~, where :$ could be identified as being more complicated than ~

in a timed experiment even though :$ has fewer strokes. Thus, the same character in three

different fonts would have the same complexity, obviously, but three different densities-e.g.,

iff (standard text, 'Song' font), -kf (brush style, 'Kai' font), and ~ (gothic style, 'Hei' font), as

well as a style change: if (standard text bold, 'Song' font). This sort of psycholinguistically

perceived versus actual density would be an interesting study that has not been done yet.
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accuracy. They observed that advanced readers were faster and more accurate in the character

naming task than the beginners. Sergent and Everson do note, however, that

"The longer reaction times for denser characters are congruous with the findings

of Hayes (1987b) that non-natives were more likely than natives to attend to

the visual aspects of characters when holding the character in short-term

memory. The longer reaction times for the more visually complex characters

indicate that non-natives do not process visually complex characters as rapidly

as visually non-complex ones because they attend to the additional visual

features of more visually complex characters. (1992, p. 41)

Recently, Xiao (2002) looked at the effect of complexity again. For her study, she

defined her complexity levels as low (1-6 strokes), mid (7-11 strokes) and high (more than 12

strokes). Her data came from post-lesson vocabulary quizzes of 34 first semester non-native

students. The vocabulary quizzes were comprised of three sections: character recognition,

character production, and dictation. Like Sergent and Everson (1992), Xiao found that

character complexity affected recognition and production but hypothesized that complexity

effects diminish as students progress to higher language levels and incorporate chunking in the

form of radicals and phonetic components as opposed to focusing on strokes at the beginning of

Chinese character learning.

Because each of these studies used different subject populations and defined their

parameters differently-Xiao's (2002) definition of density differed from that of Sergent and

Everson's (1992), which differed from that of Hayes (1987). Sergent and Everson used frequency

data, but the others did not-these studies came to contradicting conclusions which are

difficult to usefully compare. Despite the fact that their conclusions seem to be at odds with

one another, or perhaps because of that fact, more detailed study with more clearly defined
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parameters needs to be conducted to tease out what is exactly going on in the relationship

between character complexity and recognition and production ability.

Finally, though it only deals with recognition, a recent study by Wang, Perfetti, and

Liu (2003) corroborates what has been discovered in the previous studies above in that

increased frequency of exposure is strongly correlated with faster response times and more

accurate identification of characters in a naming task. Not surprisingly, since Chinese

characters do not indicate tone, the 15 beginning-level CFL participants (composed of two

dissimilar groups) performed poorly on a tone matching task. They conclude that their findings

indicate a primacy of perceptual learning among students whose native written language is

alphabetic (e.g., English) in learning a non-alphabetic written language such as Chinese.

Word Recognition

In order to identify whole words, it is argued that beginning readers must first decode

their component parts. Experienced readers, it is argued, do this mainly with infrequent,

unfamiliar characters and words. As discussed above, for less frequent and not-quite-yet

automatized lexical items, this typically involves the assignment of sound first, then accessing

meaning. For English and other alphabetic languages, word identification requires the ability

to construct meaning from varying strings of letters, which are representations of sounds. For

Chinese, a morphosyllabic language (DeFrancis, 1989), prelexical identification of words

seems to rely on the ability to compile meaning from jumbles of seemingly random strokes

constrained within a limited square space.

Japanese Kanji share a similar process, but with an added orthographic tool in its

syllabary (composed of two types, hiragana and katakana). Some early studies conducted at
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the University of Hawai'i determined that increased learning of and exposure to the

orthography meant faster recognition times (Yamamoto, 1980), that there is no correlation

between Kanji recognition and English whole-word ability in children (Ihara, 1983), and that

there are significant but varying relationships between contextual, mnemonic, and rote learning

on individual differences and learning style preferences (Okita, 1996). More recently, Mori

(1999) looked at JFL learners' beliefs about English and Japanese word recognition, including

degree of reliance on Kanji despite their perceived difficulty.

Everson (1998) defines word recognition as "deriving both the phonetic codes (or

pronunciation) as well as lexical meaning from printed Chinese characters" (p. 194). He also

notes the psycholinguistic difficulty in actually defining what a word is in Chinese in the first

place (see also Packard, 2000, for an extensive investigation into possible ways of defining a

word in Chinese).12 By way of a simplified example, one could say that just as English has

words of varying length (as measured by number of letters) so too does Chinese. The English

words "a" (one letter) to "antidisestablishmentarianism" (28 letters) and everything in

between can easily be identified as words in the written language by the use of spaces. Since

the Chinese language does not use extra space boundaries13
, segmentation becomes a tricky issue.

When talking about word recognition in Chinese, it must be remembered that while MSC

(Modern Standard Chinese) is predominantly bisyllabic (approximately 60-65%), there are

also many words that are represented by a single syllable, and hence a single character (Wong

12 Packard (2000) discusses eight ways of defining a "word", including orthographic word, socio

logical word, lexical word, semantic word, phonological word, morphological word, syntactic

word, and psycholinguistic word. See also Tsai (2001).

13 Still, as Yang (1994) notes, there is still roughly two to four millimeters of evenly distributed

space between characters in running Chinese text, depending on the font size.
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& Weber, 1986). Even though Chinese words can range from one character (e.g., A 'person') to

three characters (e.g., OI~~] 'rodents')14 in research on Chinese word recognition, as noted by

Perfetti and Tan in 1996, because Chinese readers tend to adopt a "two character assembly

strategy" (as cited in Tsai, 2001, p. 21)/5 the most common descriptor used to define a word is

"two-character combinations" (Everson, 1998, p. 201n).16

This relates to the unitization effect discussed by both Chen (1986) and Tao and Healy

(2002), which says that the more frequent and familiar a character or word is to a reader, the

more likely it will be automatically (less deeply) processed based mainly on components (i.e.,

semantic radicals and phonetics) for individual characters or character combinations for

compound words during the reading of extended (or "normal") text. In English this unitization

effect is observed in particular with function words, such as "a" and "the" (and unique words

like "alligator"), while in Chinese, these tend to be highly frequent semantic radicals such as

14 According to Tsai's (2001, ppAO-41) data, the average length of a Chinese "word" is 1.33 to 2

characters, depending on tokenization. Average English word length ranges from 6 to 9 letters,

depending on such factors as style, genre, etc. Although I understand Tsai's reasons for doing so

(mainly as it fit his segmentation algorithm), I do not consider Chinese 'four-character

phrases' (RX;~, chengyii, 'set phrases') or groups of numbers such as 18 or 691,000,000 (Tsai,

2001, p. 36) as words here. Of course, this gets to the distinction between iWF (d, 'phrase') and

~PJ (d, 'word') in Chinese, where iWF~ and ~PJ~ -both pronounced ddian-mean 'dictionary'.

IS A similar observation was recently made by S. Biber (personal communication, August 19,

2004) who noticed that (mainland) Chinese computer users"are quite confused by the sentence

at-a-time entry mode and prefer to switch to a word-by-word system" of input.

16 According to Huang and Liu's 1978 statistics based on a million-character running text corpus

analysis, two-character compounds are said to account for 65% of the total (as cited in Yang,

1994, pp. 8, 28).
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!x 'woman' or B 'sun', or grammatical particles such as 8"1 (de), or even words such as $~

(zh6ngguo, 'China').

Like the character identification studies just reviewed, there has been much research

done in relation to word recognition. Koda (1996) has put together a valuable critical review of

second language word recognition research, covering such topics as the significance of word

recognition efficiency, connectionist accounts of performance improvement and cross-linguistic

variations in word recognition processes in Ll word recognition, L2 word recognition frameworks

and L2 processing experience effects, and 11-L2 orthographic distance effects. Some of the

studies on word recognition focus on orthography (Wong, 2000; Wong & Chen, 1999; Yang, 2000;

Zhou, Marslen-Wilson, Taft, & Shu, 1999), while others have looked at error detection (Xu,

1998), word length (Hayes, 1990), and comparisons of word recognition processes in Chinese as

first and second languages (Sun, 1992).

With regard to Chinese word recognition, Tzeng, Hung, and Garro (1978) reported on an

early study they had conducted that examined the possibility that Chinese word recognition

in the context of a sentence was more likely to be phonemically related due to processing

demands in working memory. They found that just as phonemic similarity of unrelated Chinese

characters affected short-term retention, so too did it affect the reading of Chinese characters

in meaningful sentences (p. 299).

Using a recall protocol rather than using eye-tracking equipment as Everson (1986) did,

Hayes (1990) took the Everson study one step further in terms of looking at the effect of word

length on memorability. The 13 non-native (Advanced) and 13 native (Taiwan) Chinese

readers were presented with 10 sets of four short sentences which contained nouns varying in
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length from one to four characters.17 Hayes observed that while there were quantitative diff-

erences between natives and non-natives in terms of how much text participants in each group

recalled on average, both groups exhibited similar response trends in that four-character words

were more likely recalled than one-, two-, or three-character words. Hayes hypothesized

that "the memorability of one or more levels of the number of characters per word is

strongly influenced by the level of proficiency of the reader" (p. 40), and also suggests the

added context was a significant factor in this observation.

There has also been some relevant research done in the JFL context. For example, Koda

(1992) pursues an investigation of 58 native English-speaking college students learning to read

Japanese as a foreign language (JFL). She looks at the relationship between lower-level verbal

processing skills and foreign language reading proficiency. She also notes that aspects of

linguistic knowledge, background knowledge, cognitive and metacognitive skills, and lower-

level verbal processing skills have also been suggested as major reader-related factors. Her

research question examined letter identification and word recognition on foreign language (FL)

reading performance. She uses three measures of reading comprehension: doze, paragraph

comprehension, and sentence comprehension. For verbal processing, Koda uses speeded word

recognition and letter identification tasks. Her results show that there is a high correlation

between the verbal processing scores and the reading comprehension scores that displayed an

increase over time. Koda also concludes that "efficient lower-level verbal processing

17 As with the Tsai (2001) data mentioned previously, Hayes (1990) considers combinations such

as 9ti.§!;~ (shaoshiI minzu, 'minority ethnic groups') as one word. Unfortunately, he only

provides one example set, so it is difficult to determine the validity of the other four-character

examples he considered "words".
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operations are essential for successful performance in FL reading comprehension". Koda cites

Ehri (1987) in arguing that the written language provides a mechanism of rehearsal that

provides visual-spatial support for speech development.

One interesting aspect of eye-tracking research, discussed in more detail in the next

chapter, is that even though we can detect fixations and say they are indicative of increased

mental activity, we really do not know the reason the reader has fixated on that particular

point. For example, it could be that s/he does not know the word in the first place, and so is

trying to switch to a lower-level of processing in an effort to recompose it from its basic

elements, or it could be that there is an error in the text that the mind has caught and is fixing

in order to extract the information and integrate it into the overall whole. Specifically, eye

tracking research has been done in the area of word perception and identification. At this

point it is only necessary to mention them as they relate to word recognition and phonological

recoding.

In addition to phonological recoding, recent research in reading Chinese has looked

more in-depth at word frequency, word length, launching and landing points of saccades

Gumps), and contextual constraints. Yang (1994) determined that the optimal viewing position

of a word in Chinese is at its center, which for a two-character word would be between the two

characters in the combination (or on the right-most edge of the first character in the compound)

and for a three-character word would be along a center line of the second character in the

compound. Yang and McConkie (1999), however, conclude that "there appears to be no

preferred landing position in words when reading Chinese text", and further that there is fIno

evidence for either a word- or character-based eye guidance process during the reading of

Chinese text" (p. 215).
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In looking at phonological effects versus orthographic effects, Wong and Chen (1999)

conclude that "orthographic processing plays a prominent role in the early stage of reading

Chinese, but phonological processing does not" (p. 475).

Most recently, Tsai (2001) developed the first theoretical computational model of

Chinese reading that utilized segmentation algorithms in a word recognition study. Tsai's

model took into consideration word frequency and structural complexity along with human eye

movement behavior. While this model could be useful in replicating native reader habits

when facing extended text, it does not cover the variables that present themselves when non

native readers attempt the same task. This is less a criticism of Tsai's work as it is of the field

at large, in that very little research has been done to provide benchmarks based on eye

movement data of non-native readers reading Chinese.

We will return to these studies in more detail in the review of eye movement research

in the next chapter. Let me conclude this section by noting several factors related to word

recognition that can influence reading comprehension. First, and probably foremost, is the

factor of language competence or language proficiency (Horiba, 1996a; Mecartty, 1998). The

longer one has studied a foreign language (assuming a certain degree of effort has also been

invested), the more efficient one's L2 reading ability will become.

Another issue is the question of unknown vocabulary density (Hsueh-chao & Nation,

2000). As I have mentioned earlier in this chapter, the greater the extent of one's knowledge of

vocabulary the more likely one's ability to read and comprehend a novel text. Of course,

DeFrancis (1966) notes that even with a repertoire of 1200 individual characters, which

represented 91.3% of characters in Chen's 1928 data (as cited in DeFrancis, 1966, p. 10),

"knowing a character does not necessarily give a student access to the combinations of which it
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is a part" (p. 11). As Hayes (1990) argues, without a solid foundation of vocabulary (characters

alone and in combination) as represented by a "memory network of Chinese" (p. 38), the ability

to even exercise a top-down, conceptually-based, knowledge-driven approach to an extended

piece of novel text is crippled with only limited potential for success at best.

Reading Strategies of Learners of Chinese

Equipped with a linguistic toolbelt packed with a developing store of vocabulary, a

collection of grammar structures, and a spattering of cultural background knowledge, the CFL

learner's efforts at processing information via print or screen can still be hindered by

insufficient reading skills. One factor that is crucial to comprehending something that one is

reading is the ability to overcome obstacles in the text, whether they be unknown or unfamiliar

characters, words, or grammar (i.e. syntax). The strategies a reader uses to achieve some

measure of comprehension are essentially learned behaviors as one gains experience through

the frequent exposure to text. Reading strategies, as defined by Barnett (1989), are the

problem-solving techniques readers employ to get meaning from a text (p. 36). In contrast,

general learning strategies are used to acquire and improve skills with the second or foreign

language tool, while reading strategies are used to obtain information by the most efficient use

of available tools. The present study inferred reading strategies from eye movement data

gathered during a single reading task session.

Several studies have looked into the relationships between foreign language

proficiency level (Everson & Ke, 1997; Hayes, 1988), reading experience and skills (Bernhardt,

1983), and efficiency of reading processing and comprehension (Liu, 1999; Su, 2001). Everson

(1994) reminds us that when readers are forced to grapple with a foreign language text, as
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opposed to reading it more or less fluently, they must "divide up their cognitive resources in a

strategy termed 'code switching'" (p. 6). Further,

When learners employ this strategy, they go through a text and circle

characters and write in romanization and/or English in the margins so as to

establish some baseline for establishing the meaning of the vocabulary. When

this process is done, the learner has "freed up" a large amount of the

attentional resources that were necessary to recognize and process much of the

vocabulary, and that now may be used to establish grammatical relationships

(syntactic feature recognition), as well as the relationships between different

portions of the text (intratextual perception). (p. 6)

Other reading comprehension strategies include rereading, paraphrasing, monitoring

understanding, making inferences, identifying important information, and integrating text

(Kobrin, 2000, pp. 14-16). These strategies are arguably identifiable as top-down in nature.

When non-native readers of Chinese encounter unfamiliar characters, words, or grammar

structures, they almost invariably resort to more text-driven processes such as character

component analysis, other attempts at character identification, and the guessing of possible

word meaning from context, as introduced earlier in this chapter. Lee (1998) presents a reading

strategy scheme based on her research involving think-aloud protocols which consists of two

groups of strategies: Unit Identification Strategies (UIS) and Unit Assemblage Strategies

(UAS). There are twelve strategies in the former category and eight strategies in the latter

category. These strategies are divided roughly along the lines of bottom-up and top-down

processing discusses earlier. Included among the UIS group are strategies such as scanning for

unfamiliar words, annotating the text with pronunciation or meaning cues, and word-for-word
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translating. The VAS group include strategies such as using background knowledge,

hypothesizing, and summarizing (Lee, 1998, p. 117).

Anxiety, of course, will have a negative effect on the learning, acquisition, and both

short- and long-term retention of vocabulary, in addition to creating interference and being

detrimental to cognitive processing and overall language proficiency and reading comprehen

sion (Saito, Garza, & Horwitz, 1999; Watanabe, 1997). For beginning and inexperienced foreign

language readers, by the very nature of the task, reading in a foreign language by oneself can be

a nerve-wracking experience. Moving up another level of anxiety is what happens when

students are asked to read aloud-or even silently-in class. Still another level of anxiety

occurs when students are faced with a reading comprehension test. Each of these levels adds

further degrees of difficulty that can potentially create hindrances to successful

comprehension.

Finally, a note about test-taking strategies versus reading comprehension strategies.

Test-taking strategies include whether to read the entire passage first or just some of it then

moving on the the questions, or reading the questions first and then moving to the text to search

for the answer. Even though the research conducted for this dissertation involved the use of a

computer-adaptive "test" (CAT), the stakes involved were actually very low. Participants

were paid a set fee regardless of their performance, and they were even told that they could

discontinue their session for any reason without penalty. Also, unlike Kobrin's (2000) computer

based test passages and questions, the majority of items given by the CATRC (Computer

Adaptive Test for Reading Chinese), including text and questions, were presented on a single

screen. In addition, participants were told there was no time limit for the test or for individual

items and that they could take as long as they wanted and go at their own pace. For these
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reasons, and based on informal discussions with the participants after they had finished their

sessions, I believe that test-taking strategies were actually of a secondary nature as compared

with more primary reading comprehension strategies as the participants were more focused on

the main task of reading for comprehension. Of course, the psychometric effects of knowing one

is being tested or simply observed are difficult, if not impossible, to control for. Further details

of the experiment sessions are provided in Chapter Four: Methodology.

Teaching Reading in CL2/CFL

In 1966, DeFrancis leveled a critical indictment against the situation of the teaching of

reading in Chinese as a foreign language, citing the two main problems of the time as being a)

"making too rigid a connection between reading and speaking" and b) "placing too much

emphasis on learning characters" (p. 2). Around 20 years later observations made by Walker

(1984) and Hayes (1988) indicate that the situation had not improved. DeFrancis (1966) talks

about how pervasive this character-counting mentality among both teachers and students by

repeating the question that students still ask today, "How many characters do you know?" (p.

6) In this type of environment, students are merely becoming highly skilled "decoders of texts"

(Jorden, 1975, p. 118), ignoring the fact that reading is grammatical (Jorden, 1975, p. 111; Jorden,

1995, p. 97). Similarly, Jorden (1995) talks about how, trained to be obsessed by kanji, students

become "kanji-hoppers" (p. 93), essentially jumping over and ignoring the clues and cues

provided by the surrounding kana context.

Given what we currently know about the process of reading in a "foreign" language such

as Chinese, teachers in the field have experimented with a variety of methods and have

proposed a number of approaches to help make acquiring the skill more efficient. These
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methods and approaches have gone from research in general reading processes-including

bottom-up models, top-down models, interactive models, and universals that apply across most

all languages-to special considerations that need to be made for learning to read in a foreign or

second language. The special considerations called for in learning to read and comprehend not

just words in isolation but extended text in Chinese includes overcoming the burden of the

orthography and learning the sound associations that go with mostly abstract symbols.

There have been occasional and varied debates within the field of Chinese pedagogy

concerning the teaching of reading in Chinese. These include a range of suggestions from

delaying character instruction (e.g., Packard, 1990, Dew, 1994), to Pinyin only instruction, to

Pinyin versus Zhuyin Fuhao (a.k.a. bopomofo)18 instruction, to tonal spelling versus diacritics

(McGinnis, 1997), to simplified versus traditional character instruction, and to teaching

cognitive and metacognitive reading strategies and schema theory at more advanced levels

(Jiang, 2004).

Researchers and teachers that have suggested a delay in character instruction in order

to first develop spoken language skills have varied in how long that delay should be: from as

18 This system of character annotation is more similar to the Korean alphabet than it is to the

Japanese syllabaries in the sense that it "spells" sounds. Recall the description of Pinyin

provided earlier where the example of Meigu6 was given for the characters ~~. In Zhuyin

Fuhao that would be transcribed as n""" Y «X G / (where n would equal [in IPAl /m/, ""

= /ei/, Y = 3rd tone, « = /g/, X = /w/, G = /0/, and / = 2nd tone. It is mostly used in

educational materials in Taiwan and would appear either on top of horizontally running text or

along the side of vertically running text, e.g.:
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little as a few weeks (Packard, 1990; Walker, 1984) into Chinese language instruction, to as

much as a semester, to as much again as a year or more. No research has yet been published

that has tested the feasibility of or the effects on student reading development that

incorporates longer delays of character instruction, exclusive use of romanization in the early

stages of instruction, or the use of either simplified or complex characters at the program level,

so it remains to be seen whether these approaches would actually improve or enhance the CFL

learner's overall reading skills development.

Essentially, it may be said that the more a student reads, the more a student learns

(acquires more characters and words), the more a student learns, the sooner the student can just

read for enjoyment (passing over some of the characters/words that they do not know and not

letting them interrupt their reading flow-unless they have totally lost the meaning). This

may require learners to spend quite a bit of time looking up characters and words in the

dictionary in the beginning, but-especially if they are marking the words they have had to

look up in the dictionary-they should notice that they do not have to look up the same words

or as many words as time goes on.

Another issue that seems to be at the heart of student reading success or failure is their

motivation-or lack thereof-to learn the characters in the first place. McGinnis (1995) asked

(a) "how much do our students really want to learn to read and write Chinese", and (b) "how do

our students actually learn to read and write, particularly at the earliest stages of study"? He

found in answer to the first question that most beginning- and intermediate-level students are

really only interested in learning to speak and listen. In answer to the second question, and

based on the results of an ethnographic survey of 29 students at the beginning level, students

adopt "highly idiosyncratic and thoroughly inconsistent" strategies for learning to read and
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write Chinese characters, despite the best efforts of their instructors to teach them. The results

of this survey allowed McGinnis to identify two student-based myths related to the learning of

Chinese characters, what he called the "non-necessity myth" and the "rugged individualist

myth". Students who succtnnb to the first myth believe that Chinese characters are

insignificant and useless to them and their personal goals for learning the language, while

students who fall prey to the second myth feel that they alone know what the best way is for

them to learn how to read and write and turn a deaf ear to the knowledge and experience of

their teachers.

McGinnis (1999) later dropped the rugged individualist myth and switched it with the

"radical-schmadical" myth (p. 163), but in my teaching experience, all three myths possess

equal potential to rear their ugly heads, but appearing at slightly different times during the

course of student learning. Speaking to the "radical-schmadical myth", McGinnis' data gave

indications that, especially at the beginning of study, radical and phonetic components are

simply too abstract to be of any practical use. It is not until later on in their studies that

students are able to make connections with more frequent radicals and phonetics, thus seeing

the value and usefulness in such an approach to learning characters.

If they have the drive and determination to continue learning Chinese characters,

students are forced to come up with ways of retaining them in long term memory. In addition to

creating flashcards and going through reams of paper writing and rewriting hundreds of

characters in an effort to "burn them into the brain", teachers can help students to learn how to

use other techniques such as creating mnemonic devices (Wang & Thomas, 1992) and tracing

characters in the air (Yim-Ng, Varley, & Andrade, 2000).
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Shu and Anderson (1999) note that in the PRC children are expected to know 2557

characters by 6th grade. Kennedy (1937) made a first guess that "mastery" of 1000-4000

represents a ",fair' knowledge of the language" (p. 5) while 4000-5000 would constitute an

"unusually good education in Chinese" (p.3). Later, Wang (1973) suggested that knowledge of

4000-7000 characters would be sufficient for reading a newspaper. Recently, Taylor and Taylor

(1995) broke it down to 2000 characters for "limited literacy", 3500 characters for "functional

literacy", and 6000 characters for "scholarly literacy" (p. 174). In light of these "guidelines",

it is interesting to note that based on Chen's 1928 analysis of one million characters of running

text there were only found 4719 unique characters (cited in DeFrancis, 1966, p. 10).19

Moving beyond character identification, and even beyond word recognition, training

students to read extensively should remain one of the main goals of Chinese language education

(DeFrancis, 1966, p. 20n). As Ho (1975) notes:

Although a large vocabulary load in the early stages of learning to read is

usually a hindrance, it is also an undesirable restriction on the student to

require that he should be unable to understand any more than he is able to

produce. This would put him at a considerable disadvantage in comparison

with the native speaker who has a far larger 'passive' than 'active'

vocabulary. It would be unnatural to limit the students to a pure 'active'

vocabulary. It seems perfectly adequate that we should use texts in which some

of the lexical content is intended for comprehension only. It is no argument

against extensive reading to say that the learner may misunderstand, or even

fail to place any meaning at all on some of the lexical items. In any case, this is

an experience for which he needs to be prepared, since he will meet it as soon as

he is exposed to the language outside the teaching situation. (1975, p. 9)

19 Most recently, Da's (2004) corpus of 2.5 million characters of online Modern Chinese running

text contained 9933 unique characters.
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What is key here is that students need to be taught about this experience of failure in

such a way so as not to cause even further demoralization. In order to maintain a sense of

accomplishment, it is important to build both "passive" and "active" vocabulary. There seems

to be a pedagogical priority shift, however, generally between traditionally defined

intermediate and advanced levels of study (typically the third year of college study) where

less attention is placed on the learning of character and word units and more on idea units

(Jiang, 2004; Spring, 1999). These priorities include designing materials that use students'

background knowledge (Everson, 1996), designing texts of varying difficulty levels (Yano, Long,

& Ross, 1994), breaking down and analyzing text structures (Bai, 1997), and concentrating on

narrative texts (Okurowski, 1987).

A few scholars have looked into purported benefits of certain types of composition

exercises on the reading process (Light, 1975; Walker, 1984; Everson, 1994; Shen, 2000). Light

(1975) lamented that "without too much exaggeration, it can be said that, in the main, we

teach Chinese reading by exposure with little attention to active skills" (p. 70). He noted that

there was, in the scholarship up to that time, the explicit assumption that "the four skills are

not isolable" (p. 79) and that they offer mutual reinforcement. This was echoed almost a

decade later by Walker (1984) who states that "reading is not an isolated, nor isolatable,

language skill. Reading does not happen without a productive capacity in the language of the

text" (p. 69).

Light (1975) suggests early on that curriculum designers explore the relationship

between using writing Chinese to assist in CFL reading instruction, considering composition to be

the active skill missing from the equation. The "controlled composition" (p. 71) exercises he

recommends are to be of a paragraph in length or longer. Students are provided with text in
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Chinese which they must read, comprehend, then manipulate in various ways and rewrite.

Though his paper only offers his conviction but no research to back it up, it still shared a

valuable idea on a component of an integrated program that is currently quite prevalent across

the field of Chinese language pedagogy.

As Walker (1984) states, "in the long run, reading is probably the most important skill

a learner can gain from formal instruction in Chinese" (p. 67). Ten years ago, Everson (1994)

described an idea of a process view of teaching students how to read Chinese. This process first

begins with students learning the sounds and some rudimentary vocabulary of the language

through romanization (as discussed in the beginning of the "Burden of Orthography" section

earlier in this chapter). After that foundation has been laid, students are then introduced to

characters. From that point, students then continue to learn sounds and vocabulary

simultaneously through the romanization system and the Chinese characters themselves.

During this second step of the process, students are exposed and trained to recognize and recall

characters and words quickly and accurately. Speed and accuracy are key indicators to

successful readers, so training during CL2/CFL reading should include development of rapid

decoding skills. The third step involves moving from rapid decoding of characters and words to

assimilation and integration of larger chunks of text. Facilitation of this final step requires

that Chinese language professionals collect and develop a wealth of reading materials that

can be used at varying levels of language proficiency.

Summary

In this chapter I have attempted to bring together a variety of factors that I feel are

significant to understanding the process of reading Chinese as a second or foreign language
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(CL2/ CFL). I began by sketching what we know about the essentially universal components

that make up the reading process, including bottom-up, top-down, and interactive

compensatory processing models; then I focused on what are considered special issues related to

reading foreign languages in general and reading Chinese in particular. I covered the

orthographical topics of character and word recognition and the phonological coding/recoding

processes inherent in silent and oral reading, as well as the still debated possibility of direct

lexical mapping. Finally, I looked at the reading process from both the learner's perspective

as well as the teacher's perspective. In Chapter 3, I will look at previous research on working

memory and eye movement that will help to place the current study more firmly into its

methodological framework.
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CHAPTER 3

PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION

Introduction

In this chapter I will discuss previous theoretical and experimental research done in

relation to working memory, eye-tracking, and reading. The literature discussed here will also

include research that investigates theories on the relation between eye movement and mental

processing. The first section will describe some current theories that attempt to explain the

structure and process of working memory in general and during reading. The second section will

look at eye-tracking research, providing both sketches of general concepts and descriptions of

specific research studies involving Chinese and English.

Working Memory and Cognitive Processing

Models of Working Memory

Working memory (WM) is by all accounts and above all else understood as a workspace.

This workspace is recognized as temporary in nature, as well as being cognitively based. The

WM system is said to be limited in capacity, varying from individual to individual, and even

subject to moods and emotions. Working memory, unlike long-term memory (LTM), is seen to

hold onto the materials it is working with only for short periods of time.

Based on the ten theories of WM they discuss, Miyake and Shah (1999) propose the

following extended definition:

Working memory is those mechanisms or processes that are involved in the

control, regulation, and active maintenance of task-relevant information in the
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service of complex cognition, including novel as well as familiar, skilled tasks.

It consists of a set of processes and mechanisms and is not a fixed "place" or

''box'' in the cognitive architecture. It is not a completely unitary system in the

sense that it involves multiple representational codes and! or different

subsystems. Its capacity limits reflect multiple factors and may even be an

emergent property of the multiple processes and mechanism involved. Working

memory is closely linked to LTM, and its contents consist primarily of currently

activated LTM representations, but can also extend to LTM memory

representations that are closely linked to activated retrieval cues and, hence,

can be quickly reactivated. (p. 450)

Working memory should not be confused with short-term memory [STM, called

"extinct" now by Miyake and Shah (1999), despite continued research], which is only seen as a

passive storage bin of extremely short duration. The difference between STM and LTM, then, is

the duration of storage. However, while LTM does hold onto content for much longer spans of

time, it is still subject to decay and loss. One key concept to remember, as alluded to in the

definition above, is that working memory itself activates resources it needs to complete the

processes the system is currently involved in. Neither STM nor LTM determine what gets stored

nor what is done with those resources once they have been placed in storage.

When talking about capacity, working memory theorists are not talking about volume,

i.e., how much working memory can hold and for how long it can hold on to it (although those

are factors). Volume can be said to be more a characteristic of STM and LTM, and yet, as it is

turning out, even the volume of these two components of memory in general are indeterminate

and vary based on individual differences (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995).

Rather, capacity refers to processing capability. This includes temporary storage

(what Miyake and Shah, 1999, call "the old STM"), but only for as long as it needs to process.

Working memory processing includes the encoding (e.g., phonological and semantic codes for
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language) of information for either immediate processing or storage for future processing,

maintenance of information primarily through rehearsal mechanisms, and retrieval of

information either currently in the working memory buffer or information that has been placed

into LTM storage.

According to Miyake and Shah (1999), there are currently at least ten prevailing

representations of working memory. These range from exclusively hierarchical to exclusively

modular representations and several representations in between. Hierarchical representations

posit that working memory processing is controlled and regulated by some central mechanism.

On the other hand, modular representations hold that there are components within the

working memory system that are interrelated, integrated, and work together to perform

cognitive processing. Somewhere in the middle are theories that say that some parts of

working memory are modular while the system overall operates under a hierarchy of control.

Just and Carpenter (1980) look at comprehension of discourse as stimulated by

perception of visual cues on the page. A dozen years later, Just and Carpenter (1992) refined

their earlier view somewhat to incorporate the construct of' working memory as a

multifunctional system of information maintenance and language processing. The capacity of

this system of simultaneous maintenance and processing is, they propose, both finite for all and

variable according to individual differences.

The key element to Just and Carpenter's (1992) Capacity Theory of Comprehension is

activation, and "capacity" is defined as "the maximum amount of activation available in

working memory" to support either storage or processing (1992, p. 123). In this theory, the

storage and processing are running in parallel, but vie for control of limited resources. If more

resources are needed for storage, processing must be cut back; if processing is more active, then
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storage is relinquished. Each of these conditions will vary depending on the degree of task

difficulty. The more difficult or more demanding a task is, the more likely storage and

processing will have to compete.

Memory Processing During Reading

Memory (and working memory in particular) is considered by many to be a significant,

if not the most significant construct to language aptitude. The ability to take in, process, and

recall language-related information all seem to hinge on the development and conditioning of

the memory system. Reading comprehension, then, as a component of language aptitude, can be

seen as depending quite extensively on the processing of information. Further, the efficiency

and proficiency of that memory system varies greatly due to individual differences of

learners/ readers (Kintsch, Patel, & Ericsson, 1999; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990).

Reading is considered to be a highly demanding activity in terms of the requirements it

places on memory capacity (Waters & Caplan, 1996). Theoretically, every individual's

capacity (or, capability) to process, differs from every other individual's capacity (Cantor &

Engle, 1993; Just & Carpenter, 1992). Conceptually, however, everyone has a potential 100%

working memory capacity. How efficiently or proficiently the individual uses that capacity,

however, is subject to other variables both internal and external (Chase & Ericsson, 1982;

Ericsson & Delaney, 1999; Turner & Engle, 1989).

Reading in a foreign language is especially demanding on available resources. During

the reading process, to pose a simplistic example, we can imagine that my reading of a

particular Japanese text (a language which I have studied for less than two years) could

experience a distribution of, say, 60% for lower-level, bottom-up processing, while only 40%
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will be available for higher-level, top-down processing. Conversely, my reading of a

particular English text (my 11) could experience a hypothetical distribution of 10% devoted to

storage of vocabulary to be processed (so-called lower level) and 90% could be available for

synthesizing, summarizing, and otherwise comprehending (so-called higher level processes).

What this basically says about students whose L1 is English (Le., alphabet-based)

learning to read an L2 orthography that relies on syllabaries or logographs (as Japanese and

Chinese predominantly do, respectively) is that there is the introduction of an extra processing

load. This extra processing load is virtually nonexistent, or at least significantly "lighter" for

an 11 English student learning Spanish as an L2. Thus, more memory capacity can be devoted to

higher-level processing much earlier in the course of L2 Spanish studies than can be afforded to

L2 Chinese or Japanese reading.

Horiba, van den Broek, and Fletcher (1993) conducted a study comparing 47 L2 readers

of English (11 Japanese) with 72 11 readers of English. Their study utilizes recall protocols to

determine whether the structure of a text is preserved in memory (indicating high-level

processing), or whether meaning chunks were preserved in memory (indicating low-level

processing). Specifically, Horiba et allook at four structural factors and their effects on recall

and comprehension. Those four factors were causal-chain status, number of causal connections,

story-grammar category, and hierarchical position. From their results they discover that the

L2 readers did make greater use of structure rather than meaning, implying that the readers

may have created and remembered the structure because of gaps in vocabulary. In other words,

the high-level processing in working memory compensated for low-level processing

deficiencies, thus retaining the structural representation rather than the semantic

representation in longer term memory.
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Experiments on Memory and L2 Reading ofChinese/Japanese

Research into the role of memory during the first language (11) reading process is quite

extensive. There are also many studies that look into the question of memory as it relates to

reading in a second language. Studies that look at the role of memory during the process of

reading Chinese or Japanese, however, are not so numerous (e.g., Yu, Zhang, Jin, Peng, Zhang, &

Simon, 1985; Zhang & Simon, 1985). As Everson (1986) noted earlier, and Matsunaga (1994) and

Tsai (2001) both reiterated, this is especially the case for research for normal reading of

Chinese and Japanese as a second language. By "normal reading", we mean reading more

extended texts rather than simply digit, word, or sentence-length samples.

Most studies looking at reading Japanese and Chinese, however, still seem to be

focusing on more discrete aspects of written language processing, i.e., strokes, radicals,

character density, etc. These are believed to have more potential for providing insight into

how WM and STM work. Hue and Erickson (1988) suggest that there are at least two types of

short-term memory (STM), i.e., verbal and visual. They conduct four experiments that look at

visual versus phonological coding of Chinese characters in STM. Experiment 1 of their

investigation involves ten Chinese graduate students studying in the US and is thus a study of

11 reading skill. The participants were asked to recall lists of radicals (components of Chinese

characters) that varied from high- to low-frequency. The results from Experiment 1 show that

higher frequency radicals were recalled more correctly and at higher rates than lower

frequency radicals. Hue and Erickson's (1988) Experiment 2 continues where Experiment 1 left

off. Experiment 2 presented the lists of radicals in random order for both variables: frequency

and density. After written recall, participants were asked to verbally recall the radicals. The

results from Experiment 2 further corroborate those obtained in Experiment 1.
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Hue and Erickson's (1988) Experiment 3 is a continuation of Experiment 2 where the

assumption that, during processing, familiar, high-frequency radicals are stored in the verbal

STM while unfamiliar, low frequency radicals are stored in the visual STM. Hue and Erickson

come to similar conclusions for Experiment 3 as those arrived at for Experiments 1 and 2.

Finally, Experiment 4 explores the "floor effect" that became apparent in Experiment 3. To test

for this potentiality, Experiment 4 is the same as Experiment 3 with the only difference being

that participants were given more time to complete the task. Hue and Erickson's results

showed an increase in recall compared with Experiment 3 indicating that there is indeed dual

code (visual and verbal) short-term storage.

While his study does not deal directly with nor mention the relation of the study to

(working) memory issues, we can nevertheless analyze the results of Ke's (1996) study of

perception and production of Chinese characters among a total of 60 students from four separate

but geographically close programs in that light. In his data analysis and results section, the

effect of instruction seems to playa significant role in answering his four research questions.

Ke's (1996) first research question looks for a correlation between Chinese character

perception and production. His results show that instruction has a significant positive affect on

both in increasing performance as well as the degree to which the two factors correlate over

time. His second question asks whether students perform better at recognition or production.

Here the data is inconclusive in that poor recognizers tend to also be poor producers, but that

good recognizers are not necessarily good producers. Ke's third question asks if Chinese

character density (i.e., the number of strokes in any given character) affects learning. Based on

the data, Ke concludes (as Sergent and Everson [1992] did) that density more adversely affects

production than recognition. Ke's final question asks whether there is any effect due to
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instruction on recognition and/or production. Based on an analysis of his data, his conclusion

here is that there is a significant correlation between instruction and improvement in both

modes of performance.

Looking at the data provided by Ke (1996), there seems to be some evidence suggesting

that Chinese characters place high working memory processing demands on beginning learners

of Chinese characters. Further, over time and with relatively constant exposure and use,

lower-level processing does seem to give way potentially allowing for higher-level processing

to take place more efficiently.

Tsai (2001) developed a computational modeling study based on a Chinese corpus of

over 714,000 sentences that included over 4.6 million words, or, almost 7.5 million characters. In

the first part of his study, Tsai's model "demonstrated how low level, primitive information,

such as word lengths, word frequency counts, and the relative probabilities of boundary roles of

individual characters, can effectively resolve most cases of ambiguity." (p. 47) This ambiguity

was then restored for the second part of Tsai's research, the goal of which was to simulate

human reading of Chinese. Towards this end, similar restrictions humans experience during

reading-such as limited viewing area-were assigned to the model. The second part of Tsai's

research thus focussed on uncertainty in eye movement control. Tsai admits that his approach

"lacks empirical evidence", but maintains that "it is logical". (p. 53) Tsai's results show that,

aside from the length of saccades being shorter than a human would make, he was able to

reliably simulate human reading with his computational model.
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Walter (2000): Working Memory and Reading in a Foreign Language

Walter (2000) conducted six experiments that looked at various aspects in the

relationship between working memory (WM) and reading in a foreign language (in her

research, French and English). While she mainly focuses on Baddeley and colleagues'

(Baddeley, 1986; Gathercole and Baddeley, 1993; Baddeley, 1996) notions of the Central

Executive, the Visuo-spatial Sketchpad, and the Phonological Loop, Walter also ties in

important ideas concerning long-term working memory (LT-WM) as put forth by Ericsson and

colleagues (Ericsson & Delaney, 1999; Kintsch, 1994; and Kintsch, Patel, & Ericsson, 1999).

The aim of the first of Walter's (2000) six experiments was "to construct and use an

instrument for measuring WM in both languages of French-English bilingual subjects of differing

levels of L2 attainment" (p. 15). Walter's participants for this study were two groups of French

L1 students learning ESL. The first group were adolescents (aged 13-16 years old, mean age 14

years 7 months) and the second group were young adults (aged 16-19 years old, mean age 17

years 10 months). All participants were shown 100 declarative sentences six to eight words

long with the Psyscope© software (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, and Provost, 1993) and were

asked to recall the final word of the sentence as well as provide a logicality judgment. Walter

found significant correlations between WM and age and WM and school marks. She proposes,

based on the results of her data, that "sentence-final words may have been stored in a more

abstract form in L1 than in L2" (p. 50).

Walter's Experiments 2 and 3 further explored the storage of sentence-final words.

These experiments looked more closely at the role of phonological encoding and word sequence

(four words per sequence) recall, and she found that phonologically different sequences were

recalled more correctly more often by both groups than phonologically similar sequences.
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Walter claims that this further supports her proposal that abstract storage strategies are

being used for 11 sequences while phonological storage is being used for the L2 sequences in the

WM span tasks, most notably among the older students. Experiment 3 again looked at

phonological storage, but it utilized wordlike and non-wordlike nonwords. Walter found that

"Wordlike items were repeated much more accurately than Non-wordlike items by both

groups" (p. 97).

The main purpose of Experiments 4-6 was to investigate the relation between the L2

reading threshold phenomenon and working memory. The L2 reading threshold hypothesis

states that "there is a level of L2 proficiency below which readers do not transfer their 11

reading skills." Walter "aimed to provide a baseline measure of 11 and L2 reading

comprehension" in Experiment 4 (p. 113). In this experiment, participants read short texts in

both their 11 and L2 and then completed "gapped summaries" of the texts. Based on the results

of Experiment 4, Walter concludes that below a certain level of proficiency, 11 reading skills

are in fact not transferred to the L2. She also reports that there appears to be no relation of

WM with reading comprehension in 11, but the relation appears to be clear for the L2.

Experiment 5 investigated the hypothesis that what was not being transferred was the

skill that allows L2 learners to build reliable mental representations of text. Participants of

both groups read one story in each language silently. The stories were embedded with sentences

containing co-referential clauses. Walter's results were inconclusive in terms of the relation

between WM and the construction of mental representations, but she says they did give

indication that further analysis the thematic structure of a text could yield a clearer picture.

Experiment 6, Walter's final experiment had participants conduct self-monitoring of

reading comprehension. Participants were asked to read texts ranging from between 100-300
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words in length containing various anomalies, then write summaries and answer short

questionnaires. From the results of these data Walter found no correlation between WM and

anomaly detection despite high expectations.

L2 Reading Threshold

As a final note to the role of memory in foreign language reading, I should mention a

little more about its restrictions. As I noted earlier in this chapter, there is a limit to what the

human brain can take in and process at any given stage of the cognitive process (Laberge and

Samuels, 1974). (As my students have often lamented to me, this limit is particularly vexing to

the CFL learner.) In light of this, LaBerge and Samuels (1974) postulate that the more

automatic the reading processes become, the less attentional resources must be devoted to the

decoding of text, and the more efficient the process as a whole can be.

About a decade and a half later, Hue and Erickson (1988) observed that regardless of

the complexity of a Chinese character's radical, if it was a highly familiar high-frequency

component, recognition time of the character to which it belonged did not increase (i.e., it did

not necessarily take longer to recognize a character that had a complex radical). In addition,

they found that "low-frequency Chinese radical and characters, whose pronunciations and

meanings are not apt to be known, seem to be stored in visual form in short-term memory" (p.

204), taking up precious attentional resources and negatively affecting the ability to efficiently
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process information. This is important to remember as the capacityl of short-term memory

(STM) for Chinese, as noted by Hue and Erickson, is only about two or three characters, and

indeed could be even as small as just one or two characters (1988, p. 204).

Thus, both familiarity and frequency of character components, characters, and words

directly influence the load placed on short-term memory (STM), processing demands placed on

working memory (WM), and storage and recall efficiency of long-term memory (LTM). Recall

the study by Hayes (1990) mentioned briefly in the section on word recognition in the previous

chapter. Hayes tested Carpenter and Just's 1987 claim that "the added context of multiple-

character Chinese words facilitate comprehension, or at least memorability" (Hayes, 1990, p.

32). This facilitation of memorability possibly contributes to the freeing up of working memory

processing resources that enables the formation of relationships and the strengthening of

1 Note that speaking of STM capacity is different from WM capacity. Since STM is considered

more of a storage device, and possibly an integral part of WM, STM (and LTM) capacity is

storage capacity. WM, on the other hand, is process-oriented, thus WM capacity is storage

and-processing capacity. On some level I believe we can liken this to the situation of working

on a jigsaw puzzle. Sometimes we hold on to a piece of the puzzle trying to figure out if there is

some place to fit it or where it would best fit. Sometimes we hold on to the puzzle piece for a

long time while we search, other times we either fit it into the overall picture almost

immediately or quickly discard it for another piece knowing somehow that it is not relevant at

that time. The longer we focus on fitting one piece, the more we delay processing the larger

picture; the more automatic recognition of shapes and colors and their relations becomes, the

quicker the puzzle can be completed. The only difference between this analogy and actual

reading is that some pieces of the reading puzzle can be skipped and in the end we can still

arrive at a fairly complete picture of the message. One interesting thing about this analogy, I

think, is that, like STM, we are usually limited to holding only one or two pieces of the puzzle

in our hand at a time as we search for a place to lay it. Also, like the completed portions of the

puzzle that lay on the table as we continue to work, LTM is also there to contribute to the

successful placement of pieces by maintaining context.
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connections allowing for faster and more accurate recall. Hayes concluded that added context

and increased proficiency level were significant contributors to processing efficiency.

An interesting connection possibly exists amongst STM, WM, and LTM. We can imagine

STM as the first place where information is stored for the briefest of instances once it has been

taken in to the processing system, then taken up by WM, piecing it together with additional

new pieces of information and older established memory items taken from LTM. Hulme,

Maughan, and Brown (1991), however, suggest that LTM has a line of communication, so to

speak, with STM. This is further elaborated by Kintsch, Patel, and Ericsson (1999), who, in

discussing Long-term Working Memory (LT-WM, a component of WM), hypothesize that "LT-

WM is restricted to well practiced tasks and familiar knowledge domains" (p. 187). They do

admit at the same time, however, that "it is not possible to explain how memory is used in

many cognitive tasks, such as playing chess or text comprehension" within the standard WM

framework (p. 187, italics added).

Typical measures of STM capacity research have been the digit span test and the word

span test. Harrington and Sawyer (1992) used both of these, in addition to a reading span test

to probe into WM capacity. In line with Just and Carpenter (1980, 1992), Harrington and

Sawyer functionally define capacity in terms of "a trade-off between active processing and

storage" (p. 25). While the Harrington and Sawyer study used English as a foreign language,

they found that while the digit and word span tests were highly intercorrelated, they bore

little relationship to L2 reading skills as displayed among 34 native Japanese college EFL

student participants. They interpret the reading span test to be an index of working memory (p.

32), and suggest that future research into L2 reading comprehension focus their efforts on de-
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velopment of reading span test measures that may provide more accurate pictures of the L2

reading process.

Beyond memory capacity for characters and words, and more germane to the present

study, there has been much research examining memory capacity in relation to complex

sentences and extended text providing intriguing data for our consideration (Horiba, 1996b;

Horiba et al., 1993; Kintsch et al., 1999; Swanson & Berninger, 1995; Walczyk, Kelly, Meche, &

Braud, 1999; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).

Conducting two experiments designed to examine at the role of long term memory,

Horiba looked at causally related sentences in extended text passages. The first experiment

had 21 intermediate JFL students read sentence pairs during class sessions one week apart. The

goal of one session was to study (memorize) the sentences and the goal of the other session was

to elaborate the two sentences by providing context filler that connected them. Participants

were given a cued recall test first immediately after and then again one day later. The session

measures were counterbalanced among participants. Horiba found that differences in recall

ability seemed to depend more on the nature of the encoding conditions rather than linguistic

difficulty or comprehensibility of the sentences. To clarify her findings, Horiba conducted a

second experiment similar to the first experiment but with 22 different intermediate JFL

students. The degree of causal relatedness of the sentences used in the second experiment varied

so she could investigate the relationship between text memory and encoding. The participants

again performed better during the elaboration session than during the study-recall session.

Horiba concludes that the richness of context provided compensation that allowed participants

to more easily recall connections. This suggests that long-term memory seems to hold text

structure primarily more firmly compared with lexical units.
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Interestingly, although not a variable in the Horiba experiments, where participants

were allowed to complete the sessions at their own pace, preliminary research suggests that

certain time limitations of tasks actually contributes to more focused performance. In a study

that compared the effects of no pressure, mild pressure, and severe pressure (as stimulated by

no, low and high time constraints, respectively), Walczyk, Kelly, Meche, and Braud (1999)

found that the slight stress as exerted by mild time constraints had a significant positive effect

on the reading comprehension of 89 adult students during a task that involved the use of a

sentence verification technique. They also noted, however, that previous research found that

the application of severe time constraints caused participants to be "less likely to think

critically about text information" (p. 157).

Cognitive Processing in Reading

In the previous chapter I described the essential components that make up the reading

process, i.e., bottom-up, top-down, and interactive-compensatory processing. This was laid as a

theoretical foundation for the present study since research in the cognitive processes involved

in reading is mainly interested in "the manner in which humans acquire, interpret, organize,

store, retrieve, and employ knowledge" (Smith, 1973, p. 2) and how different people come to

comprehend and work with information and knowledge gained from text (Daneman &

Carpenter, 1980; Kintsch, 1994).

In the past 16 years a few groundbreaking collections have been put together focusing on

cognitive research of Chinese and other Asian languages (Chen, 1997; Chen & Tzeng, 1992; Liu,

Chen, & Chen, 1988; Peng, Shu, & Chen, 1997; Wang, Inhoff, & Chen, 1999). As highlighted in

the previous chapter, the specific areas of this cognitive research in terms of reading have
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mostly been character and character component identification and processing, word recognition,

and to a lesser extent sentence processing and extended text comprehension. Miscue analysis is

also a common way researchers try to probe into the mental processes of readers (Tien, 1983; Xu,

1998). Very often, however, this type of research takes the form of experiments in response

latency as measured by reaction time (Chen, 1992; Shen & Forster, 1999), or more directly with

eye movement data collected with eye-tracking equipment, and more recently in conjunction

with the field of neuroscience using such apparatus as fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance

Imaging).2

Of direct relation to the present study is research utilizing eye-tracking. Perhaps

especially since Gough's (1972) detailed educated guesswork about what goes on in the mind

during one second of reading, based in part on eye-tracking data, contemporary researchers

have increasingly tried to pick apart and describe the actual stages involved in the reading

process (Ferreira, & Henderson, 1990; Henderson & Ferreira, 1993; Pollatsek, Raney, Lagasse,

& Rayner, 1993; Rothkopf, 1978), even down to attempting to explain what the mind may be

doing during 15 IDS saccades. Even events such as pupil dilation have been determined to be

another measure of cognitive processing Gust & Carpenter, 1993). More recently, Hyona,

Tommola, and Alaja, (1995) discovered that pupil dilation increased in relation to both

hearing difficult words in simultaneous translation task, and repeating words back in the non-

native language, suggesting that pupilary response is a good indicator of variations in

processing load. This area of research will be discussed in further detail below.

2For an introduction to this fascinating area of research, see, e.g., Chee, Tan, and Thiel (1999)

and Tan, Liu, Perfetti, Spinks, Fox, and Gao (2001).
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Psycholinguistic Processes in Reading

In addition to being researched as a cognitive process, reading is also looked at as a

psycholinguistic process (Goodman, 1968, 1994; Just & Carpenter, 1987; Smith, 1973, 1994).

Smith (1973) identifies two kinds of information: visual information and nonvisual

information. Visual information is external, that which is seen, while nonvisual is internal,

that which is known. He explains that

The first contribution of psycholinguistics is that there is a trade-off between

visual and nonvisual information in reading-the more that is already known

"behind the eyeball", the less visual information is required to identify a

letter, a word, or a meaning from the text....

The second major psycholinguistic contribution to reading is that there is a

severe limit to the amount of information coming through the eye that the

visual system can process. In other words, the trade-off between visual and

nonvisual information is critical. The reader who relies primarily on visual

information will simply overload his visual system. (p. 7)

Six years earlier, Goodman (1967) put forth the hypothesis that "reading is a

psycholinguistic guessing game". One issue with this hypothesis is its limited applicability to

lower-level foreign language learners, especially of a language like Chinese. Unlike learners

of alphabetic foreign languages, generally with a much higher incidence of cognates, or at least

a familiar alphabet, beginning learners of a morphosyllabic language like Chinese have little

recourse to guess from surrounding context.

As discussed in Chapter 2, Kolers (1970) identified three stages in the reading process.

Hoosain (1991, pp. 89-90), however, identifies four steps in the process of reading. The first

step is the "analysis of the sequential visual structures". The second step is the "linking of

visual and auditory-linguistic structures". The third step Hoosain identifies is the
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"establishment of regularities in grapheme-phoneme correspondences." The fourth step is

"grouping words into larger units such as phrases and sentences". There is a final step in the

process that follows even the fourth step and that is the step of comprehension (p. 89). These

four steps to a certain extent parallel Goodman's (1976) "psycholinguistic guessing game",

whereby a reader will take steps towards understanding a text based on trial and error and

negotiation of visual and nonvisual information.

Hoosain's first step, analysis of sequential visual structures, is essentially the first

instant of exposure to a text where the mind asks, "what are we looking at?" This

identification of the text can confirm the expectation-for a native English speaker-that

what will be seen are the familiar shapes of English letters, or it can inform the reader that

what is being looked at is something that will require a different approach and different set of

strategies. Once the mind has identified the type of text, it then moves on to Hoosain's second

step, linking of visual and auditory-linguistic structures. For a native English speaker, the

sound-symbol correspondence is transparent (albeit imperfectly). For a student of Chinese as a

second/ foreign language (CL2/ CFL), for example, once they have identified the text as being in

Chinese characters and not English, which they can do after very little training (Wang,

Perfetti, & Liu, 2003), the next step they will take is try to assign sound values to the first

characters that look familiar.

If we compare English and Chinese in terms of lower-level versus higher-level

processing, as discussed briefly in the previous chapter, we might note that English could be

characterized psycholinguistically as more of a top-down, knowledge-driven orthography and

Chinese as a characteristically bottom-up, data-driven one. Based on the studies he reviewed,

Hoosain (1991, p. 165) identifies Chinese language properties that, when compared with
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English, seem to indicate that the Chinese, as a reflection of the way the language is read,

"are more inclined to engage in tasks with well-defined goals and less in open-ended

expression" (p. 164). Such properties, of perception in particular, that link reading to more

typically bottom-up processing include visual acuity, directional scanning, perceptual unit,

phonological access, phonological recoding, and lexical access (p. 165).

Eye-Tracking Research

Introduction

The two main ways humans take language in are by eye and ear. The key areas of the

eye that actually acquire image signals are the fovea and the parafovea, as shown in Figure 4.

The fovea has a 1- to 2-degree retinal area and the best acuity (sharpness). The parafovea

surrounds the fovea occupying another 1 to 2 degrees of retinal area, but with much lower visual

acuity. The cornea is the transparent, dome-shaped window covering the front of the eye, and

is only about 0.5 millimeter thick. The cornea protects the pupil, the iris, and the lens. The

pupil is at the center of the iris, with the lens just behind them.

The eye, it was discovered early on, does not acquire information smoothly, but rather

"jumps" from place to place, stopping along the way to pick up new and additional information.

The jumps are called saccades and vary in duration depending on length (the further the jump,

the longer it takes to get there). The stop made as the eyes move along a length of text are

called fixations. While saccades are generally very short in duration, usually less than 15

milliseconds (Just & Carpenter, 1987), fixations last much longer, with the average fixation

lasting about 250 ms. Of course, depending on the task, fixations can vary widely, from quite

short (l00 ms) to much longer (over 600 ms). Fixations purportedly have three possible
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functions: first, transmission of information can take place while the eyes are at rest; second,

they allow the eyes to rest by essentially interrupting information intake; and third, by

halting the intake of new or additional information, they allow the cognitive processes to

piece together and interrelate the information that has already been taken in for

comprehension (Kess & Miyamoto, 1999).

Figure 4. Cross-section of the eye. This view from the top shows the location of

the fovea and the parafovea, as well as degrees of retinal area. (from Just &

Carpenter, 1987)
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Eye-Tracking Research of English L1 Reading

As noted in the previous chapter, most eye-tracking studies to date have focused on the

English language (Fisher, 1975; Hyona, 1995; Hyona, Niemi, & Underwood, 1989; Just &

Carpenter, 1978; Kliegl, 1981; Kowler, 1990; Yarbus, 1967). General eye-tracking studies show a

direct relationship between mental processing and eye movement (Carpenter & Just, 1983;

Daneman & Reingold, 1993; Just, & Carpenter, 1980) and the inferences that can be made

(Rothkopf, 1978).

Points of fixation and individual fixation times and gazes are believed to indicate

information gathering-longer for unfamiliar items or more complex concepts, shorter for more

familiar items or less complex concepts. Areas of interest-eompounds of time and

occurrences/ frequency of visitation-indicate something that has captured the reader's

attention. Again, increased dedication of time and higher frequency of visitations indicate

either unfamiliar items or complex concepts while less time and lower frequencies indicate

familiar items or simpler concepts. Saccades are now believed to be when cognitive processing

occurs. There is a special type of saccade that goes backwards and is called a regression.

Regressions are said to occur when something happens during processing that stimulates a

reconfirmation of information. Longer (in time or distance) saccades indicate integration of

more, or possibly more dense, chunks of information, while shorter jumps indicate the piecing

together of smaller bits of information.

Skilled, or experienced, readers are defined as those that accomplish the reading task

quickly and efficiently (including success). The smaller the total time per test item and the

more accurate the decision on an accompanying multiple-choice item, the more skilled the

reader is judged to be. On the other hand, The larger the total time per test item, on average,
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and the less accurate the decision on an accompanying multiple-choice item, the less skilled

the reader is judged to be.

Bottom-up processing is evidenced by the predominance of longer fixations and short

and frequent saccades. Top-down processing appears as shorter fixations and longer and less

frequent saccades overall. Skilled readers are defined as those that employ both top-down and

bottom-up approaches (also called strategies), in apparently general balance to achieve

efficient and successful comprehension, while unskilled readers are identified as those that

employ exclusively only bottom-up or top-down strategies, slowing down their reading

processing, and decreasing the likelihood of successful comprehension.

Of course, there are limitations to the so-called Eye-Mind Assumption, as pointed out

by Underwood and Everatt (1992). They explain that there is the assumption that "the

direction of our eyes indicates the contents of our mind" (p. 111). Based on eye-tracking data

from word identification, syntactic processing, and semantic connections, Underwood and

Everatt suggest that many eye movements occur independently from what the mind is doing.

Also, what are known as parafoveal events-information such as end of line, etc.-may be

picked up by the eye guidance mechanism in order to determine the next fixation location.

Recently, Anderson, Bothell, and Douglas (2004) conducted a study that reiterated Underwood

and Everatt's (1992) point and concluded that "eye movements do not necessarily reflect mental

processes, but they do reflect ongoing processes to the extent that the processes depend on the

encoding of information" (p. 230). That said, let us look at some examples of eye-tracking

research in relation to Chinese.
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Eye-tracking Research of Reading in Chinese

General eye-tracking research has a history of over 125 years, beginning with Emile

Javal in 1879 (as cited in Bernhardt, 2001, Just & Carpenter, 1987, and Samuels & Kamil, 1984).

The earliest eye-tracking studies that looked at reading Chinese limited their studies to

native readers of Chinese and were typically conducted using tachistoscopic instruments, the

apparatus of the day. Tachistoscopes generally present single lines of text scrolled through a

limited field of vision or moving window. The setup allowed researchers to take pictures of

subjects eyes at regular intervals, generally once every 200-250 ms (one-fifth to one-quarter of a

second). In terms of Chinese, these types of studies mainly looked at differences between

horizontal and vertical reading (Chen & Carr, 1926; Miles & Shen, 1925; Shen, 1927; Tu, 1930)

and/or reading speed and comprehension during silent reading (Miles & Shen, 1925; Wang,

1935). Perhaps due to the moving away from the more traditional vertical layout of text to the

now more corrunon horizontal text layout, studies looking at vertical text processing of Chinese

have also seen their time come and gO.3

3This is definitely true for mainland Chinese (PRe) publishing practices. Taiwan recently

passed a law saying that official printing should run horizontal from left to right (Ko, 2003).

Popular literature in Taiwan, as well as in Hong Kong, however, may still be equally likely to

be printed vertically as horizontally. Chen (2002) also notes that many Chinese media in the

United States are also making a changeover to horizontal printing of text, due in large part to

the increasing mainland Chinese readership. In Japan, however, there still remains a sense of

tradition bound to the printing of vertical text, and so is still relatively accessible. Korean is

still sometimes published vertically as well. Thus, recent studies of Japanese and Korean

reading (and Sun, Morita, and Stark's 1985 study of Chinese reading) have included comparison

between horizontal and vertical reading rates (e.g., Osaka, 1993; Seo & Lee, 2002), generally

finding reading horizontally more efficient.
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Despite Tzeng, Hung, and Garro's (1978) concluding remarks on the state of the art 25

years ago,

Whether differences in writing systems would result in different information

processing strategies during reading has been a major concern of reading

specialists for a long time (Gibson and Levin 1975). However, most

experimental investigations of this problem in the past have always focused on

some gross measures such as reading rate (i.e., number of words or characters

read per minute) and eye-voice span (the distance, usually measured in number

of words ahead of the voice when reading aloud). The results of such cross

language and cross-writing system comparisons yield nothing but very crude

guesses as to reading behaviors in general. Little can be said about whether

there are indeed different problems faced by beginning readers in different

language environments. (pp.300-301)

the development of eye tracking equipment since then has allowed researchers to better

pinpoint specific stages and has helped to identify strategies and behaviors in the reading

process. While early studies used equipment that may have provided only limited results,

they did reveal many characteristics that are at least peripherally useful to keep in mind as

we prepare to look at more modern eye tracking studies of reading of Chinese, either as an 11 or

CL2/ CFL. For example, Miles and Shen (1925) looked at how 11 subjects read Chinese both

horizontally and vertically and found that they performed better during vertical reading.

They conclude that, "In general, we may say that the process of reading Chinese is essentially

the same as for reading English" (p.360), a conclusion echoed by Wang (1935, p. 539) ten years

later. Miles and Shen also noted that

As the horizontal method of reading is of comparatively recent origin as an

alignment for Chinese texts, our subjects have undoubtedly had more experience

in vertical reading. It is conceivable that long continued practice may have
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more than balanced any inefficiency for the vertical axis.... (1925, p. 362,

italics as in the original)

Table 1 presents summaries of five early eye movement studies related to the reading of

Chinese. We can see from these studies the effects of the increasing amount of horizontally-

aligned printed matter beginning in the first quarter of the 20th century. While the statistics

provided were not necessarily conclusive (e.g., Tu, 1930) and the arguments and conclusions

seemed motivated more by some political agenda (in particular, Shen, 1927), many of these

studies discussed similar factors that may have influenced the observed data on the reading

processes, including individual differences, attitude, and age.

These early studies did not attempt to measure the effective visual field during

reading of Chinese. The "effective visual field", alternatively called the "perceptual span",

is defined as the visual field associated with the images of objects focused onto the fovea, and

is usually measured in degrees of angle or number of characters or words.

An example of visual span during reading Chinese from Chen and Tang (1998) is shown

in Figure 5. They also showed that revealing a character to the left of a fixated character did

not increase reading efficiency. Perhaps even more significantly they found that during

Chinese reading the effective visual field is "asymmetric to the right of fixation and extends

from the fixated character to about two characters to its right" (Chen & Tang, 1998, pp. 251-

252).

A previous study by Inhoff and Liu (1997) used an eye-movement-contingent display

change technique in a window of varying size. Data from the first experiment of seven native

Chinese participants suggested to them that "readers obtained useful visual information from

at least three characters to the right of fixation" (p. 251). Their data also showed that

"visibility of text to the left of fixation appeared to provide ... little, if any, benefit" (p. 251).
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Table 1. Early eye movement studies for reading Chinese (1925-1935).

'I
0\

Study

Miles & Shen
(1925)

Chen & Carr
(1926)

Subjects

11 NS
(college)

(authors:
Miles and
Shen)

64NS

Materials

magazine articles:
a) English (paragraph)

(9pt, 14-15 words/line;
12pt., 13 words/line)

b) Chinese
(~12pt, ~14pt):
vertical
(35 chars'; line);
horizontal
(23 chars'; line)

a) 2 Chinese passages,
prose,
vertical, horizontal

b) mixture of Chinese,
English, and Arabic
numerals

Task

read silently for
comprehension

comprehension
questions asked
after each passage

a ) read each passage
2x, verbal recall

b) cancellation

Results

Vertical and horizontal eye
movements are quantitatively
different.

Generally more regressions during
reading of Chinese than English
(due to saccadic errors:
inadequate perception, faulty
attention, misinterpretation).

Reading processes for English and
Chinese essentially the same.

Vertical reading faster and more
accurate than horizontal.

More training and practice in reading
English (horizontal) weakened
Chinese vertical and
strengthened Chinese horizontal
reading skills .

Much of existing variance in data
attributed to individual
differences.

Note. NS= Native Speaker of Chinese, NNS = Non-Native Speaker of Chinese (i.e., native English); chars. = characters.



Table 1. (Continued) Early eye movement studies for reading Chinese (1925-1935).

Study Subjects Materials Task Results

read silently for
comprehension

Shen
(1927)

13NS 12 Chinese passages,
varying styles
(~500 chars./ each)
(vertical, horizontal;
~14pt, 32 chars./line)

Vertical and horizontal eye
movements are quantitatively
different.

comprehension Vertical reading faster and more
questions asked accurate than horizontal.
after each passage Generally more regressions during

horizontal reading of Chinese.

::j

Tu
(1930)

Wang
(1934,
1935)

8NS
30NNS

(college)
74NNS

(gr. 5-7)

71 NS

Exp.1 "nonsense" and "sense"
Chinese characters on
flash cards:
"nonsense"
(3,4, 5, 6 char. series,
vertical, horizontal);
"sense"
(4, 5, 6, 7, 8 char. series;
vertical, horizontal)

Exp. 2 symbols (for NNSs) on
flash cards

10 120-word passages
(5 literary, 5 vernacular,
20 characters/4 in. line),
vertical only

timed exposure,
written recall,
written report

("introspection")

normal, rapid, careful
reading followed
by a 10-item T/F
test:

Exp. 1 photographic
Exp.2 test

Exp.1 Horizontal reading faster
than vertical
Vertical and horizontal
equally accurate

Exp. 2 Speed and accuracy increase
along with grade level and
age

Horizontal reading more efficient
than vertical.

Vernacular read more quickly and
comprehended more than
literary.

Quantitatively more and longer
fixations per line of literary than
vernacular text.

Reading processes for English and
Chinese essentially the same.

Note. NS= Native Speaker of Chinese, NNS = Non-Native Speaker of Chinese (i.e., native English); chars. = characters.



The second experiment of eleven native-speaking participants produced similar

conclusions, where the effective visual field was found to be "no more than three characters to

the right of fixation" and visibility of one character to the left provided marginal benefits, but

that of two characters robust benefits (p. 257). Similar results were presented by Inhoff and Uu

(1998).

&
l'

S11l.
l'

& 11l. ~t
l'

S11l.M m
l'

& 11l. ~t tfJ ~
l'

mS11l.
l'

m S 11l. ~t
l'

mS11l.Mm
l'

tiL & 11l. ~t tfJ ~
l'

(C)

(C + 1)

(C + 2)

(C + 3)

(C + 4)

(1 + C + 1)

(1 + C + 2)

(1 + C + 3)

(1 + C + 4)

• ~ w* :tE m S 11l. ~t m ~ 1: fF ill iN *- jf ~ (L)
l'

Figure 5. Visual field in reading Chinese. Fixated characters are marked with

arrows, and each condition is labeled in parentheses. (from Chen & Tang, 1998)
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A 1985 study by Sun, Morita, and Stark compared eye movement behavior details of

native Chinese readers reading with that of native English readers reading English. In their

study, Sun et al. (1985) gathered eye movement data from twelve native Chinese readers and

eight native English readers; all readers had science backgrounds. The reading materials for

both groups of subjects were semipopular scientific texts from Scientific American either in the

original (English) or in translation (Chinese). Based on the eye tracking data, they

determined that the reading span (forward jump) for skilled Chinese readers reading Chinese

was approximately 1.7 Chinese "words" and 1.8 English words for native English readers

reading English. For their calculations and analyses, Sun et al used an equivalency factor of 1.5

Chinese characters being equal to one English word.4 This number was arrived at by measuring

the number of Chinese characters in the translated text against the number of English words in

the original text. In terms of words per minute (wpm), figured with the factor of 1.5, they found

4 Sun et al (1985) figure that "on the average, the Chinese character group may be composed of

approximately 1.5 characters, with the usual size being, perhaps, between one character (55%)

and two characters (40%), with rather few three-character groups (5%)" (p. 502). Note how

this differs with Wong and Weber's (1986) estimate mentioned in the previous chapter, who

calculated the number of two-character words to be between 60% (p. 42). Unfortunately,

neither Sun et al nor Wong and Weber tell us what they base their estimations on, so we can

only assume these are subjective yet educated guesses. The breakdown of Tsai's (1996) collection

of 134,450 unique entries, while admittedly rough, gives us a more reliable approximation.

Based on his data, single-character "words" account for about 10%, two-character words about

54%, and three-character words about 19%. So-called "four-character phrases" (RlG~'lt

chengyii) and "idioms" (*~, suyii), claim the majority of combinations of four or more

characters that make up the remaining 17%. These are not easily dissected into smaller

chunks, though it could probably be said that most four-character phrases are composed of four

single-character words. Of course, these estimates only paint a picture of the language at

large; none of this speaks directly to representative frequency and recurrence within a given

text depending on genre or text type.
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that the Chinese readers read (horizontally) at an average rate of 385-390 wpm and the

English readers read at 380 wpm (p. 505). Similar results were reported in a later replication of

this study by Sun and Feng (1999).

In terms of refixations and gaze durations, Yang and McConkie (1999) found striking

similarities between Chinese and English readers. Refixations are defined as immediate

second fixations, while gaze durations are defined as "the sum of fixation durations for the first

consecutive sequence of fixations on the word" (p.216). Yang and McConkie found that readers

of Chinese and readers of English are equally likely to refixate on words of high complexity

and low frequency. Similarly, gaze duration patterns were also affected by word complexity

and word frequency.

By way of comparison, Stern (1978) noticed that "the informational packing density of

Chinese per text line is considerably greater than that of English text" (p. 150). Because of

this, Stern observed that his ten native Chinese readers reading Chinese made more saccades

per line of text than the six native English readers reading English text. The Chinese readers

averaged ten saccades per line of text while the English readers averaged four saccades per

line (p. 151). Similar results were discovered by Peng, Orchard, & Stern (1983), who concluded

that their 23 native Chinese generally "utilize significantly more fixation pauses, they read

fewer lines without regressions, and they spend more time per fixation when reading English

text"(p. 101).

Finally, Tang, Yeung, and Chen (1997), based on the results of a moving-window

experiment with 18 native readers of Chinese concluded that "the effective visual field in the

reading of Chinese may not be a fixed entity, but may vary according to, not only the nature of
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the parafoveal information, but also the contextual information that has been previously

obtained" (p. 283).

Reading Chinese as L1

Compared with CL2/ CFL eye-tracking reading research, which is still in its infancy

(if not prenatal), much more research has looked at reading Chinese by native readers (Chen,

1992; Chen & Tzeng, 1992; Stern, 1978; Sun, 1993; Yang, 1994; Yang & McConkie,1999). Most of

that research has mainly been eye-tracking studies that deal with the recognition of

individual characters rather than extended text although some research is beginning to be

expanded into the area of how larger chunks of information are processed. The early studies

conducted between 1925-1935 mentioned previously are the first examples of eye-tracking

research on native readers reading Chinese.

Contemporary eye tracking research of the reading process in Chinese examines specific

areas such as lexical and sublexical processing (Inhoff, Liu, & Tsang, 1999) and directional

scanning preferences (Chen & Chen, 1988). Tsai (2001) has even gone from data collected from

human and designed a computer model that can be used to predict eye movement behavior in

different reading situations based on such factors as lexical frequency and a lexical parsing

algorithm.

Reading Chinese as L2/FL

As we saw above, there has been a wealth of studies on native readers of Chinese.

More recently, however, while eye tracking studies have still remained focused on native

readers of Chinese-with some making comparisons with native readers of English (Chen &
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Chen, 1988; Inhoff & Liu, 1998)-a few studies have made inroads to CL2/CFL reading

research.

There have not been that many eye-tracking studies looking at the reading of Chinese

as a second or foreign language (CL2/ CFL). There are many possible reasons why this may be

so, the most likely being the limited number of potential participants available to participate

in such studies. Despite this dirth of resources, since the 1980s, the field has seen increased

research activity in this area.

In a study that looked at reading times of text with and without spaces between word

boundaries, Everson (1986) concluded that beginning non-native readers of Chinese showed

little or no influence due to word spacing, while advanced non-native readers seemed to be

negatively influenced by the artificial spacing. In other words, the advanced non-natives took

longer to read the passage than the beginning non-native readers, and their eye movement data

indicated more fixations than those exhibited by the beginning non-natives. Further, native

Chinese readers' performance did not suffer because of the artificial spacing, and Hayes (1990)

echoes Everson (1986) when he suggests this was possibly because of "the robustness of their

reading strategies" (Everson, 1986, p. 85; Hayes, 1990, p. 32).

The main subjects in Sun's (1993) study were native speakers divided into three groups:

primary school students, high school students, and graduate students. For comparison, the

study also included two other groups: one consisted of presumably monolingual English

speakers and the other of 10 Chinese-English bilinguals. The variety of reading materials

included short paragraphs in both Chinese and English, short Chinese primary school texts

written in both Chinese characters and Pinyin, individual characters, Chinese numerals. All

five groups were shown individual Chinese characters.
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Figure 6. Three Eye Movement Patterns. (from Sun, 1993)

Sun's (1993) study clearly showed the difference between three different readers of the

Chinese character II (Hng, 'soul'), a character made up of 24 strokes and combining seven

elements (m ['rain'], D ['mouth', x3], I ['labor'], A ['person', x2]), and divisible into two

components (top and bottom-the phonetic iii [ling] and the semantic z;[ [wU; 'wizard, witch']).

In frame (b) above, Sun shows us how a native reader familiar with the character reads it,

going from top-left to top-right, down to bottom-right, and finishing at bottom-left. In frame

(c) we are shown how a (native?) reader unfamiliar with the character reads it by going

through and identifying known elements, with fixations tracked generally proceeding

diagonally from top-left to bottom-right. Finally, in frame (d) we see the eye-tracked data of

a non-native reader with random fixations (as if the character were not even there). Sun

determined that degree of familiarity with a character guided eye movements. More

importantly, Sun concluded that:

The reading eye movement data from bilingual subjects showed there are no

real Chinese-English bilinguals. No one really possesses equal skill for reading

Chinese and English quantitatively. For each bilingual subject, only one

language is dominant, and the other has been suppressed. (Sun, 1993, p. 254)
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Matsunaga (1994) included graphics of sample eye-tracking data. Recall that

Matsunaga's study involved native and non-native readers of Japanese, with the native

readers acting as her control group. She was also looking at phonological encoding, whereas

the present study is looking at working memory and cognitive load. Despite the different focus

of this study, the Matsunaga data revealed distinctions in the reading patterns of native and

non-native readers. Figure 7 is an example of a native reader of Japanese reading a text

containing 45% Kanji.

Figure 7. Native Japanese Reading Sample. (130 symbols, 45% Kanji). (from

Matsunaga, 1994)

In this example we notice the relatively fluid progression of fixations from start to end.

As discussed above, Matsunaga (1994) noted that despite the existence of homophones, native
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readers encountered little difficulty in read-through or disruption in reading speed, and

virtually no regressions. In contrast, Figure 8 shows a non-native reader reading the same

passage.

Figure 8. Non-native Japanese (JFL) Reading Sample. (130 symbols, 45%

Kanji). (from Matsunaga, 1994)

In this example we notice a greater number of regressions due to, as explained by

Matsunaga (1994), difficulty dealing with homophones. Taking both Figure 7 and Figure 8 into

consideration for my purposes here, we can also infer increased cognitive load as discussed

earlier in this chapter. Again, looking at the native reader's progress in Figure 7, we see from

the eye-tracking data that working memory is not being taxed in the native Japanese reader as

it is for the non-native reader in Figure 8.
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Summary

The studies discussed above provide sketches of the available theoretical work on

working memory and research on eye movement as they relate to second or foreign language

reading in Chinese. As evidenced by the selection, the majority of studies mostly look at

memory tasks in relation to reading skills at the component, single-character, and two

character word levels, or occasionally at the sentence level. As can be seen from the last section

on eye-tracking research during reading of Chinese as a second or foreign language, very little

attention has been paid to this area of investigation. Clearly, then, what is called for are

more studies that look at the role memory, especially working memory and long-term working

memory, plays in reading for comprehension tasks. These types of studies could also help us to

understand which types of experiences various students have with different types of text.

Further, Bai (1997) explains that "text structure refers to ways that authors organize their

ideas. Examples of text structure include listing, comparison and contrast, cause-effect, and

persuasion" (p. 31). If students are failing to comprehend particular types of text, this may

give an indication of where methodologies currently employed in teaching students to read

Chinese might need modification. Finally, following Just and Carpenter's (1980, 1992) research

and suggestions, future research utilizing eye tracking equipment could shed light on the subject

of learners of Chinese as a second or foreign language and the potentially problematic areas

they encounter as they develop their 12 reading skills and strategies. The next chapter will

describe the methodology of the present study which was conducted with this type of

investigation in mind.
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CHAPTER 4:

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

In this chapter I describe the research methodology and design of the study. This

includes participant details as well as a description of the materials used (both equipment and

test instrument). The main instrument and source of reading material for this research was the

Computer Adaptive (Proficiency) Test for Reading Chinese (CATRC; Yao, 1994), so a brief look

at that test specifically and computer adaptive testing in general is also provided. This will

be followed by how the data were gathered, as well as what tools were used in the process of

analysis.

Participants

Prior to any of the research conducted in this study, review of the study was conducted

and approval for the project was granted by the University of Hawai'i Committee on Human

Studies/Institutional Review Board (CHS/IRB) (d. Appendix A).

All participants were college-level readers (including undergraduate, graduate, and

faculty) who had either normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Their ages ranged from 18 to 55

years. They were all paid US$15 for their participation. The data were gathered between

March and August, 2003.
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Table 2. Participant background data summary.

ID# ACTFL-R Time-S SA-Exp SA-Loc SA-Time Use Class

NNIOI 1M 1 m NA NA Reg Jr
NNI02 1M 1 yes Taiwan 3-4 Reg Sr

NNI03 IH 2 yes PR China <1 Never PhD

NNI04 IH 4 yes PR China <1 Seldom Sr

NNI05 IH 5 yes PR China 2-3 Reg PhD

NNSOI S 4 yes 1,2 5 Reg Jr
NNS02 S 3 yes PR China 1-2 Reg Sr

NNS03 S 5 yes 1 1-2 Reg MA

NNS04 S 5 yes PR China <1 Often Prof

NNS05 S 3 m NA NA Never PhD

NNS06 S 5 yes PR China 5 Reg PhD

NNS07 S 5 yes 1,2 5 Reg Prof

NSOI S 6 yes PR China 5 Often PhD

NS02 S 8 yes Hong Kong 8 Reg Jr

NS03 S 11 yes PR China <1 Reg MA

NS04 S 19 yes PR China <1 Often MA

NS05 S 10 yes PR China <1 Reg MA

NS06 S 14 yes PR China 1-2 Reg MA

NS07 S 11 yes PR China <1 Reg MA

NS08 S 6 yes PR China 1-2 Reg MA

NS09 S 8 yes Hong Kong 6 Reg Sr

NSI0 S 15 yes PR China 2-3 Reg PhD

NSll S 9 yes PR China 3-4 Often Sr

NS12 S 27 yes PR China 1-2 Reg MA

NS13 S <1 yes Other 3-4 Never Jr

Note. ACTFL-R = ACTFL Reading Level: 1M = Intermediate Mid, IH = Intermediate
High, S = Superior. Time-S = Time Spent studying Chinese (for native speakers of
Chinese, Time Spent studying English): number of years. SA-Exp = Study Abroad
EXPerience (for native speakers of Chinese, Time Spent living in the US). SA-Loc =
Study Abroad (or native) LOCation: PR China (PRC) = People's Republic of China, NA
= Not Applicable. SA-Time = Total Study Abroad Time: number of years, NA = Not
Applicable. Use = present estimation of language Use: Reg = Regularly. Class =
Year/Level in college: Jr = Junior, Sr = Senior, MA = Master's, PhD = Doctoral, Prof =
Professor.
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Data was gathered from a total of 25 participants! (12 native English speakers [i.e.,

non-native Chinese] and 13 native Chinese speakers) divided into three groUps2: Group 1

consisted of 5 non-native students at the Intermediate level. Group 2 was made up of 7 non-

native Chinese speakers at the Superior level. Group 3, the control group, consisted of 13 native

readers. The Intermediate level participants had an average of two years of Chinese language

study, while the non-native Superior level participants had an average of four years of formal

language study. The native Chinese readers were of near-native proficiency or above in

reading English.3 Table 2 provides a summary of participant background data (as gathered

mostly at the beginning of the CATRC), including assessed reading level (ACTFL-R) and level

in college (Class).

Materials

Below I will briefly describe the equipment and test instrument used for this research.

The equipment used was the ASL (American Science Laboratories) 501 series head-mounted eye

tracker. The instruments included a set of two short reading passages (l Chinese, 1 English)

used during calibration and Yao's Computer-Adaptive (Proficiency) Test for Reading Chinese

(CATRC), both presented on a computer screen.

! An additional 20 participants had to be rejected or otherwise removed from the participant

population due to insufficient English language ability (for the Chinese NSs) or Chinese

reading proficiency rating determined to be at either the Novice or Advanced levels (for the

NNSs).

2The grouping was done based on assessment from the CATRC (see below).

3 Based on a mean TOEFL score of 619 (n=10, min.=530, max.=663, SD=10.1) and a mean GRE

score of 1982 (n=6, min.=1500, max.=2230, SD=6.2).
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Equipment: Head-mounted Eye Tracker

The ASL 501 head-mounted eye tracker (Appendix D) measures a person's eye line of

gaze with respect to their head. The eye tracker is actually part of a larger, complex system of

components. The system also includes the ASL 5000 control unit; a head-mounted sensor and

halo, magnetic transmitter, and electronics unit (Flock of Birds); two panl tilt optics cameras

(one for eye, one for scene); two black and white video monitors (one to receive video from each

camera); and a computer for interface between the eye tracker and data recording software

(EYEPOS).

A ring of near infrared LEDs reflect off a monocle and track the movements of the eye

(the eye tracker can be set up for tracking the movements of either the left or the right eye; in

this study, the left eye was tracked). The eye tracker transmits the coordinates of the point of

gaze (calculated from the center of the pupil and the corneal reflection) of the stationary scene

plane (i.e., the computer screen) to the EYEPOS software on the computer (in this case, a PC

running under Windows 2000). The equipment also measures pupil diameter. ASL's EYENAL

and FIXPLOT software were used to process the data (see Data Analysis section below).

Instrument

Calibration Passages

Two reading passages were included in the calibration process at the beginning of each

participant's session (Appendix E). The first passage was two paragraphs from an

intermediate-level Chinese reader modified for length to fit two screens. The second passage

was in English, also two paragraphs, and was a description of what was about to take place in

the experiment and included a few words of encouragement for the participant's benefit. Each
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paragraph filled one computer screen (Apple 17-inch Studio Display), using a 34 point Chinese

font ("Fang Song") with 1.25 line spacing, and a 24 point English font ("Palatino"), set in full

text justification with 1.5 line spacing, thus providing no less than a O.5-inch border around all

four sides when displayed in Full Screen view.

Computer Adaptive Tests (CATs)

The use of a computer-adaptive test as the instrument for this research was chosen for

two main reasons. The first was that it provided a more equal and standardized measure of

participant reading ability and allowed participant assignment to groups based on these

levels. After years of research (Bringjord, 2001; Brown, 1997; Dunkel, 1999; Hulstijn, 2000),

concerns about possible performance differences between computerized and so-called pencil

and-paper tests have been addressed, and in general the conclusions have been that results are

comparable. These studies have also compared the design of computer-adaptive tests with the

designs of paper-and-pencil tests, including important global factors such as test validity and

reliability, as well as local factors such as item type and task (Brown, 1996; Muller, 1972;

Wolf, 1993), and matching content and proficiency level (Hughes, 1989; Mecartty, 1998).

Other researchers have looked at the cognitive and psycholinguistic experience of the

test taker Gennings, 2001; Kobrin, 2000). These studies have also shown that, especially with

the increasingly ubiquitous nature of computers in our everyday lives-from desktops and

laptops at home, school and in the workplace to information kiosks in public areas-the same

fears that overcome test takers during paper-and-pencil tests are an issue with test takers

during computerized tests. However, the research does not indicate additional demands on
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attention with computerized tests. If anything, the anxiety associated with taking the test

itself seems to outweigh the apprehension associated with facing a computer screen.

A second reason for choosing to use the CATRC (described below) was the fact that it

was readily available. Redesigning or creating a similar test with software such as PsyScope

(Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993), while possible, would have created an

unnecessary obstacle in the research schedule and would not have substantially added to the

data collected.

Computer-Adaptive (Proficiency) Test for Reading Chinese (CATRC)

The Computer-Adaptive (Proficiency) Test for Reading Chinese, or CATRC, is, as its

name implies, a computer-adaptive test (CAT) that tests examinees' proficiency in reading

Chinese. The test used in the present study, developed by Yao, Ning, and Chi, is a Macintosh

platform-only set of HyperCard stacks. Altogether there are currently over 600 items in the

CATRC, roughly 50 items per level (former ACTFL scale of nine levels from Novice-Low to

Superior) with more items available at the Superior level. These items cover the four main

proficiency levels (Novice, Intermediate, Advanced, and Superior), including all sublevels

(i.e., Novice-Low, Novice-Mid, Novice-High, etc.), as described in the ACTFL Chinese

Proficiency Guidelines (1987).4 Each level's set of items are stored in a HyperCard file called

a "stack." The test randomly selects items from the different stacks to present to each

4The latest version of the Macintosh program, CATRC 1998, as used in this research, was

designed using the pre-revised ACTFL Reading Guidelines, which defined only Advanced and

Advanced High sub-levels, does not include the three sub-levels Advanced Low, Advanced

Mid, and Advanced High. Since this research looked only at participants at the Intermediate

and Superior levels, this change does not directly affect the data collected.
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examinee. When an examinee answers a question correctly, s/he is given an item of similar or

greater difficulty; if s/he answers a question incorrectly the program then randomly selects by

way of an algorithm an item of similar or lesser difficulty. Through this process the

application identifies an examinee's reading level.

The CATRC has been shown to be reliable and valid for all levels ranging from Novice-

Low to Superior. In particular, see Hayden (1998, 2003), Watanabe and Yao (1998), and Yao

(1994, 1995). Watanabe and Yao (1998) examined the validity of the CATRC by comparing it

to the Preliminary Chinese Proficiency Test (Pre-CPT). They found that the CATRC correlated

highly with the Pre-CPT (Watanabe & Yao, 1998). In the end, the CATRC fits into

Bernhardt's (1999) idea of the essentials of comprehension assessment, in that it gives stable

information about the abilities of learners so that their strengths and weaknesses can be

identified; it ranks and orders comprehenders in their performance abilities; and, most

important, it makes clear what they cannot do or understand (p. 1, italics as in the original).

The change of delivery of the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) from a

paper-and-pencil test to a computer-based test raised concerns regarding (mainly construct)

validity. A recent technical report by Taylor, Jamieson, Eignor and Kirsch (1998), concluded

that there was no significant difference between scores of examinees with low computer

familiarity and examinees with high computer familiarity.s While the CATRC seems to be

S It should be noted that all of the examinees in the Taylor et al (1998) study underwent a

forty minute tutorial session.
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very simple and user-friendly in its design, it could, however, also be subjected to similar inves-

tigation. Finally, there is currently an online web version of the CATRC under de-velopment.6

Procedures

The participants were all tested individually. They were asked to try to come at some

time during the day when they would not have to rush to make their appointment and to allow

for a 90 minute session. They were told that the session would most probably not last longer

than 60 minutes, but this "comfort buffer" was desired to ensure participants did not feel rushed

during the experiment and could devote their full attention to the task. Stern (1978, p. 148)

mentions concerns of possible effects due to time of day and time on task. While he limited his

sessions to two 45 minute sessions once in the morning between the hours of 8-11 a.m. and once

again in the evening between the hours of 7-10 p.m., the sessions for the present study were

generally between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., and generally for no more than 60 min.

Participants were invited into the Tracker Lab (a dedicated room for the eye tracker

equipment) and asked to read and sign the CHS/IRB consent form (Appendix B) and fill out the

background information sheet (Appendix C). This generally took about five minutes per

participant.

After the participants had completed the CHS/IRB and background information forms,

they were then asked to have a seat in front of the Macintosh (G4, MacOS9) computer as I

explained the general idea of the nature of the research. Participants were then shown the

ASL 501 head-mounted eye tracker unit as I explained the key components of the equipment

6 This is being done by Alex Chapin at Middlebury College. I understand that the Middlebury

Chinese School uses it as part of their placement test procedures.
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(Appendix D). This included showing them the two cameras and what I would be seeing from

each one: the scene camera showing me what the participant was looking at on the computer

screen and the eye camera showing the participant's left eye (which is necessary to see in order

to calibrate the eye tracker system). Initial setup and calibration for each participant took

between 5 and 15 minutes.7

Instructions

Calibration required the participants to look at an image of nine numbered points

specifically arranged in a 3 by 3 grid that corresponded to the area of the visual field on the

screen (Appendix D). After calibration participants were asked to orally read two short

passages split into two paragraphs, each of which occupied one computer screen (1024x768

pixels) of text. The Chinese text was read first, and participants were able to choose between

traditional or simplified Chinese character forms (depending on whichever form they felt

more comfortable with). The English text as described above was presented next (see Appendix

E).

After reading these passages, participants were calibrated again using the calibration

image described above before beginning the computer-adaptive test (CAT). Once the CAT

program was run, the first screen they were presented with was a card with additional

background questions mainly related to language study background. When they reached the

last background question participants were told of the structure of the CAT and how to proceed

7 Several factors created difficulties during calibration, the most common being hard contact

lenses. Something about the material of the lenses seemed to interfere with the infrared light

reflected off the monocle.
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through it, essentially by clicking the mouse on the choice that best represented the answer

they wished to select. Example item cards from the CATRC, including the background card,

may be found in Appendix F. Because the CATRC, as its name suggests, is a computer-adaptive

test, participants varied widely on the length of time required to complete the assessment.8

Adding this variability in time to that of the variability in time needed for calibration makes

it difficult to come up with a representative average time for participant sessions.

Data Collection

Background data-including age, gender, other language exposure, etc.-was gathered

via a Participant Background Information Questionnaire adapted from the one used in language

courses in the Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures (EALL) at the University

of Hawai'i (see Appendix C). The CATRC also begins with a short background card that

generally asks about the test-taker's language study history (Appendix F).

Data collected from the eye tracker includes points of fixations, fixation durations,

inter-fixation times, angular distance between fixations, and fixation sequences. Using the ASL

software tools I was able to define areas of interest (AOI, collections of fixations in a given

area), calculated gaze times (total fixation times per AOI), identified saccades within the

Chinese text as well as saccades between Chinese text, the English cue, and the English

question and answers.

For each participant, the CATRC keeps a record of the number of items tested, item ID

(including level and item number), the correct answer for each item and the answer provided by

8 A summary of participant test duration times can be found in Chapter 5, Table 3.
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the participant, a tally of correctly and incorrectly answered questions and each corresponding

level, start and end times, a final reading proficiency level assessment based on the number of

items answered correctly, and the total number of questions asked (see Appendixes G and H).

The CATRC only provides total time on task (i.e., how long it took to complete the

whole test by subtracting end time from start time), but not time on individual items. The eye

tracker recorded data that allowed me to identify the start and end time for each item (by

placing a mark in the record at the point where a new item was presented while the

participant was taking the test). Participant answers can be compared with correct answers for

each item. Looking at the eye-tracking data in conjunction with the CATRC data, especially

during items which were answered incorrectly, may be helpful in determining which topics or

linguistic aspects caused a participant difficulty.

Data Analysis

Data gathered from the CATRC provided descriptive statistics about each

participant's performance on the test, including total test time duration, correct and incorrect

responses, item difficulty levels, and assessed reading proficiency level.

As discussed in Chapter 3, several previous studies in the literature have investigated

the relationship between eye movements and higher and lower order processing. Recall that

longer fixations, higher occurrences of regressions, and shorter saccades are generally agreed to

be indicative of increased cognitive processes. Based on the research, identifying and

measuring fixations, saccades, and regressions, allows us to infer mental activity. Increased

mental activity for extended periods of time generally indicates higher demands on available

but limited resources.
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Thus, data gathered from the eye-tracking system was analyzed for duration of eye

fixations within each AOI, and elapsed time on task, as well as saccades across AOIs. The

data for each participant was recorded into their own separate file. As mentioned above,

ASL's EYENAL and FIXPLOT software were used for the analysis. EYENAL produces data

files in binary code that can be saved to ASCII code for use elsewhere, such as statistics,

spreadsheet, or word processing applications.

Admittedly, the relatively small sample sizes of each group will limit the

generalizabilty of the findings (see Chapter 5: Results); however, considering the population

from which the sample came, there are highly suggestive trends that do make themselves

apparent. As Brown (1988) notes:

Questions often arise about how large a sample must be to be "big enough."

There is no quick and easy answer to this question, but there is little doubt that

the larger the sample, the better. I think it is reasonable that a sample that

includes all but one member of a population is more representative than one

that contains 50 percent, 10 percent, or 2 percent of it. But how many is enough?

That depends on the situation and on the statistic or statistics that are

involved. So rules of thumb that are proposed (e.g., N should equal at least 28

or 30 per group or per variable) are imprecise. Your best strategy is to check

that ... the rationale/reasoning behind the sample size involved [is

mentioned], that the population is clearly delineated, and that the sampling

procedures make sense. Thus, the sample should seem large enough to be

representative. All of which is to say that this issue is necessarily subjective

but nevertheless important. (pp.112-113)

Bearing this in mind, I must report that the reason for the small sample size is mainly

due to the small initial population of potential subjects, and, for whatever reason, the lack of

volunteers willing to participate in the study for the advertised compensation. Perhaps the
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fact that it was made clear on the flyers I had posted around campus that the session would

require about an hour of time appeared too daunting even for people who might otherwise have

participated. Another possibility is that perhaps the $15 compensation was perceived as too

little and did not represent significant incentive. The question remains that if I could have

designed the sessions to be of shorter duration or if I could have offered greater remuneration,

would I have seen an increase in the number of willing participants?

In terms of clearly delineating the population that did answer my call for participants,

as stated in the Research Questions section of the Introduction to this dissertation, I have

explained that I was mainly looking for three groups of participants: non-native Intermediate

level readers of CFL (NNI), non-native Superior readers (NNS), and native (Superior) readers

(NS). As shown in Table 2 at the beginning of this chapter, there were five NNI participants,

seven NNS participants, and thirteen NS participants.

As has been explained elsewhere in this dissertation, the CATRC was the main tool in

sampling the population that volunteered. For reasons given earlier in this chapter and the

previous one, I decided not to simply follow a "class level" as is commonly done in much foreign

language research. In using the CATRC to place the participants in a group of participants

that shared a similar level of Chinese reading proficiency as defined by a single assessment

instrument, I believe I was able to maintain a certain degree of consistency.

While the above explanation may appear to be a very elaborate excuse for less than

ideal sample size, it nevertheless represents a salient reality when trying to conduct this type

of research. I believe the sample size that I was finally able to work with is large enough to be

representative of the respective populations, especially considering the amount of data

gathered from each participant. As Everson (1986) noted almost twenty years ago, which is
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still very much the case with a less commonly taught language (LCTL) as Chinese, researchers

doing these types of studies "will probably have to resign him/herself to the inevitability of

small sample sizes" (p. 91).
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CHAPTERS:

RESULTS

Introduction

In this chapter I provide the results from the CATRC (Computer-Adaptive

[Proficiency] Test for Reading Chinese) and from the eye-tracking data. Descriptive data from

the CATRC include performance data of participants in terms of time on task and comparisons

between groups of number of items. Descriptive statistics from the eye-tracking data includes

total and mean fixation times and durations, total and mean fixation frequencies, and fixation

frequencies per item.

CATRC Results

Figures and tables detailing each participant's progression through the CATRC can be

found in Appendixes G and H, respectively. In this chapter, Table 3 presents a summary of the

participants' CATRC performance data in terms of time on task. English proficiency data is

also provided here for the native Chinese participants (NS). Table 4 provides mean time on

task, average number of items, and mean time per item for each of the three groups under study.
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Table 3. Participant CATRC performance data: Time on task.

Total Mean
ID# Start Stop CATRCTime #Items Time/Item TOEFL GRE

NNI01 8:44 9:19 0:35:00 33 01:03.6

NNI02 11:13 11:41 0:28:00 29 00:57.9

NNI03 11:53 12:40 0:47:00 31 01:31.0

NNI04 11:12 12:24 1:12:00 45 01:36.0

NNI05 13:18 14:01 0:43:00 26 01:39.2

NNS01 14:05 14:43 0:38:00 36 01:03.3

NNS02 15:25 16:48 1:23:00 38 02:11.1

NNS03 8:13 9:31 1:18:00 28 02:47.1

NNS04 15:17 15:46 0:29:00 26 01:06.9

NNS05 14:18 15:45 1:27:00 30 02:54.0

NNS06 14:33 15:19 0:46:00 26 01:46.2

NNS07 16:01 17:18 1:17:00 26 02:57.7

NS01 11:03 11:38 0:35:00 42 00:50.0 603 1500

NS02 14:29 15:11 0:42:00 38 01:06.3 NA NA

NS03 17:39 17:54 0:15:00 29 00:31.0 640 2050

NS04 17:22 17:48 0:26:00 26 01:00.0 650 2100

NS05 11:58 12:22 0:24:00 35 00:41.1 625 2230

NS06 12:00 12:21 0:21:00 31 00:40.6 653 1960

NS07 9:24 9:59 0:35:00 26 01:20.8 NA NA

NS08 9:15 10:02 0:47:00 59 00:47.8 623 NA

NS09 11:02 11:35 0:33:00 27 01:13.3 NA NA

NS10 11:21 11:46 0:25:00 26 00:57.7 633 2050

NSll 13:21 14:00 0:39:00 27 01:26.7 570 NA

NS12 9:14 9:38 0:24:00 30 00:48.0 663 NA

NS13 14:20 14:51 0:31:00 35 00:53.1 530 NA

Note. NNI = Non-Native Intermediate, NNS = Non-Native Superior, NS = Native

Superior; NA = Not Available.
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Table 4. Group CATRC performance data: Mean times on task.

Group n CATRCTime # of Items Time/Item

NNI 5 00:43:00 33 (6.5) 01:17.7

NNS 7 01:02:34 30 (5) 02:06.6

NS 12* 00:29:10 31 (5.3) 00:57.4

Note. Values in parentheses are SDs.

* One outlier (NS08) given 59 items due to a technical problem was

removed from this group's calculations for this data set. This

participant's information is otherwise listed in descriptive statistics

throughout this dissertation.

The mean calculations in Table 4 show that even though the average numbers of items

for all groups were similar, the total mean times on task for each group to complete the test and

the mean times per item varied greatly. However, caution must be exercised when making

comparisons here. When comparing NNI with NS, for example, degree of item difficulty must

be kept in mind. The majority of items presented to the NNI group were at the Intermediate

(Low, Mid, High) level, while those presented to the NS group were predominantly at the

Superior level. Thus, as I have done in my arguments throughout this dissertation, comparisons

should be limited to between the NNI and the NNS groups and between the NNS and the NS

groups.

For instance, it is interesting to note that the mean times (both whole test and per item)

for the NNS group averaged more than twice as long as the mean time for the NS group.

Similarly, as could be expected due to item difficulty, the mean times for the NNI group were

shorter than those of the NNS group, despite the larger average number of items for the NNI

group.
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In looking at each NNI participant's performance during their own session, something

else interesting occasionally happened. That is, the complexity of the Chinese test item often

belied its actual difficulty. In other words, some test items that were not especially complex in

terms of total number of characters caused noticeable increases in cognitive load as evidenced by

eye movement data and extended time on task. For example, for participant NNI02, the

Intermediate-Mid level item #04 only contains 10 characters, but the participant took over 34

seconds to decide on their answer. On the other hand, the Intermediate-Low level item #06 has

50 characters, but this same participant only needed 33 seconds to choose an answer. There may

be at least two possible explanations for this observed phenomenon. First, for the

Intermediate-Mid item, the participant could not get past certain characters to piece together

a correct answer. Second, at that level, with that particular test item (im04), it is possible

that not enough context was provided for the participant to compensate for something unknown.

Though not done as part of this research, a recall protocol immediately after the end of the

CATRC assessment would have provided clues to possible reasons behind variations in time on

task and and other useful data from the test taker's position.

Table 5 presents summary data about each participants CATRC performance in terms of

item count. The table includes the form of Chinese characters (either Traditional, T,

Simplified, S, or both, Z) as participants indicated they were more familiar with ("Pref"), the

number of items answered correctly and incorrectly (each further divided in terms of character

form), and the total number of items answered.
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Table 5. Participant CATRC performance data: Item count.

Correct Incorrect

ID# Pref T S Z Total T S Z Total #Items

NNIOI T 1 2 11 14 2 6 11 19 33

NNI02 T 0 0 15 15 2 1 11 14 29

NNI03 S 3 5 7 15 3 8 5 16 31

NNI04 S 7 4 13 24 9 5 7 21 45

NNI05 Z 8 6 1 15 5 5 1 11 26

NNSOI T 9 11 1 21 11 4 0 15 36

NNS02 S 12 15 3 30 7 1 0 8 38

NNS03 T 15 7 0 22 1 5 0 6 28

NNS04 Z 12 8 0 20 2 4 0 6 26

NNS05 T 12 11 0 23 4 3 0 7 30

NNS06 Z 11 11 0 22 3 1 0 4 26

NNS07 Z 10 13 0 23 3 0 0 3 26

NSOI S 15 10 2 27 9 6 0 15 42

NS02 T 15 7 0 22 4 12 0 16 38

NS03 S 14 7 0 21 5 3 0 8 29

NS04 S 11 9 0 20 5 1 0 6 26

NS05 S 8 16 0 24 3 8 0 11 35

NS06 S 4 18 0 22 4 5 0 9 31

NS07 S 13 11 0 24 2 0 0 2 26

NS08 S 17 20 2 39 14 6 0 20 59

NS09 T 9 12 0 21 0 6 0 6 27

NSI0 S 9 10 0 19 5 2 0 7 26

NSll T 7 14 0 21 3 3 0 6 27

NS12 S 9 14 0 23 3 4 0 7 30

NS13 S 14 9 0 23 8 4 0 12 35

Note. NNI = Non-Native Intermediate, NNS = Non-Native Superior, NS = Native

Superior; Pref = Chinese character form most familiar with, T = Traditional Chinese

character form; S = Simplified Chinese character form; Z = Both Traditional and

Simplified Chinese character forms.
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As with Table 4, Table 6 provides mean item counts for each group, including correct,

incorrect, and total items.

Table 6. Group CATRC performance data: Mean item count.

Group n Correct Incorrect Total

NNI 5 16.60 16.20 32.80

NNS 7 23.00 7.00 30.00

NS 12* 22.25 8.75 31.00

* One outlier (NS08) given 59 items due to a technical problem

was removed from this group's calculations for this data set.

This participant's information is otherwise listed in

descriptive statistics throughout this dissertation.

We notice that the mean total for each of the groups is similar to the others, but that

overall the NNI group had roughly equal means of correctly and incorrectly answered items.

Looked at in terms of items answered, we see that NNI participants selected an almost equal

number of correct answers as they did selecting incorrect answers. NNS and NS participants, on

the other hand, chose correct answers about 75% of the time (77% and 72%, respectively).
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Eye-Tracking Data Results

Quantitative Analyses

Table 7 presents data gathered from the eye-tracking system. Data gathered includes

the total number of fixations and total fixation time, total number of items per participant,

mean fixation time and mean fixations per item.

The total fixations listed in Table 7 are related to the total time on task provided in

Table 3. Generally, longer time spent on completing the CATRC increased total fixations and

time, as well as mean fixations per item and mean fixation time per item. Table 8 shows mean

group fixation data.
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Table 7. Participant fixation data.

Total Mean Fixation
Total Fixation Time Mean Duration/Item

ID# Fixations (s) #Items Fixations/Item (ms)

NNI01 5127 1564 33 155 346
NNI02 3661 1391 29 129 371

NNI03 6392 2380 31 206 372

NNI04 12749 3542 45 240 277
NNI05 5730 1933 26 220 325

NNS01 8040 2194 36 223 276

NNS02 12562 3869 38 330 306
NNS03 9593 3489 28 343 361
NNS04 4846 1461 26 186 298

NNS05 8859 4753 30 295 532

NNS06 7509 2196 26 289 290
NNS07 9858 3060 26 379 377

NS01 6639 1338 42 158 200

NS03 3164 667 29 109 208

NS04 5085 1275 26 248 248

NS05 4519 1014 35 129 221
NS06 3436 668 31 111 192

NS07 6751 1801 26 259 264
NS08 8887 1724 59 150 186
NS09 4214 1189 27 120 278

NS10 4964 1167 26 190 278
NSll 6333 1537 27 234 248

NS12 4223 985 30 140 231

NS13 5210 985 35 173 187

Note: The data for native participant NS02 had to be eliminated due to excessive noise.
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Table 8. Group mean fixation data.

Group

NNI

NNS

NS

n

5

7

11*

Total
Fixations

6738

8752

4913

Mean
Fixations/Item

190

292

168

Mean Fixation
Duration/Item

(ms)

338.00 (39.32)

348.43 (89.12)

227.91 (29.70)

Note. Values in parentheses are 5Ds.

* One outlier (NS08) given 59 items due to a technical problem was

removed from this group's calculations for this data set. This

participant's information is otherwise listed in descriptive

statistics throughout this dissertation. The data for native

participant NS02 had to be eliminated due to excessive noise.

Table 8 shows that non-native Superior participants (NNS) required higher total

fixations and higher mean fixations per item compared with Intermediate participants (NNI).

This is most likely due to the fact that the NNS participants faced longer and more

complicated CATRC items (including both passage and question) than the NNI participants.

On the other hand, NNS participants had higher mean fixations and higher mean fixation

times per item compared with native Superior (NS) participants. This was expected, and

would seem to indicate a point of language development of an emerging distinction between non-

skilled and skilled readers (i.e., the NNS participants the NS participants, respectively).
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Table 9. Average Fixation Frequency: Correctly vs. Incorrectly Answered Items.

Means and standard deviations of average fixation frequency as a function of

Chinese language ability and items answered correctly or incorrectly.

Correct Incorrect Overall

Mean SO Mean SO Mean SO

NNI 2961.40 1907.89 2688.80 1305.63 2825.10 1547.92

NNS 5931.40 2758.33 2573.80 652.17 4252.60 2588.84

NS 4411.62 2891.64 1564.33 732.94 2987.98 2524.05

Overall 4427.43 2751.88 2049.32 1036.54 3238.37 2371.89
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Figure 9. Fixation Frequency: Correct vs. Incorrect Answer.

Interaction between Chinese language ability and correct/

incorrect answer as measured by fixation frequency.
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Figure 9 reveals that there is distinct variation between the NNI and NNS groups in

terms of fixation frequency for questions answered .correctly versus questions answered

incorrectly. In addition to a similar mean number of items for the NNI group as noted in Table

8, mean fixation frequencies were similar for the NNI group for correctly and incorrectly

answered items. The NNS and NS groups, on the other hand, showed less disparity with each

other in mean fixation frequencies. That is, both the NNS and NS groups fixated much more

frequently for correctly answered items than they did for incorrectly answered items, possibly

suggesting a "guess and move on" strategy.

Table 10. Average Fixation Frequency: Traditional vs. Simplified Characters.

Means and standard deviations of average fixation frequency as a function of

Chinese language ability and Chinese character form.

Traditional Simplified Overall

Mean SO Mean SO Mean SO

NNI 1992.80 1967.04 2102.00 1461.55 2047.40 1634.74

NNS 4354.60 1270.31 4037.00 1753.88 4195.80 1453.40

NS 2571.08 1271.91 2651.92 925.08 2611.50 1088.44

Overall 2845.00 1627.93 2841.73 1627.93 2843.36 1495.94

N=24
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Figure 10. Fixation Frequency: Traditional vs. Simplified Characters.

Interaction between Chinese language ability and traditional/

simplified characters as measured by fixation frequency.

While Figure 9 shows similar behavior for the NNS and NS groups, Figure 10 shows

similar performance for both the non-native groups (NNI and NNS) and the superior groups

(NNS and NS). Although the mean fixation frequencies for the NNI group were about half as

much as those for the NS group, mean fixation frequencies for traditional and simplified

characters within each group were about the same. In other words, the mean frequencies for the

NNI group and the mean frequencies for the NNS group each reading traditional Chinese

characters were roughly equal to their group mean frequencies for reading simplified Chinese

characters-meaning, perhaps, that both groups of readers found both forms equally difficult.

It is interesting that the NNS group is also similar to the NS in mean fixation

frequencies for traditional and simplified characters. Onone hand this suggests that both the

NNS and NS participants dealt with both forms equally in the sense that neither form was
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more or less difficult to process per se. On the other hand, it also seems to suggest that the NNS

participants had more difficulty in general with both forms of characters, although with a

slight indication of strength for reading traditional Chinese characters (as could be expected

from looking at their selected preference in Table 5).

Qualitative Analyses

The very small participant populations for each of the three groups in this study

precluded the application of more complicated statistical measures of significance, thus the

tables and figures summarizing the results in this chapter must simply stand as they are. The

purpose of this section, then, is to actually look at example items of a selection of participants

to see if we can identify differences in reading or test-taking strategies based on the observed

eye-tracking data. The key indicator for analyses will be fixation duration as represented by

filled circles of varying sizes, i.e., smaller circles indicate shorter fixation durations while

larger circles indicate longer fixation durations. Where true images (as presented in Appen

dixes I, J, and K) of eye-tracking data show leftmost fixations typically indented about two

Chinese characters (about 2-3 Chinese characters, or 8 letters) and rightmost fixations

generally falling off the text (Magloire, 2002), the alignment of the circles have been slightly

readjusted to facilitate the observations.

Non-Native Intermediate Readers

We will first look at a few items from participants in the NNI group. The complete set

for participant NNW3 is presented in Appendix I.
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Character Complexity and Density

Recall from Chapter Two that there are at least two main ways to consider difficulties

in single character recognition: the first is a character's complexity, which is generally (and

imprecisely) measured in number of strokes; the second is a character's density (or, how dark or

"full") a character is perceived to be. Thus, two characters can have the same complexity (i.e.,

number of strokes), but will vary in density, which may more likely be the source of difficulty

in recognition, especially for non-native readers.

Figure 11 shows a large concentration of increased fixation frequency and of fixations of

very high duration. Each dot represents one fixation and the size of the dot indicates the

duration of the fixation (i.e., larger dots represent longer durations). The lines indicate

saccades, or the jumps between fixations. What is difficult to show with static pictures is the

progression through the Chinese text and the reader's alternation between the Chinese text

and the English question and answers. In the case of Figure 11, the participant actually gathers

a chunk of information, then jumps down to the English question, then jumps back up to where

they left off and gathers another chunk of information, then jumps down to the English

answers, and so on until s/he decides that s/he has comprehended the text and can make a

selection from the four choices.

Figure 11 is typical of all participants in the NNI group (regardless of whether they

were Intermediate-Low, -Mid, or -High), and shows a high degree of "traffic" between the two

areas of interest (AOIs), i.e., the Chinese area and the English area. This behavior seems to be

evidence of a type of reading strategy where the participant gathers as much information as

they can hold and process in working memory before s/ he needs to check her/ his comprehension

as hinted at by the English clues provided.
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Figure 11. Eye-tracked Sample 1: NNI(T). An example item from a participant

who declared a preference for traditional Chinese characters.

Traditional Characters vs. Simplified Characters

The best examples available for the analysis of this aspect of reading Chinese come

from items at the Intermediate-Mid level and below. The majority of these items in the

CATRC simultaneously present both traditional and simplified Chinese characters, with the

former on top and the latter underneath in parentheses.

It is interesting to note that, depending on their preferred form of Chinese characters as

selected at the beginning of the CATRC,! NNI participants either stayed with or changed to

! Remember that participants received a mixture of forms-traditional Chinese characters,

simplified Chinese characters, or both (up to the Intermediate-Mid level)-regardless of their

selection of preference; this was simply for background information only.
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the form they were more comfortable with. In addition to showing the influence of character

complexity on fixation frequency and duration, Figure 11 also shows that a participant who has

declared a preference for traditional Chinese characters will almost exclusively read that

form when presented with a choice, and only rarely check the other form for clues to aid

comprehension. Figure 12 shows how a NNI participant who declared a preference for

simplified Chinese characters stayed almost exclusively with that form.

Figure 12. Eye-tracked Sample 2: NNI(S). An example item from a participant

who declared a preference for simplified Chinese characters.
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Figure 13. Eye-tracked Sample 3: NNI(S). An example item from a participant

who declared a preference for simplified Chinese characters.

In contrast, as shown in Figure 13, this same participant (as used for Figure 12) changed

mid-sentence from the text given in traditional Chinese characters on top to the simplified

Chinese character text provided in parentheses below it. Curiously, this happened after two

occurrences of traditional (or, in Chinese, ~a fanti, lit. 'complex form') characters.2

2 The Chinese text reads as follows:

~~~~r-«~~-wm~~~#

(~~~~~-tt~W-hm~~~~)

In the first row, traditional characters #1 and #3-~ wei and~ men, respectively-have

been simplified to ~ and 1Il . The only other character in this text that has been simplified is

~ jing , which becomes ~ .
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Instances such as this would have benefited the addition of a follow-up recall protocol to tease

out from the participants more in-depth analyses about such observed reading behavior.

Non-Native Superior Readers

We will next look at a few items from participants in the NNS group. The complete set

for participant NNS03 is presented in Appendix J.

Text Complexity and Density

As with the inherent properties of single characters that introduce difficulties in their

recognition, the properties of complexity and density can also be applied to larger text

passages. The complexity of a text passage can be measured mainly by number of characters,

frequency ratings of vocabulary, and difficulty levels of grammar used within the passage. The

density of a text passage will of course include the above properties and, in addition, will also

include the overall occupation of white space by the text. This is to say that, generally

speaking, a passage written in simplified Chinese characters will be less dense than its

traditional character counterpart.

Figure 14 shows the performance of a participant from the NNS group. Despite a

declared preference for traditional Chinese characters, there is a high frequency of fixations,

and the durations of those fixations are generally quite long, as indicated by the large dots.

The difference in fixation duration becomes especially evident if we compare the sizes of the

dots in the Chinese AOI with those exhibited in the English AOI. Similarly, we also note the

predominance of saccades, or jumps, in the English AOI (as represented by the lines) as

compared with the predominance of fixations in the Chinese AOI. This is strongly indicative
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of the increased cognitive load on processing required by this NNS participant. In fact, this is

typical of most of the participants in the NNS group.

Figure 14. Eye-tracked Sample 4: NNS(T). An example item from a participant

who declared a preference for traditional Chinese characters.

(Chinese text is in traditional Chinese characters.)

Figure 15 shows how this same participant (as used for Figure 14) performed while

reading a text in simplified Chinese characters. As we noted in Table 10 and Figure 10, partici-

pants at each level generally exhibited fixations of equal frequency on traditional characters

and texts as they did on simplified characters and texts. Thus, we notice similarities in

performance between Figure 14 and Figure 15 despite their texts being either traditional or

simplified Chinese characters, respectively. Both figures reveal frequent fixations of long du-
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ration, possibly indicating that both forms present a similar degree of difficulty for the non-

native reader, even at the superior level. Put another way, however, assuming non-native

readers are ultimately unaffected by the form of the Chinese characters used in a text, text

complexity could be causing the increases in fixation frequency and duration, which can be

interpreted as the cost of additional processing requirements needed to comprehend the text.

se==

Is

Figure 15. Eye-tracked Sample 5: NNS(T). An example item from a participant

who declared a preference for traditional Chinese characters.

(Chinese text is in simplified Chinese characters.)
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Native Superior Readers

We will next look at a few items from participants in the NS group. The complete set

for participant NNS07 is presented in Appendix K.

Working Memory (WM)

Recall that, as discussed in Chapter 3, working memory (WM) is, most simply put, an

information processing mechanism of the brain. During reading, the eyes gather information,

which is transmitted to the brain, a meaningful part of which is sent to WM for processing.

WM includes mechanisms for holding on to chunks as well as processing the chunks either

separately or by attempting to piece them together in an effort to consolidate them and

comprehend them. When necessary, long-term memory (LTM) can also be tapped by WM for

supplemental details or larger concepts previously encountered or learned and held in storage

there. Expert knowledge is believed by some (e.g., Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; Kintsch et aI,

1999) to be the workspace called Long-Term Working Memory (LT-WM) where this interaction

and processing occurs.

Figure 16 shows a participant from the NS group. The main difference we notice

between the NNS example and the NS example is the low fixation frequency and the

relatively short fixation durations. The text behind the eye-tracked example of the NNS

participant in Figure 15 is virtually obscured by the superimposed eye movement data, while

that of the NS participant in Figure 16 is essentially unobscured.
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Figure 16. Eye-tracked Sample 6: NS(S). An example item from a participant

who declared a preference for simplified Chinese characters.

(Chinese text is in traditional Chinese characters.)

Figure 17 shows a view similar to Figure 16, but with increased activity in the English

AOI-indicative of a native Chinese, non-native English reader. In contrast with the relative

ease this NS participant handled the item in Figure 16, the English question and choices in

Figure 17 could possibly be phrased unclearly or could be asking for more complex, higher order

thinking. Also in contrast with Figure 16, which shows a general one-time read-through of the

Chinese and only one saccade between the Chinese AOI and the English AOI, in Figure 17 we

notice more read-throughs of the Chinese as well as more saccades between the Chinese and

the English AOIs. This suggests increased item difficulty even for the NS participant.
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Figure 17. Eye-tracked Sample 7: NS(S). An example item from a participant

who declared a preference for simplified Chinese characters.

(Chinese text is in traditional Chinese characters.)

Cognitive Processing

Finally, in Figure 18, we notice two main differences. The first main difference is

between the NNI example and the NNS example. If we look at the NNI example (topmost in

Figure 18) and compare it with the NNS example (middle), we note that despite the increased

complexity of the item, the frequency of saccades between the Chinese AOI and the English

AOI for the NNS is actually lower than those exhibited by the NNI participant. Similarly,

there is evidence that while relative fixation frequency and fixation duration decreases from

the typical NNI participant to the typical NNS participant, the latter still requires highly

frequent fixations and extended fixation durations in order to comprehend the given text.
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Figure 18. Eye-tracked Sample 8: NNI-NNS, NNS-NS Comparison.

NNI (top), NNS (middle), NS (bottom).
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The second main difference in Figure 18 that seems quite obvious is between the NNS

example (middle) and the NS example (bottom) in terms of fixation frequency and fixation

duration during the reading of an item at a similar level of difficulty and complexity. The fact

that the typical NNS reader spends a large duration of time in the English AOI as well as in

the Chinese AOI when compared with the typical NS participant.
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CHAPTER 6:

DISCUSSION

In this chapter I discuss the results and findings of the previous chapter as they relate

to the research questions presented in Chapter 1. For the sake of convenience, let us recall the

hypotheses and the research questions below and discuss each one in turn. Also, remember that

the main purpose of this study was to try to examine the mental/ cognitive processes invoked

during the reading of novel text as presented during a CAT displayed on a computer screen and

as recorded in eye movement and test data.

There were two main hypotheses prefacing the research conducted here. Due to the

limited nature of the data, this hypothesis can neither be confirmed nor disconfirmed. In other

words, while the non-native Intermediate-level CFL participants of this study are college

level students who have highly developed reading skills in their L1 (i.e., English), they were

not necessarily able to use these same skill sets when they read the Chinese test item passages.

As shown in Appendix H, different reading strategies can be observed

The second hypothesis states that L1 reading strategies do transfer to L2 reading

strategies in Superior level non-native (NNS) CFL readers, while Superior level native (NS)

Chinese readers use an interactive-compensatory (a combination of bottom-up and top-down)

processing strategy during reading. Again, due to the limitations in the data, this hypothesis

can not be addressed. However, an examination of the eye-tracking data in Appendix Jdoes

give the indication that for some NNS readers, native-like reading strategies during the

comprehension process.
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The first research question asks, "What does eye movement data tell us about how test

takers take computer adaptive tests (CATs)?" Looking at the fixation data provided in the

previous chapter, we can see that NNI participants completed the CATRC with fewer

fixations and in less time than the NNS participants. Also, for NNS participants, generally

speaking, longer passages resulted in more fixations of longer durations. This, however, was not

the case with NS participants encountering the same level, length, and difficulty of material,

who generally required fewer fixations and less time to complete their assessment than NNS

participants.

The second research question asks, "Why do superior-level takers of CATs take longer

to complete a CAT than low-level test takers?" The most obvious reason for this becomes

apparent through examination of the item set of each group upon completion of a test. Test

items given to NNI participants were for the most part less complex (as measured in length of

passage as determined by number of characters) and less difficult (in terms of content and subject

matter) than those test items that the NNS and NS participants faced. Given the higher

frequency of eye fixations among NNS participants during their time on task, we can infer

increased demand on cognitive processes both in comprehending the text of a given item as well

as making a determining which answer would most likely be correct

Longer eye fixation times (average total fixation time or fixation duration) and higher

fixation frequencies for incorrect answers could indicate increased processing load. This

increased demand on processing resources could be due to either one of two factors. First, as

argued for by Matsunaga (1994), participants could be attempting to associate a sound to

characters as part of the lexical access process. The hypothesis emphasizing the primacy of

speech, and a position of language instruction that begins first with speaking (and listening)
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followed by reading (and writing) would be validated in this case, especially if it could be

shown that doing so improved students' reading perfomance and comprehension. Second, as

exhibited by the higher fixation frequencies and longer fixation durations, inability to access

lexical meaning alternatively by visual cues could also contribute to comprehension failure.

However, shorter eye fixation times and fewer frequencies for incorrect answers were

also observed. This could indicate abandonment of motivation on task. That is, in attempting

to answer a question but failing to achieve a click of comprehension in a given period of time

(varying from participant to participant and from question to question) a participant reaches a

point where the final strategy they choose is simply to give up. This particular strategy could

become increasingly likely the longer a participant has been on task. Quite possibly, then,

fatigue and impatience begin to present themselves as factors influencing motivation and

success.

Finally, the third research question asks, "Are there identifiable differences between

the three levels of reading proficiency as evidenced during the administration of a CAT?" As

can be seen in the descriptive data provided in the previous chapter in Table 3, the eye

tracking data shows us that, despite the relatively shorter passage content, non-native

Intermediate readers (NNIs) of CFL spend long spans of time working through the test items.

For example, NNI01, with a total test time of 35 min. for 33 items and an average of 1 min. 6 sec.

per item. This suggests that NNls are generally concerned with processing each and every

character for meaning, if not sound, before they decide to select an answer. Failure to come up

with either meaning or sound or both may cause a bottleneck in comprehension processes

delaying the click of comprehension that signals to the reader that they have comprehended
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something (based on the question being asked) and can then select an answer among the choices

given and then move on to the next test item.
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CHAPTER 7:

CONCLUSION

This study took as its starting points places where Everson (1986) indicated future

research was needed. Like the Everson study, the research conducted here involved three

groups of readers. Where Everson examined the effects of word-spacing among non-native

beginning, non-native advanced and native Chinese readers, this study examined differences in

reading strategies among non-native intermediate, non-native superior, and native Chinese

readers during the administration of a computer-adaptive test. Unlike the Everson study,

however, which used a single paragraph read by all subjects alike, participants in the present

study were presented disparate items of varying difficulty as determined by reading

comprehension performance (i.e, the Intermediate-level readers in general did not receive

Superior-level items and the Superior-level readers did not receive Intermediate-level items).

One methodological improvement this study has, I believe, over the Everson study is in its

incorporation of the ACTFL Reading Guidelines, which had not yet been codified at the time of

his study. This attempted to address one limitation acknowledged by Everson in that it

"establishes group membership through rigorous categorization" (p. 91).1

As with the Everson (1986) study, the purpose of this study was multifaceted: first, to

add to the still paltry collection of research that looks at non-native readers of Chinese.

While many studies have recently added much to the eye-tracking research on native readers

1 Of course, it could be admitted that considering the depth and breadth of participant back

grounds, as well as the still formative state of the Guidelines, the rigorousness of such a

measure might still be called into question.
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of Chinese, there is still much work to be done. Second, in this study I have attempted to

examine the cognitive processes involved during the reading of novel text as presented via a

computer-adaptive test (CAT). By using a CAT, it was possible to expose readers to both

orthographies (i.e., English and Chinese), as well as two forms of a single orthography (i.e,

traditional and simplified Chinese characters), requiring them to vary their reading

strategies during the administration of a single bilingual reading proficiency test.

In concord with Everson's (1986) conclusions, the data gathered and analyzed in this

dissertation supports perceptual models of reading which takes efficiency in the perception of

the printed word as a measure of reading development (p. 81). Based on the reading

performances of non-native Intermediate (NNI) and non-native Superior (NNS) level readers

in comparison with native readers of Chinese, it can be concluded that the NNI readers still do

not have the familiarity or experience with the written Chinese language necessary to allow

for automatic transitioning between perceptual subskills that would make for more efficient

reading comprehension. Similarly, as with Everson's Advanced readers, the NNS readers in

the present study also generally do not have a level of automaticity needed for efficient

reading at a native level as exhibited by the NS readers in this study.

Similar to Everson's findings, both groups of non-native participants in the present

study exhibited more frequent fixations and fixations of longer duration than their native

counterparts. In addition, when comparing the non-native superior (NNS) readers with the

native Chinese readers (NS), we find that for both groups both fixation frequency and duration

increased for items that were ultimately answered correctly. This suggests that motivation

and attention can be maintained over extended periods in order to devote more time and

resources to comprehension processing by systematically switching between the various
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subskills involved in that process. Among the participants whose fixation frequencies were

lower and fixation durations were longer for incorrectly answered items, we can infer that this

may be indicative of a "goal abandonment" strategy, where the reader simply gives up trying

to successfully resolve a certain problem in favor of a quicker route to the completion of the

CAT. On the other hand, it could also simply imply that there was a mistaken assumption on

the part of the participant that s/he knew the answer when in fact they did not.

Based on the data collected, both from the Computer-Adaptive (Proficiency) Test of

Reading Chinese (CATRC) and the eye-tracker system, it seems that there are distinct

differences in the reading strategies of various types of readers of Chinese. Specifically, the

way Non-Native Intermediate readers (NNI) read test items that were at or slightly above

their proficiency level differed from the way Non-Native Superior readers (NNS) read test

items at or above their level of proficiency. Those differences, however, do not warrant

dismissal of the "fixation duration plateau" concept suggested by Everson "which hampers

their development towards native-like automaticity" (1986, p. 83). In fact, an examination of

NNS participant fixation durations as compared with those of NNI participants seems to

show a shortening of durations despite the increase in textual difficulty. Indeed, another trend

that seemed to emerge from the data suggests that within the NNS participants there is a

split in ability between highly skilled and less skilled readers. A more precise reading

instrument than any curently available would be necessary to investigate the parameters of

this, as explained in the Future Research section below.
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Implications

The main question this dissertation may be able to answer, at least in part, is "How can

learners of CL2/ CFL be helped to develop efficient (i.e., 'good and appropriate') reading skills

and strategies?" Based on the examination of the quantitative differences between how non

native and native readers process text, and comparing that with indicators of processing (i.e.,

fixations) exhibited by lower-level readers, we may be able to determine what we can do to

help students of Chinese acquire more advanced reading skills. Everson (1986) posits that

"classtime can be devoted to exercises designed to encourage as well as enhance the learner's

silent reading skills" (p. 90, emphasis mine). In contrast, Dew (1994) notes that "reading and

the expansion of vocabulary is for the most part a solitary activity, undertaken by the student

in his own unsupervised time" (p. 40). It may be that both of these points of view coexist on one

continuum of reading instruction whereby during initial stages of language instruction students

receive explicit guidance and practice in how to effectively navigate the reading process, and

moving towards autonomy and independence only occasionally needing to consult common

resources such as dictionaries and online search engines.

From the data presented in the present study, the reading strategies of non-native

Superior readers generally differ from that of non-native Intermediate readers, but is still not

as efficient as that of native Chinese readers. So, we may well ask the following question:

"How can learners at lower levels of CL2/CFL reading proficiency be best taught to approach

novel (Le., unfamiliar, or novel) reading tasks, based on the processing strategies exhibited by

native readers?" Again, based on the data gathered and analysed in this dissertation, it

would seem that a wide variety of graded readers needs to be collected and/ or created in order

to allow novice-, intermediate-, and even advanced-level CFL students more opportunities to
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gain more exposure to the written language. The greatest hindrance to incorporation of

extensive reading in programs for languages such as Chinese and Japanese is the general dearth

of materials available that will actually turn emerging readers into avid readers. Everson's

(1986) advice given almost twenty years ago still holds true today:

Most Chinese language learners begin the task of learning to read by attempting

to automate their character recognition skills through the use of flashcard

drills employing individual or combinations of characters on one side, with the

romanization and English translation on the reverse. Although this "brute

force" approach to literacy seems to be inevitable during the initial stages,

instructors would do well to encourage students to read paragraph-level texts

sooner, and to read these same texts often. This enables the learner to take

advantage of the context and redundancy inherent in longer passages, and can

have the potential of instilling in the learner that the passage itself can

provide clues to the meanings of characters not in their vocabulary. (p.90)

There are two further implications that can be noted in relation to those raised by Everson

(1986). First, we need to recognize the daunting task facing students needing to familiarize

themselves with and automate recognition of several thousand characters in order to make

their Chinese reading experiences as efficient and effective as possible. Based on the observed

eye-tracking data gathered for the research in this dissertation, specifically mean fixation

durations and fixation frequency averages, we notice that even non-native learners achieving

Superior ratings still have measures as much as two to three times that exhibited by Native

readers of Chinese. Second, instructors must ensure that the passages are of sufficient length to

provide for context and redundancy. As observed from the eye-tracking data in the present

study, shorter passages of only a sentence or two typically do not establish enough context or

make use of enough redundancy to create a meaningful reading experience.
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Another pedagogical implication of the research conducted in this study may be the

need to devote some time in lower level language classes for metacognitive instruction in

reading and testing strategies. Especially as CATs become more prevalent as instruments of

assessment, one potential benefit of training students to be more efficient during reading for

comprehension activities could be higher assessed levels of proficiency. Obviously, students

need also to be reminded that "haste makes waste", that they need to stop short of adopting a

blanket "guess and move on" strategy towards reading and reading tests, and instead need to

become conscious of their limits, as well as their abilities, and push them when possible and

practical.

Future Research

Finally, recall that the ACTFL Guidelines for the Distinguised level say

Able to read fluently and accurately most styles and forms of the language

pertinent to academic and professional needs. Able to relate inferences in the

text to real-world knowledge and understand almost all sociolinguistic and

cultural references by processing language from within the cultural framework.

Able to understand a writer's use of nuance and subtlety. Can readily follow

unpredictable turns of thought and author intent in such materials as

sophisticated editorials, specialized journal articles, and literary texts such as

novels, plays, poems, as well as in any subject matter area directed to the

general reader. (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 1986)

Since the CATRC does not include items at the Distinguished level of the ACTFL

reading proficiency guidelines, this suggests either a limitation in the precision of the CATRC

or of the ACTFL reading guidelines themselves, as suggested by Park (1999). Future research in

this area might need to develop a more precise assessment instrument that has a large item
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bank (perhaps at least 100 items) for each level of proficiency and that includes items at the

Distinguished proficiency level. However, as Horodeck noted (1987) noted, tactics such as

"skimming, skipping around, and guessing" are what real readers do. So, in that sense, the

ideal assessment instrument would allow for participants to use the same skills as they would

in "real reading", as opposed to a test that was designed differently (e.g., to see whether

readers could spot errors where their reading strategies would mainly be those characteristic of

proofreading). Advances in eye-tracking equipment and technology now allow researchers to

gather data across multi-screen and multi-page scenes, which would mean that studies could be

done that look at non-native and native readers of Chinese reading lengthy paragraphs, pages,

chapters, and whole books.
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APPENDIX A

COMMITTEE ON HUMAN STUDIES (CHS) APPROVAL

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I

Committee on Human Studies

MEMORANDUM

February 14, 2003

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Jeffrey John Hayden
Principal Investigator
East Asian Languages and Literatures

::~"::':s=W~*
CHS #12199- "Reading in Chaiese"l..

;'. l®~jL:·

Your project identified above was reviewed b~ thedii~iroftht\Comn1ittee ~fi' 1pa11 ~d~s
through Expedited Review procedures. The proj~ctqualifiesJorexpedited review~Y·CFR;.
46.110 and 21 CPR 56.110, Category (4) oftItfQRBS listofexpedited teviewcategori~~.

" -..,

This project was approved on February 14, 204S.for olley~,'~~~.tfi&~ti~~ developmentof
your project you intend to change the involvementofh.h1mails·ful11t·pla~'iaa~l'!ted'inthe.
materials presented for review, prior approval m~t'!?e teceived from the eHS before ptoceeding.. ,
Ifunanticipated problems arise involving the riskSii~9 subj~ts or.others, report must~made ..
promptly to the CHS, either to its Chairperson or to'fl:lisofme Th~s.is't~ql1iredini'9fderthat (1)
updating ofprotective measures for humans involved ~;Y be •.... .· .. ~isIj~d,an:d (2) prompt
r~ort to DHHS and FDA may be made by the UniversitYifrequired:";~;!iG;i; i.!.~' i'

"1'Zi;:Jj"",'- ,:: :"; ,,_~~'~

In accordance with the University policy, you are expected to ~Ii!mtft; ·~.pl\ft0'~f
your project records, all records pertaining to the involvement ofhumans in this project, including
any summaries of information conveyed, data, complaints, correspondence, and any executed
forms. These records must be retained for at least three years from the expiration/termination
date of this study.

The CHS approval period for this project will expire on February 14,2004. Ifyour project
continues beyond this date, you must submit a continuation application to the CHS at least four
weeks prior to the expiration of this study.

We wish you success in this endeavor and are ready to assist you and your project personnel at
anytime.

Enclosed is your certification for this project.

Enclosure

Figure 19. Committee on Human Studies (CHS) approval memo.
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APPENDIXB

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
(Research Agreement)

Agreement to participate in the project: Reading Comprehension in Chinese

The experiment that you are going to participate in is part of a one-time research
project, designed and conducted by Jeffrey J. Hayden, graduate student in the Department of
East Asian Languages and Literatures. The primary objective of the research is to investigate
how students read and comprehend in Chinese a second or foreign language. The experiment
lasts no longer than one hour. In the experiment, you will read selected items from an
assessment measure for reading Chinese presented on a computer screen. You will be presented
with short sentences or passages in Chinese along with a four-choice multiple-choice question
in English about the content of the text. After reading the text, you will announce your selected
answer aloud to the investigator. At the end of the test you will be asked to answer a brief
questionnaire concerning your study of the Chinese language. You are one of approximately 30
participants from which the study is planning to collect data.

There is no known risk to you in participating in this experiment. The information
collected from this experiment will remain confidential and will be used only for the purpose of
the research. Your name will not be identified in any report of the results. Your participation
is voluntary and there is no penalty for refusing to participate. You can withdraw at any time
you wish without penalty. You will receive US$15 for completing the experiment. If you
choose to withdraw before the end, you will receive partial compensation based on the
percentage of the experiment you have completed.

Although it is unlikely that the results of this research will be of direct or immediate
benefit to you, research in this area is of general benefit to society. The results should help us
to understand the processes involved in comprehending text. This knowledge might aid in such
tasks as further developing computerized reading comprehension tests, effective teaching of a
second language, or treating individuals with language disorders.

If you have any questions concerning the research and participant's rights, please refer
to the investigator, Jeffrey J. Hayden. If you cannot obtain satisfactory answers to your
questions or have comments or complaints about your treatment in this study, please contact:
Committee on Human Studies, University of Hawai'i, 2540 Maile Way, Honolulu, HI 96822.
Phone: (808) 956-5007.

The language of this form is a formality required by the Committee on Human Studies,
University of Hawai'i for all research involving human participants.

Jeffrey J. Hayden
Graduate Student, Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures
University of Hawai'i at Manoa
(808) 956-6881
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RESEARCH AGREEMENT CONSENT SIGNATURE FORM

Agreement to participate in the project: Reading Comprehension in Chinese

I certify that I have read and that I understand the forgoing, that I have been given
satisfactory answers to my inquiries concerning project procedures and other matters, and that I
have been advised that I am free to withdraw my consent and to discontinue participation in
the project at any time without prejudice.

I agree to participate in this study and permit the researcher, Jeffrey J. Hayden, to use the data
for his study.

Name (please print):

Signature:
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APPENDIXC

BACKGROUND INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE

ID# (from Consent Form):

Major / Field:

Today's Date:

Class Standing (please circle): Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, MA, PhD, other

Total Number of Years of Formal Chinese Language Study:

Your native language/ dialect:

Other language(s)/ dialect(s) you can read: _

If either of your parents or anyone else with whom you are currently living or with whom you
have lived for a substantial length of time is a native speaker of Chinese, indicate that
person's native dialect:

mother: father other (specify):

If you have lived for substantial lengths of time in any country which includes Chinese as one
of its major languages, fill in the following:

country: _

country: _

Years of
residence: , from age __ to age _
Years of
residence: , from age __ to age _
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APPENDIXD

ASL 501 SERIES EYE-TRACKING EQUIPMENT
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Figure 20. Front view of ASL 501 eye-tracking equipment.

)
)

Figure 21. Side view of ASL 501 equipment placement on head.
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Figure 22. Eye-tracking equipment mounted on headband. The total setup weighs
approximately 8 ounces and sits comfortably on the participant's head.

Figure 23. Calibration graphic. (50% original size.)
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(Screen 1)

(Screen 2)

APPENDIX E

CALIBRATION READING: CHINESE TEXT

(Adapted from Fred Fang-yu Wang's Chinese language
Preface to The Lady in the Painting (pp. 1-2).
New Haven, CT: Far Eastern Publications.)

(Tradiational Character version.)
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CALIBRATION READING: ENGLISH TEXT

(Screen 1)

The test you are about to take is what is known as a

computer-adaptive test (CAT). This type of test adapts to

each test taker's answer and so is different for each person.

The items the program will give you will be random and their

level will depend on whether you answered the previous

item correctly or incorrectly. If you answer a question

correctly, the test is programmed to give you an item at either

a similar level of difficulty or a more difficult item. If you

answer an item incorrectly, the test is programmed to give

you an item either at the same level (in case you made a

mistake when selecting your answer) or at a slightly easier

level.

(Screen 2)

Since the items are random and each test is different for

each person, the amount of time to complete the test will
vary from person to person. Generally speaking, it will take

about 30-40 minutes to finish this test. One thing to keep in

mind when taking the test is not to worry about the time.

The more you focus on just reading the items and answering

the questions, the quicker the test will complete its

assessment. If you are not sure of an answer, don't be afraid

to guess and move on. The test works on averages, so

guessing won't count against you. Also, you cannot go back

to previous items. Again, it may seem like the test goes on

forever, but on average the test gives only about 20-25 items

per person. So, remember, just answer the questions to the

best of your ability and it will be over before you know it.
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( Start the test

APPENDIX F

CATRC SAMPLE CARDS AND TEST ITEMS

Start!

Please enter your first name and last name below, then press return.

ITEST2

Please answer the following questions. (Click the appropriate button)
1. How many years of Chinese haue you had at a school?

ILess than 1 yearll to 2 yearsl2 to 3 yearsl3 to 4 yearslMore than 4 yearsl

2. Haue you studied or Iiued in a Chinese speaking area? C!!!)CE!)
Click all buttons that apply.

I Taiwan II China II:"":'-'Ho:"n-g-K-o-n-g-'II Singapore II Other

For how long?

ILess then 1 yearll to 2 yearsl2 to 3 yearsl3 to 4 yearslMore then 4 yearsl

3. Which forms of characters are you familiar with?

I Simplified II Traditional II Both

4. At the present time how often do you use Chinese?

IRegUlarlyl1 Occasionally II Seldom II Neuer I

Figure 24. CATRC background card.

(Scaled down to 80% of original size)
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1i! iI
_.

eJ8

~l xE A17~a~i a~i ~

ntxEAff~iMiM~ )

(This sign is posted on 0 street.)

What is the message?
a. Cars must yield to pedestrians.
b. Pedestrians please use sidewalk.
c. Pedestrians please use underpass.
d. Caut ion, pedestri an cross ing.

Figure 25. Sample test item 1. Intermediate Low (il) level card.

(Scaled down to 80% of original size)

Note provision of both traditional and simplified Chinese character forms.

[Text reproduced for clarity. Romanization and translation provided for convenience.]

fRJtA1Tm:~~f~
(*JEA1T~iMiM1~)

[Qing z6u renxingdao, xiexie nin.]

[Please use sidewalk. Thank you.]
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~ ih', m013[

~~~~~H~~~~$~~moo~~~trH*

:Ifn~.fa 1E l~JH' ~ [OJnmi§~

(This sign Is posted inside 8 bus.)

Which one of the following statements is true?
a. In case of emergency, push open the window.
b. In case of emergency, exit through rear door.
c. Push the seat forward first, then open the emergency door.
d. Open emergency door first, then push seat forward.

Figure 26. Sample test item 2. Intermediate High (ih) level card.

(Scaled down to 80% of original size)

Note provision of only simplified Chinese character forms.

[Text reproduced for clarity. Romanization and translation provided for convenience.]

Z~~~~H~~~k$fi~m@~*reITH*~m~~re~m~~

JrrHifflJ 0

[Jinji shi qing lakai zhe gai de shangbu banctOng Iimian de shOuba dAkai taipingmim ranhOu

ba zuoyizi xiang qian tUidao.]

[In an emergency, please pull open the top of this cover and pull the handle inside to open the

emergency exit door, then push the seat forward.]
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1f~f ~~~~...t ~~~~n:. tt~~ ~e~~..ftI~~U!~.

tt:~x:£}~. ,re, raJ 11<:JJE~.

(This is an eHcerpt from a brochure published by a
bookstore.)

Which of the following points is being made?
a. Many chi Idren fear math exams.
b. Parents exert undue pressure on chi Idren.
c. Chi Idren transmit illnesses to their parents.
d. Some children fake illness to avoid school.

Figure 27. Sample test item 3. Intermediate High (ih) level card.

(Scaled down to 80% of original size)

Note provision of only traditional Chinese character forms.

[Text reproduced for clarity. Romanization and translation provided for convenience.]

~~~~T~L~~~~,~~~~~,~~m~'~~~~llimm

~1;jHfEMj\ 0

[You xuduQ haizi pimgshang shuxue kaoshl, jiu fasheng t6uteng, fuxie xianxiang, shenzhl

fu-mu ye Iihuan t6ngyang zhengzhuang.]

[Many children develop headache and diarrhea phenomena when they encounter a math test,

even parents suffer from the same symptoms.]
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APPENDIXG

PARTICIPANT CATRC BACKGROUND AND PROGRESS REPORTS

r---- -
I sa sa

sb sb
AH Startl 11: 13 AM I sc sc

~ End 111: 41 AM I sd sd

~ S8 se
Rating sf sf- -

Name: I03040 1-1 030

Vrs of stu:1 Less than 1 year

Li lIe/stu:1 China, Other,

Time:13 to 4 years

Chars:ITraditional I Use:! Regularly

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL

R~[C][[:J~[[:JEJ~
w[L]CJo:=J[C]EJEJ~

S SA SB SC SD SE SF
R~@:J~~EJ~~llnt8rmedlate Low

w~~~~EJEJ~ QAl29 I

Figure 28. Example CATRC Report.

I
I
I

base index

Abbreviations: Name
Yrs of Stu

Live/stu

Time

Chars
Use
Start
End
base
index
Levels

R
W
Rating
QA

Examinee Name (or User ID, as in this study)
Years of Study
(Less than 1 year, 1-2 years, 2-3 years, 3-4 years, more
than 4 years)
Chinese-speaking countries Lived in or Study abroad
experience (or, for native speakers, country of origin)
(China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Other)
Length of Study abroad experience
(or, for native particpants, time in US)
(Less than 1 year, 1-2 years, 2-3 years, 3-4 years, more
than 4 years)
Chinese character form most familiar with
Rough estimation of current foreign language use
Test administration Start Time
Test administration End Time
base set at Superior level
indexed set at Superior level
NL (Novice Low), NM (Novice Mid), NH (Novice
High); IL (Intermediate Low), 1M (Intermediate Mid),
IH (Intermediate High); AL (Advanced Low), AH
(Advanced High); S (Superior-General), SA-SF
(Superior-Subject Area-Specific)
Right (correct answer)
Wrong (incorrect answer)
Participant's assessed rating (ACTFL levels)
Number of Questions Asked
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9..-----------------------------

8-1----------------------------

7-1----------------------------

] 6-t----------------------------

1~+------'4II.-~---------------------
1+-----------------------------

O+-+--+--+---+-+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--I-I----1--t--t--t--t---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---1

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

Item #

Figure 29. Example CATRC Progression.

Abbreviations: CATRC-ACfFL:

Item #:.:
+:

1 = Novice Low, 2 = Novice Mid, 3 = Novice High; 4
= Intermediate Low, 5 = Intermediate Mid, 6 =
Intermediate High; 7 = Advanced Low, 8 =
Advanced High; 9 = Superior
Question Asked (sequential order)
Correct Answer
Incorrect Answer
CATRC-Assessed ACfFL Rating (d. above)
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Non-native Intermediate (NNI) Participants

sa
sb
sc
sd
se
sf

sa

I sb
sc

I sd
se
sf

Name: I030318-1215 I
Vrs of Stu:1 Less than 1 year I
Live/stu:1 no I
Ti me:Ir~====================;--;-b-as-e---;-::i n--::;de~x

Chars:ITraditional I use:lI-~--,ego!....u_la_r..Lly _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl8:44 AM

R~~~~EJc=J~~End19:19AM

w[L]~~CJlJD~~ .
S SA SB SC SO SE SF Ratmg

R@:=:J~[[=:J@:=:J~~llntermediateLow

w~~~~~~~ QAI33 I

Figure 30. Participant #NNIOI CATRC Report.

9 .---------------------------~

8r--------------------------

7+---------------------------~ 6r-a__-.........---4....._-a----_4....._-a-----------
Qj

,..;l
~ 5~~..111- ..~..._....__----....-----11..._ _4..~ _4....._.....

~4+---------e----- - l-E~
U
~ 3r--------------------------
~
U 2r--------------------------

1+--------------------------

O-J-f--t-+---+--t-t-+-l--t-t-+-+--+-+-+--+-1--+---i-+-+-+-t-+-t--1--+---if--t-+---+--+---i

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33

Item #

Figure 31. Participant #NNIOI CATRC Progression.
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I use:IRegularly

Name: I03040 1-1 030

Vrs of Stu:! Less than 1 year

Live/stu:1 China, Other,

Ti me: 13 to 4 years

chars:1 Tradi tiona I

I
!
I

base index

I sa sa
- - sb sb

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl 1!: 13 AM I sc sc

R~o:=::=J~~~[[:]~~ Endll1:41AM I sd sd

w~CJ[C]~[L]~~~ . se se
S SA S8 SC....5..!L. SE SF RatlOg sf sf

R~[CJ 0 0 ~~~llntermedlate Low

w~~[c]o 0 ~~ QAj29 !

Figure 32. Participant #NNI02 CATRC Report.

9-.----------------------------

8+--------------------------

7+--------------------------

-t 6+--------------------------
,..;l
,..;l 5--1a~-----------<~ .....____.a___~~__---.......~.__-..
~

~4i-...--..........----tMIP-...~....-'ti-.........:....~~~
U
~ 3
U 2+---__----------------------

1+--------------------------

O+-t-If-t-+-+-+--+-+-+--f-t-+-+--+--+-+-+--f-t-+-+-+-+--+-+-+--f-t---l
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

Item #

Figure 33. Participant #NNI02 CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

bElse index
.--- ~

I sa sa
sb sb

AH StElrt1 11 :53 AM I sc sc

EJ End112:40 PM I sd sd

EJ se se
Rating sf sf- ~

NElme: I030407-11 00

Vrs of Stu:ll to 2 years

Li ve/stu:1 Ch ina,

Ti me:ILess then 1 year

chElrs:ISimplified I use:! Never

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL

R~[c]~rr=J~~c=J
w[CJ~~o::=JG::J~EJ

S SA 56 SC SD SE SF
R~~~@::::J[C]~~llntermedlate Mid
w[Q::=J~EJ~~~ -QA'I=::='31==rI-----

Figure 34. Participant #NNI03 CATRC Report.

9-.---------------------------

8+--------------------------

7+----------~-----<II---~~---------~-

1 6-1--------- I--__-----4..I--....~__- ......---lIH...t_.....

,.J

,.J 5-j.......~......~-.....M,..-------..MII....~----~

b4~__~__-a.4lD__---------------

~ :+--------------------------

1+--------------------------

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31

Item #

Figure 35. Participant #NNI03 CATRC Progression.
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Name: I030508-11 00 I
Vrs of Stu:13 to 4 years !

Live/stu:1 China, I
Ti me: ILess then 1 year base index

chars:1 Simpl ified I use:! Seldom sa sa
-______ sb sb

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Start! 11: 12 AM ! sc sc

R~~~~~~~~ End112:24PM I sd sd

w~~~rr=J~r:z:=J~~ . se se
S SA 58 5C SD 5E SF Rotmg sf sf

Rc=J~~@:J~~EJ IIntermediate MId
wo=J@:J~~~~ - QA----rr=4S==;-! --------J

Figure 36. Participant #NNI04 CATRC Report.

9..,.--------- ~--------------

8+-------------1__....- -----------

7+---------__1---.... ----------411_.....--

-III 6+-------------;__----- .-,.- .-tI_-----; ------.~

5
..J 5 ........-I!ItlII....fliiJ--------e,.....---=~,...--~

b 4 +-C111.......t---_f---- ----------------
-<
U
I:l:: 3+-------------------------
E-o

C5 2+-------------------------

1+--------------------------

O-h----.----r-r--..---r-.--.--.--r--.--.---.----r----.--..---r--.---r--.----r---.---r-,--,----.--,.--,.....,...,-,--,----.--.-.--,-,--,------,----,---,---.,---,

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45

Hem #

Figure 37. Participant #NNI04 CATRC Progression.
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Name: I030512-1230

Vrs of stu:1 More than 4 years

Live/stu:1 China,

Time:12 to 3 years

chars:l Both I use:lI-R...:..:eg:!-u_1a_rl..t..Y _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH startlt: 18 PM

R~~~~[LJ~~c::=J End12:01 PM

w~~~~[CJ[LJEJ[C] .
S SA S6 SC SO SE SF Rating

R~@:J~~@:]~llntarmediateHigh

wlI:::J~~~~~ QAI26 I

I
I
I

base index
sa sa

I
sb sb
sc sc

I sd sd
sa sa
sf sf

Figure 38. Participant #NNI05 CATRC Report.

9.-------------------------

8+-------------------__~----

7,..~---------~_____1I~___tI,.......,...t___~~__...

Gj 6+-...~....--.-8oii:MiJ_~...~,..------_e--t
,...J

,...J 5+--__--......,y--__---------------
~

b 4-+----------------------
1
~ 3-+--------------------------

~U 2-+--------------------------

1+-------------------------

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Item #

Figure 39. Participant #NNI05 CATRC Progression.
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Non-Native Superior (NNS) Participants

base index

sa sb

I sb sd
sc sf

I sd
se
sfRating

Name: I030426- 1330

Vrs of Stu:13 to 4 years

Live/stu: Taiwan, China,

Time: More then 4 years

chars:ITraditional I use:I_R-'eg::-u_la_rl.....y --'

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl 2:05 PM

R~[L][L][L][O~~~End12:43PM

W~EJEJ[Q::=JCJ[oo:=Jc::::::::J
5 ,.].A..., 56 SC SO SE SF

R~~[L]II:JEJ~[L]I_su_p,err=::io=:=r=;------------J
w~~[L]@::=J[L]~~ QA 1_36------'

Figure 40. Participant #NNSOI CATRC Report.

8+------__.--liiil----.....---------------

~ 6+- ----------------------
.....;/

.....;/ 5+----tl.._----------------------
~

b 4+-----------------------(

U
~ 3+---------------------------

~U 2+--------------------------

1+--------------------------

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35

Item #

Figure 41. Participant #NNSOI CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
sa sb

I sb SC
sc sf

I sd
se
sf

Name: I030428- 1500

Vrs of StU:12 to 3 years

Li ve/stu:1 Ch ina,

Ti me:II to 2 years

Chars:1 Simpl ified I use:l_R--,eg,,-u_la_r~IY _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl3:25 PM

REJ~~[c]~~~~ End14:48PM

w[L]~~c::=J[C][C]c=J[c] _
5 SA 58 SC SO SE SF Ratmg

R~~~~~~~lsuperior
w[OCJ~~~c=J~'---QA---;I:38:.:.=;-------

Figure 42. Participant #NNS02 CATRC Report.

_...... ............................
.J~~~

........

..... .....

~
..... J-

I'---IV
V·-

7

9

8

~ 6
,.;l

,.;l 5
~

~ 4
I

~ 3
f-<

~ 2

1

o
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37

Item #

Figure 43. Participant #NNS02 CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index

sa sb

I sb SC
sc sf

I sd
se
sf

Name: I030502-0730

Vrs of Stu:1 More than 4 years

Li ve/stu:1 Ta iwan,

Time:l! to 2 years

Chars:]Tradltlonal I use:l_R->eg"-u_la_r-"-'Y _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl8: 13 AM

R~~~~~~o::=:J~ End19:31 AM

w[C]~~[2::J~~c=JCJ .
S ..§A.., S8 ~ SO SE SF Ratmg

R~~~1~_~@:J~[2::J ISuperior
w~EJEJ~~[r=J~-oA---rI=2S==;-------

Figure 44. Participant #NNS03 CATRC Report.

9

8

7

] 6

~ 5
loio

tJ 4<

~ 3
u 2

1

o

...... ...... ........ ~~AIl"'llo.IIit. ... ~ ..... ~ ......... ~~ ............... ~~ ...................

~-----T----T--T-T----T

J - --

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27

Item #

Figure 45. Participant #NNS03 CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
sa sa

I sb sb
sc sc

I sd
se
sf

Name: I03061 9-1500

Vrs of Stu:1 More than 4 years

Live/stu:1 China,

Ti me:ILess then 1 year

chars:l Both I use:loccasionally

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH startl3: 17 PM

R~~~~~~rr=Jrr=J End13:46PM

w[Q::=J~~~~~c=J~
S SA S8 SC SD SE SF Rating

R~~~~Ir:J[:LJlsuperior
wrr=J~~~~~o:=J -QAr l===26:===;---------J

Figure 46. Participant #NNS04 CAIRC Report.

~ 6+--------------------------
o-l
o-l 5+---------------------------

8« 4

~ 3+---------------------------

B2+---------------------------

1+---------------------------

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Item #

Figure 47. Participant #NNS04 CAIRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
r--- r---

I sa sa

I sb sc
AH Start!2: 18 PM sdsc

rr=J End13:45 PM I sd

~ se
Rating sf- -

Name: I03071 6-1330

Yrs of Stu:12 to 3 years
Live/stu:1 no

~=================r----:---;--;----l

Ti me: I;::::::==========:;--r=:::======::::;-------J
chars:ITraditional I use:! Never

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL

R~~~~~o=J~
w[L]EJ~EJ~c:=J[C]

5 ....M-, 56 SC SD SE SF
R~l9-J~~EJEJ~ISupenor
wCJ~[r=J~EJ~o=J -OA---;:'=30=:::;------

Figure 48. Participant #NNS05 CATRC Report.

~...,...,,,I' ...... ,,,..."' ... AIlt.~ ........... ~I"'t..~ ......... ~ ... "'I'!al.,... .......... ,,..,

~------~-------~~-~---~~-

.... -.IV--
7

8

9

] 6
,..;l

,..;l 5

8 4o
I:l::: 3

~
U 2

1

o
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

Item #

Figure 49. Participant #NNS05 CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
sa sb

I sb sc
sc sf

I sd
se
sf

Name: I030730-1430

Vrs of Stu:! More than 4 years

Live/stu:1 China,

Ti me: IMore then 4 years

chars:16oth I Use:J_R.....:eg"-u_la_r~ly _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl2:33 PM

R[LJ~~~~[L]rr:=:Jrr:=:JEnd13:19PM

wEJ~~lLJ~[C]CJc=J
S ,...siL, S6 SD SE SF Rating
R~~ 0 4 ~lLJlsuperior
w~CJ 0 2 [=:J~ -QArl=:=26:==~-----

Figure 50. Participant #NNS06 CATRC Report.

] 6+--------------------------
,..;l

,..;l 5+--------------------------
~

b 4 -f-----------------------<
U

8:+--------------------------
1+--------------------------

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Item #

Figure 51. Participant #NNS06 CAIRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index

sa sa

I sb sd
sc se

I sd
se
sf

Name: I030604- 1500

Vrs of Stu:1 More than 4 years

Live/stu:!Taiwan, China,

Time:1 More then 4 years

chars:l Both I use:I_R--'eg"-u_'a_r-=-IY _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Start!4:01 PM

R C2:::::J[c]~@:=:J ~@:=:Jrr::=J rr::=J End 15: 18 PM

WEJ[L][2:::::]~[2:::::][L]CJc=J .
5 SA SB SC SD SE SF RatIng

R~~[L]~Ir::J~[[:=J ISuperior
wCJ~~~Ir::J[C]'---QA-----,Ir=....:;.:2=6~~------

Figure 52. Participant #NNS07 CAIRC Report.

9 .---l-~-IiIi_iJ--8--...-EiiJ--..-4...~.-I_..-4.......- ..-M-M-M-M-...-.!iJooE-~-~......-iI_4-II_l-=r
.r------~--~---------~---

8

7.1-
] 6
...:l 5 -J----------------------------

8 4+------------------------
~
~ 3+---------------------------

8 2+---------------------------

1+---------------------------

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Item #

Figure 53. Participant #NNS07 CAIRC Progression.
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Native Superior (NS) Participants

Name: I030429-1030

Vrs of stu:1 More than 4 years

Li ve/stu:1 Ch Ina,

Ti me:IMore then 4 years

Chars:1 Simpl ified

I
I
I

base index
r---- ,.....--

I use:! Occasionally I sa sa
"---- sb sd

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl 11: 03 AM I sc se

R~~~~~~~~ Endll1:38AM I sd

wlLJ~~[L]CJ~~o=J . se
5 SA 56 5C 5D 5E 5F Ratmg ~ -

R~@:]~[C]~~15uperior
wCJ~~~~[C] -qA'Ir=42===;------

Figure 54. Participant #NSOI CATRC Report.

9-r--------..__~....._96EMH-_
8+--------~______i;:;;::;;;[l.._--------------

7 +---.....~....a_l_t____4I._;.----------------

~ 6~ ~__.t____-------------------

o-J
o-J 5 1-------------------------
~

b 4-1-----------------------

~

5:+--------------------------

1+--------------------------

O-+---r----,---.----r---r-r----,---.----r---.---r-r--.------r..,----,----.---r-r--.--.---r-.--r-,--r-r-.--r-,--.----r---,----,r-r---.----r--.--r-.----,----,

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41

Item #

Figure 55. Participant #NSOI CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
sa sc

I sb sd
sc sa

I sd
se
sf

Name: I030604- 1400

Vrs of stu:1 More than 4 years

Live/stu:1 Hong Kong,

Time:l More then 4 years

chars:ITraditional I use:l_R--,eg~u_la_rl.L.Y _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH startl2:29 PM

R~~~~~rr=J~~ End13:11PM

w~~~~~CJ[C]~ .
S SA S6 SC SO SE SF Ratmg

R~~[L]~~~~lsuperlor
wrr=J~~[C][L][L]~- QAI'I=38=,---------J

Figure 56. Participant #NS02 CATRC Report.

9

8

7

................. _..... .-. ............................................._.......

_~J
.... .... .... ...... - .... ........ .... .......

~

A...JV-y- --

o
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37

Item #

Figure 57. Participant #NS02 CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index

sa sa
I sb sc

sc se

I sd
S8
sf

Name: I030604-1715

"Irs of Stu:1 More than 4 years

Live/stu:l China,

Time:IMore then 4 years

Chars:1 Both I use:l_R.....:leg~u_la_rlJ..y _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Start! 5:39 PM

R~~~~~IT:=JEJo:::=J End15:54 PM

w~~~[I:=J~c:Jo=Jc::::::::J .
5 ,..fuL, SB SC SD SE SF Ratmg

RrI::J~[L]~~~~lsuperlor
w[I::]~o:=J~~~~-QA---;:I===29=~-----

Figure 58. Participant #NS03 CATRC Report.

...................................... ~ ......................................................... ~ ....... .11110. .....

~~--~-----~~~-~--------~

... _.I
IV--

7

8

9

'i 6
5
....l 5
~

b 4<
U
l:::: 3

~
U 2

1

o
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

Item #

Figure 59. Participant #NS03 CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
sa sc

I ~~ :~
I sd

S8

sf

Name: I030605-1700

Vrs of Stu:1 More than 4 years

Live/stu:j China,

Ti me:IMore then 4 years

chars:lsimplified I use:IOccasionally

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl5:22 PM

R~[L][L][L][L][L]rr=Jrr=J End15:48 PM

w[L][C][C]~[L][C]c::=JCJ .
5 SA 58 SC SO SE SF Ratmg

R~~~~[c]~~lsuperior
w[c]~~[C]CJ~ -QA---;'I=26=,..-------

Figure 60. Participant #NS04 CATRC Report.

~ 6+-------------------------
,..;l

,..;l 5+--------------------------

~ :+-------------------------
~U 2+--------------------------

1+--------------------------

O+-..,....-..,....-..,....-..,....--r--.,.....-.,.....-.,.....-,....--,....--,....--,..........,,..........,----,,..........,----,,..........,~,..........,~~~~__,_____,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2021 22 23 24 25 26

Item #

Figure 61. Participant #NS04 CATRC Progression.
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Name: I030609- 1130 I
Vrs of Stu:1 More than 4 years I
Live/stu:1 China, I
Time:1 More then 4 years base index

I I I sa SbChars: Simpl ified Use: Regularly
I'""':"'"':"-::-:-~:-; sb sd

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Start1 11 :58 AM I sc se

R~~~~~~rr=J~ End112:22PM I sd

w~~~~~~rr=J~ . se
5 SA 5B SC SO SE SF Ratlng.!L -

R~~~@:J~EJ~lsuperlor
wrr:=J~~~~~[C] '----QA'I=::':3S::===;---------

Figure 62. Participant #NS05 CATRC Report.
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Figure 63. Participant #NS05 CATRC Progression.
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I use:! Regularly

Name: I03061 0- 1130

Vrs of stu:1 More than 4 years

Live/stu:1 China,

Ti me:IMore then 4 years

chars:1 Simpl ified

I
I
I

base index

I sa sa
sb sc

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH startl 12 :OO PM I sc sf

R~~~[L][L]o::=J~~End112:21PM I sd
w[L][L]~~[L]c:=Jrr=Jc=J . se

S SA S8 SC SD SE SF Ratmg sf
R~~~~!£J~[L]lsuperior
w[c]~rr=J~[L][[::]~-QArl~31==;----------J

Figure 64. Participant #NS06 CATRC Report.
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Figure 65. Participant #NS06 CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
r-- ~

I sa sb

I sb se
AH Startl9: 24 AM sfsc

rr=J End19:59 AM I sd

c=J se
Rating sf- -

Name: I030613-0900

Vrs of stu:1 More than 4 years

Li ve/stu:1 Ch ina,

Ti me: IMore then 4 years

chars:lslmpllfled I use:lRegularly

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL

R [CI[C][CI[C][C][CI[C]
wEJ[c][CI~[C][CICJ

S SA S8 SC SO Sf SF
R~~~~~~~lsuperior
wc:=lCJ~rr=Jo::=J[CI~ - QAr=12=6===;.---------

Figure 66. Participant #NS07 CATRC Report.
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Figure 67. Participant #NS07 CATRC Progression.
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I Use:! Regularly

Nam~I030616-0900

Vrs of stu:l More than 4 years

Live/stu:1 China,

Time:IMore then 4 years

chars:1 Simp Iified

I
I
I

base index
sa sc

,..."......,,...,,....-:-:-:-- sb sd
NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH startl 9: 15 AM I SC S8

R~~~~~II:::J~~ End11O:02 AM I sd

w[L]~~~CJ~~rr=J . se
S SA S6 SC SD Sf SF Rating sf

RrI:J~[Ll~~~lsuperior
W~[C]~~~~[C]'----QA'I~59~=:...===r------------'

Figure 68. Participant #NS08 CATRC Report.
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Figure 69. Participant #NS08 CATRC Progression.
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Name: 1030617-1030 I
Vrs of Stu:! More than 4 years I
Live/stu:IHong Kong, I
Time:1 More then 4 years base index

chars:ITraditional I use:! Regularly sa sb
sb sc

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH startl 11 :02 AM I sc sd

RlI:J~~~~~o:=:Jo:=:J Endll1:35 AM I sd

w~~~~~~~CJ . sa
S SA S6 SC SD Sf SF Rating sf
R~~ 0 0 EJ~~lsuperior
w~~ 0 0 CJu=J '---QA'IF"27::====;-------

Figure 70. Participant #NS09 CATRC Report.
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Figure 71. Participant #NS09 CATRC Progression.
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I use:1 Regularly

Name: 1030619-1100

Vrs of Stu:! More than 4 years

Live/stu:1 China,

Time:1 More then 4 years

chars:1 Simpl ified

I
!
I

base index
.----- r--I sa sa

--- sb sb
NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH startl 11:21 AM ! sc sf

R~~~~~fL]cc=Jcc=JEndlll:46AM I sd

w~~~~~~~c=J . sa
S SA S6 SC SD SE SF Rating ~ -

R~EJ~~II:J~[L]lsuperior
wo:=J~~[r=J[L]c=J~ '---QA----rI=26==;-------

Figure 72. Participant #NSI0 CATRC Report.
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Figure 73. Participant #NSlO CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
sa sb

I sb SC
sc sf

I sd
se
sf

Name: I030620-1300

Vrs of Stu:1 More than 4 years

Live/stu:ITaiwan,

Time:1 More then 4 years

Chars:ITraditional I use:IOccasionally

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Slart!1:21 PM

R~~~~~~rr=::Jrr=::J End12:00 PM

w~~~~~~CJCJ .
S SA S8 SC SO SE SF Rating

R~~~~lrJlI:=J~lsuperior
wCJCJ~~~~~ '---oA'I=:='27:==="...--------

Figure 74. Participant #NS11 CArRC Report.
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Figure 75. Participant #NS11 CArRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
sa sa

I sb sc
sc sd

I sd
se
sf

Name: I030624-0900

Vrs of stu:1 More than 4 years

Li ve/stu:l China,

Time:1 More then 4 years

chars:lsimPlified I use:l_R--,eg,,-u_'a_r~IY _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl9: 14 AM

R~~~~~[L]~~ End19:38 AM

w~~[L]~[L]c:=Jo=Jc=J .
5 5A 56 SC SO SE SF Ratmg

R@:]~~[C][L]@:J~lsuperlor
w~~~[C][L][L]rr=J '---QA----rI=30==;-------

Figure 76. Participant #NS12 CATRC Report.
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Figure 77. Participant #NS12 CATRC Progression.
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I
I
I

base index
sa sa

I sb sa
sc sf

I sd
sa
sf

Name: I030828-1400

Vrs of Stu:13 to 4 years

Li ve/stu:1 Other,

Time:[3 to 4 years

chars:l Simp Ii f ied I use:l_s_e'_do_m _

NL NM NH IL 1M IH AL AH Startl 2:20 PM

R~~~~~~~[C] End12:51 PM

w~~~EJ~~~CJ .
S ..-SA--, S6 SC SO SE SF Ratmg

R~~lI::J~[LJ~EJ ISuperior
wrr=J~~~~~~'---QA---;I===35~=;-----_--J

Figure 78. Participant #NSI3 CATRC Report.
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Figure 79. Participant #NSI3 CATRC Progression.
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Abbreviations: QA
ST

CA
SA
CN

APPENDIXH

PARTICIPANT CATRC ITEM SETS

Question Asked (i.e., sequential order)
Simplified or Traditional Chinese characters (s, t, or z)
s Simplified
t Traditional
z Both Simplified and Traditional
Correct Answer (a, b, c, or d)
Student Answer (a, b, c, or d)
Card Number (i.e., Item ID)
nl = Novice Low
nn = Novice Mid
nh Novice High
i I Intermediate Low
im Imtermediate Mid
i h Intermediate High
a I Advanced Low (i.e., ACTFL Advanced)
a h = Advanced High (i.e., ACTFL Advanced Plus)
sX = Superior (X stands for a-f, depending on category)

Non-native Intermediate (NNI) Participants

Table 11. Participant #NNI01 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 z d d im49 0018 z d c im16
0002 t b a ih81 0019 z c c im42
0003 z a b im23 0020 t d c ih73
0004 z b b im32 0021 z d a im22
0005 s c b ih39 0022 z b d im15
0006 z a c im33 0023 z c c il23
0007 s b b im39 0024 z b a im19
0008 s a b ih44 0025 z d d il08
0009 z d a im53 0026 s d d im08
0010 z c c im29 0027 z c b im20
0011 s d b ih08 0028 z d d il41
0012 z d a im10 0029 z a c im48
0013 s d c im37 0030 t a a il01
0014 z a a il39 0031 s b a im35
0015 z c c im50 0032 z a a il35
0016 z c c im59 0033 z a b im07
0017 s a b ih71
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Table 12. Participant #NNI02 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 z a b im43 0016 z b b il36
0002 z a b i1l8 0017 z c c im58
0003 z b c nh47 0018 b im03
0004 z c c nm15 0019 z b b il21
0005 z b b nh08 0020 z b c im40
0006 z c c nh49 0021 z b a il25
0007 z c c il16 0022 t d b il06
0008 z a d il31 0023 z d b i1l2
0009 z c c nh61 0024 z b b i1l9
0010 z c c il13 0025 z b b im11
0011 z b b il44 0026 z a c im51
0012 z c c im52 0027 z b d i1l7
0013 z b c im57 0028 z a a il45
0014 z b b il37 0029 t d b im04
0015 s a d im02

Table 13. Participant #NNI03 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 z b d im57 0017 t c c ih05
0002 z a a il45 0018 t b d al02
0003 z a a im33 0019 s b a ih29
0004 z a c im51 0020 s b d ih25
0005 z a a il39 0021 s d a ih17
0006 z b b im32 0022 z d c im46
0007 z a c im07 0023 s b b im54
0008 z b c il27 0024 s c d ih32
0009 z c c il34 0025 z a a im41
0010 z b b im11 0026 s d d ih10
0011 s d d im08 0027 t a a ih78
0012 s d d ih26 0028 t c c ih54
0013 s b a al36 0029 t c b al39
0014 s d d ih50 0030 t b d ih52
0015 s c b al07 0031 s d c ih67
0016 s d b ih08
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Table 14. Participant #NNI04 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 z d c im16 0024 t d b ah02
0002 z b b il36 0025 t d a a112
0003 z c d im42 0026 s b c al31
0004 z b b il25 0027 s c a ih48
0005 z c c im59 0028 t b a ih62
0006 z d a im22 0029 z d d im49
0007 z b a il30 0030 t d d ih02
0008 z c c il04 0031 z c b ih11
0009 z d d im10 0032 z c c im30
0010 s d d im36 0033 t c c ih77
0011 z a c im48 0034 t b d ih01
0012 z b b il21 0035 z c a im58
0013 z d d im53 0036 z a a im43
0014 z c c im52 0037 t c b ih03
0015 z a a ih15 0038 z b b im15
0016 t d d a144 0039 s b b ih09
0017 s d d ah15 0040 t b b ih64
0018 t b d sq19 0041 t c c ih07
0019 s b c ah42 0042 s d d al11
0020 t d c ah14 0043 t d b a158
0021 t d b al01 0044 s c b ih30
0022 t b b a147 0045 s a b ih44
0023 t b b ah30

Table 15. Participant #NNI05 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t d b al01 0014 t b b ih60
0002 s b a ih35 0015 s c d allO
0003 s b b im35 0016 s a a ih12
0004 t b b ih74 0017 t d d a1l9
0005 s a d ih37 0018 t c c a145
0006 z d b im01 0019 t c c al04
0007 z c c im56 0020 s a a a128
0008 t a d ih51 0021 s a b ah35
0009 s a a im02 0022 t b c al03
0010 t a a ih75 0023 c a154
0011 t a a ih69 0024 s c c ih80
0012 s c c ih23 0025 t c c al05
0013 t b d a160 0026 t b d a137
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Non-native Superior (NNS) Participants

Table 16. Participant #NNS01 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t b a a153 0019 s b b se19
0002 t c d ih19 0020 t b c se21
0003 z a a im23 0021 t c c se09
0004 t a a ih68 0022 s c c se12
0005 s a a ih71 0023 s b b se14
0006 t c e a162 0024 s a c sc04
0007 s d d a134 0025 t c c sc16
0008 t c e ah04 0026 t b b se18
0009 t d b sq18 0027 s b b sc07
0010 s a a ah16 0028 s c b sc06
0011 t a a sq08 0029 t c b sc15
0012 t c c sq12 0030 t e b sc17
0013 t b d sq09 0031 t a c sa21
0014 s b e sq21 0032 s c b sa22
0015 s a a ah41 0033 s b b sa16
0016 s b b sq23 0034 t d e sa08
0017 t d d sq04 0035 s c c sall
0018 t d b se03 0036 t d c sa15

Table 17. Participant #NNS02 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 d im03 0020 s a a sa19
0002 z c c il23 0021 s c c sa13
0003 t d d im04 0022 s b b sa06
0004 s b b im39 0023 t c c sa09
0005 t c b ih63 0024 s a a sa12
0006 z b b im19 0025 t d d sa20
0007 t d d ih73 0026 s e c se01
0008 t d d ih66 0027 t c c se05
0009 s c e a124 0028 t b b se07
0010 t b c ah05 0029 s a a se15
0011 t b b al08 0030 t c c se10
0012 t a a ah56 0031 s c e se13
0013 t c c ah24 0032 s d d sdll
0014 s b b sqll 0033 t a c sd09
0015 s e e sq22 0034 s c c sd16
0016 t a b sq26 0035 t b c sd04
0017 t b a sq28 0036 t d d sd23
0018 s b b sq01 0037 t a b sd02
0019 s a a sq02 0038 s d a sd17
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Table 18. Participant #NNS03 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t d d al40 0015 t d d sa04
0002 t d d ah33 0016 s a a sa05
0003 s c b sq03 0017 s a a sel?
0004 t b b ah08 0018 t a d se04
0005 s b d sq16 0019 s d d se20
0006 t c c ah48 0020 t c c se02
0007 t a a sq07 0021 s b d se16
0008 t b b sq10 0022 t b b se06
0009 t b b sq20 0023 t b a sd18
0010 t a a sq14 0024 t b b sd15
0011 s b b sa02 0025 s c c sd22
0012 t d d sa14 0026 s d d sd12
0013 s b d sa01 0027 t b b sd01
0014 s c c sa03 0028 s d c sd07

Table 19. Participant #NNS04 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 s c c a146 0014 t b b s£20
0002 t d d ah02 0015 s c c se13
0003 s b b sq25 0016 t b a se07
0004 s b d sq16 0017 t b c se21
0005 t a a sq07 0018 s a d se18
0006 t a a sq14 0019 s c b se01
0007 s c c sq22 0020 s c c se12
0008 t b b sq10 0021 t b b sd03
0009 s c b s£05 0022 t c c sd19
0010 s a a s£03 0023 t b b sd01
0011 t d d sfl2 0024 t b b sd04
0012 t d d sfl3 0025 s d d sd12
0013 s a a s£02 0026 t d d sd14
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Table 20. Participant #NNS05 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 s b c a126 0016 s a a sf01
0002 s c c ih30 0017 s d d sf04
0003 t a a a155 0018 t d d sb06
0004 s c c a132 0019 s c c sb16
0005 t a a ah32 0020 s b b sb02
0006 t d d sq04 0021 t b a sb22
0007 s c c sq22 0022 t b a sb10
0008 t b b sq10 0023 t b b sb09
0009 t a a sq15 0024 s c b se13
0010 t a a sq08 0025 s a a se17
0011 t d d sq29 0026 s c c se12
0012 s d d sf08 0027 t b b se21
0013 t a d sfl9 0028 s d c sell
0014 s d d sfl7 0029 t b a se07
0015 t b b sfl5 0030 t d d se03

Table 21. Participant #NNS06 Item Set

QA ST CA SA eN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t b b a156 0014 s a a sa17
0002 t d d ah02 0015 s c c sd22
0003 s b b sq01 0016 t d d sd06
0004 s b b sq01 0017 t c c sd19
0005 s a d sq02 0018 t b d sd05
0006 t d d sq29 0019 t b b sd03
0007 s c c sq03 0020 t a c sd09
0008 t b a sq28 0021 t c c se02
0009 s d d sa18 0022 s b b se16
0010 t a a sa10 0023 s c c se01
0011 t d d sa04 0024 s c c se01
0012 s c c sa03 0025 t d d se03
0013 s d d sa23 0026 t b b se21
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Table 22. Participant #NNS07 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 s e e al24 0014 s a a se12
0002 s d d ah04 0015 t d d sb06
0003 t a a sq14 0016 t b b sb19
0004 s b b sq21 0017 s e e sb16
0005 s b b sq25 0018 s d d sb21
0006 s d d sq24 0019 s b b sb13
0007 t d d sq29 0020 s b b sb02
0008 t b b sq10 0021 t e e sf09
0009 t a a se08 0022 t e e sfl6
0010 t e d se15 0023 t a b sf07
0011 s a a se05 0024 s a a sf02
0012 s b b se13 0025 t e e sfl4
0013 t e d se17 0026 t a a sfl1

Native Superior (NS) Participants

Table 23. Participant #NS01 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 z b b im40 0022 t e e sq05
0002 t a b ih61 0023 s d d sq13
0003 z e e im50 0024 s b b sq25
0004 s e e ih39 0025 s b a se13
0005 t e e ih24 0026 s d e sell
0006 s b e al26 0027 t d a se20
0007 t e a ih55 0028 t d b se02
0008 s b b ih70 0029 t e a se19
0009 t d d al01 0030 s a a se12
0010 s d e al09 0031 s d e sf04
0011 s b b ih47 0032 t a a sfl9
0012 t a a al55 0033 t e b sfl4
0013 s d d al22 0034 t b b sfl8
0014 t d b ah17 0035 s a a sf01
0015 s b e al38 0036 t d d sflO
0016 t d d a116 0037 s b b sb13
0017 t b b ah06 0038 t e a sb08
0018 t e e ah23 0039 t b b sb23
0019 t d d sq27 0040 t a a sb07
0020 t d d sq06 0041 t b a sb10
0021 t a a sq15 0042 s e e sb18
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Table 24. Participant #NS02 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t b b al47 0020 s a a s£03
0002 t c a ah55 0021 s a a s£02
0003 t c d a143 0022 t d b sf13
0004 s d c al27 0023 t d d sf12
0005 t a a ih68 0024 s a b s£Ol
0006 s b b a136 0025 t b b sf18
0007 t c c al62 0026 s c a sa22
0008 t d d ah45 0027 s c a sa11
0009 s c b ah38 0028 t d d sa08
0010 s c c al33 0029 s d c sa18
0011 t b b ah37 0030 t d d sa14
0012 t c c ah36 0031 s d a sa07
0013 s b d sq16 0032 t c b sb08
0014 t b b ah44 0033 t d d sb06
0015 s c c sq22 0034 s b a sb02
0016 t b b sq10 0035 t a a sb07
0017 t d d sq18 0036 s d d sb17
0018 s d a sq13 0037 s d b sb21
0019 s b b sq11 0038 s c b sb16

Table 25. Participant #NS03 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t a c al57 0016 t a b s£07
0002 t c c ih77 0017 t b a sf15
0003 t b b al08 0018 s c b sd13
0004 t d d al01 0019 t a a sd08
0005 s a a ah35 0020 s d c sd07
0006 s a a sq02 0021 s c c sd16
0007 s c d sq03 0022 t d d sd10
0008 t a a sq14 0023 t d d sd23
0009 t d d sq29 0024 s c c sb01
0010 t a b sq07 0025 s c c sb15
0011 s b b sq21 0026 t a a sb20
0012 t c c sf14 0027 t b b sb10
0013 t a a sf11 0028 s a a sb03
0014 t a a sf19 0029 t b c sb19
0015 t c c sf16
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Table 26. Participant #NS04 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t d d al06 0014 t d d se03
0002 t e e ah04 0015 s a b sa19
0003 t a a sq08 0016 t a d sa10
0004 s b b sq01 0017 t d e sa04
0005 t d d sq04 0018 t e b sa09
0006 s d d sq24 0019 t a a sa21
0007 t d e sq06 0020 t d d sa20
0008 t e a sq17 0021 t b b sb09
0009 t b b se21 0022 s b b sbl3
0010 s d d sell 0023 s e e sb18
0011 t e e se02 0024 t b b sb22
0012 s a a se17 0025 s e e sb01
0013 s d d se20 0026 s e e sb01

Table 27. Participant #NS05 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t d d al40 0019 t e e sf09
0002 s a c ah54 0020 t b b sf20
0003 s e b al07 0021 s d d sfl7
0004 s a a a125 0022 t a a se08
0005 t a a ah49 0023 t e b se17
0006 t d b ah57 0024 s b b sel3
0007 s d d alll 0025 s a d se12
0008 s a a ah21 0026 t e a se15
0009 s a a ah41 0027 s d d sell
0010 t a a sq15 0028 t b b se18
0011 s b b sq25 0029 s b a sa02
0012 s b b sq01 0030 s d b sa23
0013 s b b sq01 0031 s b b sa06
0014 s a c sq02 0032 s a b sa17
0015 s b b sq01 0033 s b b sa16
0016 s a a sf06 0034 s a a sa12
0017 s d b sf04 0035 s a a sa05
0018 t d d sflO
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Table 28. Participant #NS06 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t d b a158 0017 t b a se07
0002 s b b ih29 0018 s b b se16
0003 t a a a120 0019 s a a se18
0004 t a a a114 0020 s d d sd17
0005 s b b ah18 0021 t d d sd14
0006 s b b sq01 0022 t e a sd20
0007 s b b sq01 0023 s d d sd12
0008 s a d sq02 0024 s e e sd22
0009 s b a sq01 0025 t e a sd19
0010 s b a sq01 0026 s e e sb01
0011 t e e ah11 0027 s e e sb01
0012 s b b sq01 0028 s e e sb01
0013 s b b sq01 0029 s e e sb01
0014 s b b se14 0030 s e e sb01
0015 s a e se15 0031 s b e sb02
0016 s e e se13

Table 29. Participant #NS07 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t e e alB 0014 t a a sd08
0002 t a a ah51 0015 t e b se17
0003 t a a sq08 0016 s b b se13
0004 t d d sq18 0017 s a a se12
0005 t d d sq29 0018 s a a se04
0006 s b b sq16 0019 s a a seOS
0007 s c e sq22 0020 s e e se06
0008 t e e sq17 0021 t d d sa14
0009 t d d sd23 0022 s b b sa06
0010 s d d sd07 0023 s a a saOS
0011 t b b sd15 0024 t e e sa09
0012 t b e sd04 0025 t d d sa04
0013 t b b sd01 0026 s e e sa13
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Table 30. Participant #NS08 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 s a b al28 0031 t a c sq07
0002 s d d ih50 0032 t d a aM5
0003 t d b a112 0033 s b b ah22
0004 s d c ih28 0034 s a c sq02
0005 b ih63 0035 t b b ah06
0006 t d d im04 0036 t b b sq10
0007 t a c iM9 0037 s b b sq01
0008 s d d im37 0038 t d d sq06
0009 t b d ih52 0039 s c c sq03
0010 z b b im19 0040 t b b sb10
0011 t a a ih78 0041 t b a sb09
0012 s c c iM8 0042 s b b sb02
0013 s b b iM1 0043 s c d sb15
0014 t d b ih18 0044 t a a sb07
0015 z b b im11 0045 t b c sb19
0016 s c c ih80 0046 s d d sb21
0017 s c c ih23 0047 s b b sa01
0018 t c c al04 0048 t d d sa20
0019 t b a al37 0049 s c c sa22
0020 s d d iMO 0050 t a b sa10
0021 s b b al23 0051 s b b sa16
0022 s b a al26 0052 t a a sa21
0023 s d d ih13 0053 s d a sfl7
0024 s d d al34 0054 t b a sfl5
0025 t c c al62 0055 t a d sf07
0026 t d b al01 0056 t b b sfl8
0027 s a a ih12 0057 s c c sf05
0028 t d d al58 0058 t a a sfl9
0029 t a a al57 0059 t d d sfl2
0030 t b b aMO
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Table 31. Participant #NS09 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t a a a155 0015 t d d sa08
0002 t d d ah27 0016 s b b se14
0003 t d d sq04 0017 s a a se17
0004 s b b sq25 0018 s d d se20
0005 t a a sq14 0019 s b b se16
0006 s b a sqll 0020 s a a se18
0007 t a a sq15 0021 t b b se21
0008 s d b sq24 0022 s a a sf06
0009 s e e sa03 0023 t b b sf20
0010 s d b sa07 0024 t d d sf13
0011 s d b sa18 0025 s d e sf08
0012 s b e sa02 0026 s a a sf02
0013 s a a sa19 0027 s a a sf03
0014 s a a sa17

Table 32. Participant #NS10 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t b b al03 0014 t e e se16
0002 t d d ah17 0015 s b b se14
0003 t a a sq15 0016 t d d se03
0004 s b b sq21 0017 s d d sell
0005 t a a sq08 0018 s b b se19
0006 t d b sq04 0019 s a a se15
0007 s b b sqll 0020 t e e se02
0008 t d d sq29 0021 s d d sdll
0009 t e b se17 0022 s d b sd07
0010 s b b se13 0023 t b e sd05
0011 t d a se20 0024 t d d sd10
0012 s d d sell 0025 s e d sd13
0013 s a a se04 0026 t b e sd18
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Table 33. Participant #NSll Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 s d d al30 0015 t b a se21
0002 s a a ah41 0016 t d b sd23
0003 s b b sq01 0017 s d d sd17
0004 s b b sq01 0018 s c c sd16
0005 s a a sq02 0019 t a c sd09
0006 t d d sq29 0020 t d d sd21
0007 s c c sq03 0021 t d d sd06
0008 t d d sq27 0022 s d d sa23
0009 s d d se20 0023 t c c sa09
0010 s a a sel? 0024 s b b sa02
0011 s b a se16 0025 t a a sa10
0012 s c b se01 0026 s c c sa11
0013 s c b se01 0027 s d d sa07
0014 t c c se02

Table 34. Participant #NSI2 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t a d a157 0016 s a a se18
0002 s d d ih13 0017 s c c se01
0003 t c c a143 0018 s b b se19
0004 s d d a122 0019 s c b sb15
0005 t b b ah5 0020 s c c sb01
0006 s b b sq21 0021 t b b sb19
0007 s b c sql1 0022 s b c sb13
0008 t d c sq06 0023 s d d sb17
0009 t d d ah1 0024 t a a sb20
0010 t a a sq14 0025 s a a sf03
0011 s b b sq25 0026 t c c sfl6
0012 s d d sq13 0027, t c c sfl4
0013 s a a se15 0028 t b b sf20
0014 s d d se20 0029 s c c sf05
0015 s b d se14 0030 t d b sfl3
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Table 35. Participant #NS13 Item Set

QA ST CA SA CN QA ST CA SA CN

0001 t a d a157 0019 t a a sd02
0002 s e e ih39 0020 t b b sd03
0003 t e d al05 0021 t d e sd23
0004 t a a ih49 0022 t d b sd14
0005 s e e al33 0023 t d d sd21
0006 s b e al38 0024 s e e sb15
0007 s d d ih50 0025 s b e sb13
0008 s e e a149 0026 t b b sb22
0009 s e e al07 0027 t a a sb20
0010 t e e a145 0028 s a a sb03
0011 t d d ah12 0029 t b e sb09
0012 s e e sg03 0030 s b d se13
0013 t b b sg10 0031 t b b se18
0014 s d d sg13 0032 t a d se08
0015 t d d sg06 0033 t e e se15
0016 t d b sg18 0034 s a e se04
0017 t a a sg15 0035 t d a se20
0018 t b b sd01
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APPENDIX I

EYE-TRACKING SAMPLE SET: NON-NATIVE INTERMEDIATE (NNI03)

1m

Figure 80. NNI03-Item 1 (im57).

~==~~-.-·.iI

Figure 81. NNI03-Item 2 (il45).
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Figure 82. NNI03-Item 3 (im33).

Figure 83. NNI03-Item 4 (im51).

191

d obviously:

(!IS



11',

This
a. an
b. the
C. the s
d. the na

Figure 84. NNI03-Item 5 (i139).

1m

Figure 85. NNI03-Item 6 (im32).
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1m 218

Figure 86. NNI03-Item 7 (im07).

Figure 87. NNI03-Item 8 (il27).
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Figure 88. NNI03-Item 9 (il34).

08

Figure 89. NNI03-Item 10 (imll).
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e chart.)

t of town?

Figure 90. NNI03-Item 11 (im08).

lh

sage?

Figure 91. NNI03-Item 12 (ih26).
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Figure 92. NNI03-Item 13 (a136).

Ih

Figure 93. NNI03-Item 14 (ih50).
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Figure 94. NNI03-Item 15 (a107).

Ih'

Figure 95. NNI03-Item 16 (ih08).
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Figure 96. NNI03-Item 17 (ih05).

Figure 97. NNI03-Item 18 (a102).
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Figure 98. NNI03-Item 19 (ih29).

What does t
a. Res
b. There is
c. The me .
d. The Iad ies' O[]rn-..UI""IJ

Figure 99. NNI03-Item 20 (ih25).
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Figure 100. NNI03-Item 21 (ih17).

, 1m

Thl
a.
0. look for
c. lis
d. marry s......,"=-'-'-><-=~r--->.:.:

Figure 101. NNI03-Item 22 (im46).
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In
a.
b.
c.
d.

Figure 102. NNI03-Item 23 (im54).

In this
a. langu
b. analy
C. short J ory.
d. long-~mory.

Figure 103. NNI03-Item 24 (ih32).
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Figure 104. NNI03-Item 25 (im41).

lh

Which 0

a. Smo

b. Seat ~~iiil~~!c. Seating
d. You may

Figure 105. NNI03-Item 26 (ihl0).
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a.
b. e
c. I
d. widely available

What
a. Lo
b. All
C. Rates
d. Compllmenta

/

Figure 106. NNI03-Item 27 (ih78).

Ie.

Figure 107. NNI03-Item 28 (ih54).
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Figure 108. NNI03-Item 29 (aI39).

Figure 109. NNI03-Item 30 (ih52).
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Figure 110. NNI03-Item 31 (ih67).
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APPENDIX}

EYE-TRACKING SAMPLE SET: NON-NATIVE SUPERIOR (NNS03)

Figure 111. NNS03-Itern 1 (al40).

~:~_~~~a~~dlh.i~I~~~0lEl
ff
Sm·
~ • .!1t;ij~R-:::::

Figure 112. NNS03-Itern 2 (ah33).
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Figure 113. NNS03-Item 3 (sq03).

b.

c.
d.

,recently:les have sought

'~I~ilii;ilii~~;~~~se'~!~!!!~~~~~I~~~~~~~~rS~i~tl~e;s.1 to

Figure 114. NNS03-Item 4 (ah08).
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~rowess decreases.
hnological

Figure 115a. NNS03-Item 5 (sq16, card 1).

Figure 115b. NNS03-Item 5 (sq16, card 2).
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See more text

~::~~~~=-~...9.~r~m~i~1i~ta~ry~prowessdecreases.
rnla=Emt-"tn1I1ependence on the bas is of techno I09 ica I

Figure 115c. NNS03-Item 5 (sq16, card 1).

Figure 115d. NNS03-Item 5 (sq16, card 2).
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sq

~[)) 1.t7-J7-:, tjtJ±-1- JVL.' § ~:fli, 3~~fl-~

l±*.1~:f[))tt.~fFffl j§. § ~1E,R ~~o~**~

~~~AM~m,~~~~*~X@~x-:f~

~mfilj 61l~£m:rm~1i ~~. 1~fF~ §~. ~9E:f

, ( See more text )

According toJb~~t:
a. peasa~rlhe backboi'h> oclety.
b. Chin :;:.:>"_re Its bearers aT goou UI .....u. ~

c. as" II. rhln"'· ...'),....... rl- fnt'" rnll11arv decreases.
d. I ~ts-c-ttrreritindependence on the basis of technological

now-how.

Figure l1Se. NNS03-Item S (sq16, card 1).

Figure 116. NNS03-Item 6 (ah48).
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A
8.

b.
c.
d.

Figure 117. NNS03-Item 7 (sq07).

08

Figure 118a. NNS03-Item 8 (sq10, card 1).
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~ ~ -l;:*Yl.
~

(This Is on eHcerp l rr om It"fletI1SP'8lJr 8 ticle.)

( Return iJuestion )

Figure 1I8b. NNS03-Item 8 (sq10, card 2).

x *~. X*Yl f~ J~ 9~ ~. 1£~~!~O ~1*...t-:;R ffij/F

f~1£1nJ$!~ giJt~ jlJ ?Ifj "*. '(g~·!~U~ pq~ ffij K tit.

See more text

. ~~~~~~~ to herself.
.IIIi her fami Iy.

e.tat:t:9-Ilas,J1I1!U~~jary educat ion.
~H~rt-/:Q.I/:i{;~d.£P!!~~O~nn at home.

Figure 1I8c. NNS03-Item 8 (sqlO, card 1).
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9=t~~~~~~~~

*. "~f:;;tJ~~~~k-i-"""""---""~KiI

tim

E!J8

Figure 119a. NNS03-Item 9 (sq20, card 1).

ext --------- era

Figure 119b. NNS03-Item 9 (sq20, card 2).
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.. - t!l8sq

q:r~B1 Ao iE){* ...JJ!L)jfF~-:ra~*~*ut "~I ~

*. ~l£:!~~,*,:I:~B1. §M. i~dTatillJ~1fIfF

81 Ilfoo. -:!~~~Bt/F g. -:!-eJ. g~~Jlf pgB1iM'

./F~.~·~®A-eJ.g-®~~B1M$~~E

[ See more text )

ACC~-urIS passage,'PQr:a~~=ln9 In the PRe;
a. is hi Q~d by the demandf OOf'-i.n-tfle:=e:oumryside.
!a.wlilo ... elte:
1'P~~leventuall}1lt:n::lulU an Imi:ll of male to female births.
d, i re L".e ~~Tevels of government as the most crucial

pr"oolem facing China.

Figure 119c. NNS03-Item 9 (sq20, card 1).

Figure 120. NNS03-Item 10 (sq14).
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Figure 121a. NNS03-Item 11 (5a02, card 1).

ext

(This is an eHcerpt from

Return to que

Figure 121b. NNS03-Item 11 (5a02, card 2).
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sa

See mNl'text

The period from 1840 to 1842 was articularly important because:
a. it changed China's economic structt.!re.
b. it set the course of modern Ch inese'll istory.
c. it marked the end of a f alis' China.
d. it proved that C ~,A! estern technology.

Figure 121c. NNS03-Item 11 (5a02, card 1).

\.
(This is on eHcerpt from 0 mOQaz

Figure 121d. NNS03-Item 11 (5a02, card 2).
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9=t 00 Jlf. ttm .5t!~ ffMi, ~ l)j 1840.£F:-1842.£F: ~3tf 00~1

9=t00~~~~~,~P~ff~~7-J~~·JZ.1J11~, t~~

~T.£F:~9=t00#~~~B~*A7~~~~~,9=t

00~~1*1$B~~~m#~JT~~1t,JZ.Wt~i5t, 1f~~m:

LB~ili~7~~I~I~7-Jtt*~~*~X~~

( See more text )

The period f~m lB40 to 1B42 was particularly important because:
a. it changed'\Ch ina's e .,.1 ructure.
b. i~set . "I-..£.~ history.
c. 1,- eM OT~lc~oci~inChina.
d. it prov~ t--. - ,,,,stern technology.-

Figure 121e. NNS03-Item 11 (sa02, card 1).

What fac s
a. The

Edue
b. The Mini

grnI
c. The Mlh

Insl
d. Ther

edu
o

Figure 122. NNS03-Item 12 (sa14).
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Figure 123. NNS03-Item 13 (sa01).

ndustrialization Is crucIal.

sa

e.

Figure 124. NNS03-Item 14 (sa03).
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Figure 125. NNSD3-Item 15 (saD4).

d.

ge.
r:n

a:>lo>.rf.-~~~tI2ens who can handle

Ir

Figure 126a. NNSD3-Item 16 (saD5, card 1).
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=eit'

Figure 126b. NNS03-Item 16 (sa05, card 2).

08

...
~ sal ,r!V3,

jfX~~iA70, 9=f$~i*1f~7tfi?Hl1J~~::R:1t, ~9~OO

Axt'8~7~*~Jl:)g:f&tr~W, trW I;::R:1t. ~±
t~liif1:"tit -W.1f~ DJcJ, ffij itill~~IJ fF~1f"tit -W.~ DJcJ~

~*?~~~~~~~~~z-~*M~*9=fOO~

TtHf1tt~, {Xia!f70A~' {xia~xt9HtrIfFJIT

(This is an ,~t~t from an article.) ( See more text )
The aui nnri Jrnl'!!': • ...~..... ---a. C . dOl'rloJ: '8ltt-r-sh-€fl+rtese-as-a • w al language.
b. Ch i ese un ivers i ti es requ ire students v estern

cui ur~.~ ens L.nJnese.
C. Chin w ~C1~" tile numbel oi 1i?CrrlletiS WhO cart handle
Engli~ish,and Russian.

d. Chlne'r scholars eyol"",t" co," ary works in terms of their
contri~tlflon to world culture as well as their native culture.

-
Figure 126c. NNS03-Item 16 (sa05, card 1).
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Corrupt data. No image.

Figure 127. NNS03-Item 17 (seI7).

of a per

solution and humor.
s r herself.

emal

y place more emphasis on

Figure 128a. NNS03-Item 18 (se04, card 1).
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( Return to question )

Figure 128b. NNS03-Item 18 (se04, card 2).

--si!?

':t:f).J~remely looks

( See more text )

The author maintains
Is often:

a. exemPllf~~~;~;=~iiiiE;~;;~2iib. exempmi.s.d.~:S ersel .
c. discovered by peap I I

appearanc:e'~~i~~;;~~?]~~;;nrrfiPt~d. dIscoyerSI4l
Interna I qU>l1 L......,"

Figure 128c. NNS03-Item 18 (se04, card 1).
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ext

(This Is an eHcerpt from a newsp er BrUcie.)

( Return to question )

Figure 128d. NNS03-Item 18 (se04, card 2).

se

-1St IW ffJ! ~~, ~~~~"*± {£ jlJ -1St IXJR. A ~,

~5t 1t!!.9~*::f'~~; i§~l'*%0 1t!!.~~ rn 1~, ~~ 1t!!.
~F;¥;~ Ao ''If~A~%o1t!!.~~~rn, :tm1t!!.~~;lf

J!..b A.iE~~§,iX, ~~~~rn7, :tm1t!!.:£lfJ5lm~~o"

See more text

The author maintains t~fie inner beauty of..-a1:Jer ~ '!:I-LLJ"rH't1'.l!Ultny looks
is often:

Figure 128e. NNS03-Item 18 (se04, card 1).
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fi~~JotI~~~~ --_....-0 \\
'~- \.

(This Is an eHcerpt from a newspaper iuti,cle.)

\
\.
\\--

( Return to question )

Figure 128£. NNS03-Item 18 (se04, card 2).

--!Q mI~~~,~~~ I3':J 3l: ± t! jlj - ~ IX !If. Am,
~~ 1t!!. 9~*/l' ff fi; i§~ ""f*;fa 1t!!. ~~ tiS1~, ~~ 1t!!.
~ ~~~A· "1f J!.b A ¥;fa 1t!!.~~~ tiS, :r~1t!!.13':J~;1f
$ A.iEff;t§JX, ¥~~~tiSJ, :r~1t!!.~1f el;t§I3':J~·"

( See more text )

Figure 128g. NNS03-Item 18 (se04, card 1).
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Figure 129. NNS03-Item 19 (se20).

tt r expresses the

Figure 130. NNS03-Item 20 (sq02).
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Figure 131a. NNS03-Item 21 (seI6, card 1).

ext--

Figure 131b. NNS03-Item 21 (seI6, card 2).
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Figure 13k NNS03-Item 21 (sel6, card 1).

(This is an eHcerpt from an article.

( Return to question )

Figure 131d. NNS03-Item 21 (sel6, card 2).
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R mEl

J~lf£A.;mJrt~px.*~m~. ifflJ~lf~~mIl£~1H

If· ~IHIf£ J~If~~ -*.Et! 1St. ~IH If/F ~IH. ¥Jt ij;IJ~7

~A.~$~~mIl, ~iffl~lHlf¥~IH· 7-J7JE]~~lHlf

/F~IH~~Mij. £,~Yi~ "I --t5g[2--~lHlf¥A~. ~

• ( See more text )
.

This passage asserts t~.a(paying particular attention~
creation of a plot wiY A
a. assist ~h ,,' , tl1ln. ... ~ --
b. enhan..." . r. ~
c. clarify th... ~~ccur.
d. establ bnnll~ ~ of the stor

--~~------~

Figure 131e. NNS03-Item 21 (se16, card 1).

ifA~. :t~~.fi::Ftfj~lHlf~-*Jm.:t~~A*~1J\

, xJl!

( Return to question )

Figure 131£. NNS03-Item 21 (se16, card 2).
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se =fllS

,~l'::l! A tm 'It rr*'*~m~, ffij'~l'~~ litIJ ::l! ~IH

1'. ~1H1'::l!'~1' ~~*~ 1St. ~1H1':f~IH, ~i;1r~ 7
/

~A~*~~wrl3lffij~lH1' ¥~IH· 7-J 7 ~]~~IH1'
/\

:f ~IH ~ !j$M~ ',~' ~yt~ ,'J - l'~2 --~IHl'¥ A.' •

Figure BIg. NNS03-Item 21 (seI6, card 1).

lextt

( Return to question )

Figure 131h. NNS03-Item 21 (seI6, card 2).
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5

, ~$e ~. ~ 0e
'lll1 ::!! A !1m,It~ PX.*sg J3J 5I:!, ffij '1l11 sg:l: lilIl ::!! ~Hf

11· ~Hf 11 ::!! 'lll1 sg:l:*~ iSZ.. ~Hf11:f ~Hf, ~~~7

~A~$ sg:l:lilIl, l3Iffij~Hfl1 ¥~Hf· 7-J 7 J[]~~Hfl1

:f ~Hf sg iJ$ ft~, 'J~:- ~Ili~ "~I -1-;f*--~Hf11¥ A ~, R
( See more text )

This passage asserts that paying particular attention to detail in the
creation of a plot will:
a. ass ist with characteri 2at ion.
b. enhance the powers of observati on.
c. clarify thecont~cur.
d. esta.2llsh n mood of the story..--

Figure 131i. NNS03-Item 21 (se16, card 1).

Figure 132a. NNS03-Item 22 (se06, card 1).
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Figure 132b. NNS03-Item 22 (se06, card 2).

sef eJS

AflS::f~-t:i:-t~ln,fl~::f¥~Jj-tJ,~

f~*::f&~, lJtfF'lln1f~~.~~7ili*· ~*7 IS

a.~~~~ ~~M••ln~~*,~--~

/f'i:iJL&:i'€;. m~it*,~i~WjlJ!1j A. !C~. il.~IJ

( See more text )

Figure 132c. NNS03-Item 22 (se06, card 1).
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ext

Figure 132d. NNS03-Item 22 (se06, card 2).

08

In his discu
a. the
b.
c.

se

Figure 132e. NNS03-Item 22 (se06, card 1).
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Figure 133. NNS03-Item 23 (sd18).

ri ces of the ir products in Japanese

o 0 the same.

Figure 134. NNS03-Item 24 (sd15).
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See more text

Figure 135a. NNS03-Item 25 (sd22, card 1).

(passag~~~iCle)

".",~

Figure 135b. NNS03-Item 25 (sd22, card 2).
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sd

~~~~~~~#~~~~~$*, ~~~

~~. ~A~~m~~~~~~~&~~~

*~~~~o ~~~...t, ~~~~~-g~1f~1:;g

~m~.~T*fi~o ~OOA~~~*mg

1982lf.'~~~~ ~~~ t::j*13lf., *-~~ ~~~ l&

ranee _

I~~!~~~I disasters
,M n usiness

ed

Figure 135c. NNS03-Item 25 (sd22, card 1).

ext

( Return to question )

Figure 135d. NNS03-Item 25 (sd22, card 2).
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c.
d.

See more text

Figure 135e. NNS03-Item 25 (sd22, card 1).

-7-J ..~~~~~~

tta~~_~

~J"'"

Figure 136a. NNS03-Item 26 (sd12, card 1).
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ext

( Return to question )

Figure 136b. NNS03-Item 26 (sd12, card 2).

Figure 136c. NNS03-Item 26 (sd12, card 1).
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=~~ '~~~~Jta ~-tt

~~.l::f-WJ~$. A1E~11l.'$~Ill ~1t~ *~

'5'...

(This possoge is token from a magazine article.)

Figure 136d. NNS03-Item 26 (sd12, card 2).

70 7:JJa'~jpXm1±~1ll ~m ~~-&.1tJ!tjpXm1±~

raJ Ifldt%OjpXm1±m~J~~~~J!tlj, OO~@~,~

~JjE1lf1f1lYi~'It~F ]t~~. ttmu%o1*1#1±~raJ

In this article, the
a. stabilizi.AWlietm

b. developl ~5~~~t~~~
c. complet ~ e ousing market.
d. making af r able housing avai lable to ordinary workers.

Figure 136e. NNS03-Item 26 (sd12, card 1).
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ext

(This passage is taken from a magazine 0

Figure 136£. NNS03-Item 26 (sd12, card 2).

7-J 7 :110J~ #£ rtf1!~mf 611 I»~ tt~. a ill: #£rtf1!~

mf61l~~#£rtf1!I»~~~.~ill:fi.oo~m~~

~J~1W1filYi~J~~F 2!kiEkm. ~1&JJ~i*:J#1!~mf

61l~tt~~l~1!. "*ili1*:rmJti4tiEkm.~~~
( See more text )

In this article, the author hopes that the government will playa role in:
a. stab iii zing hous ing pri ces.
b. developing free housin for the poor.
c. comPlete.~~~ket.
d. ma"4r- .~~~ enous Ing ava i Iab Ie to ord inary workers,

Figure 136g. NNS03-Item 26 (sd12, card 1).
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Figure 137a. NNS03-Item 27 (sd01, card 1).

( Return to question )

Figure 137b. NNS03-Item 27 (sd01, card 2).
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Figure 137c. NNS03-Item 27 (sd01, card 1).

(This is an eHcerpt from a newspa

( Return to question )

Figure 137d. NNS03-Item 27 (sdOl, card 2).
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sd 08

~-1tt"H~I: tt.!!; tt.!!; "E. B"~J'J!" 1~9=t. ~~jijf

01=10 f~Ui~* ~, t -t t 1SZ H~ I: tt.!!; tt.!!; -.t f~ J'J .:tt:m~
::tt.. t*- jijf 01=10 ~ :Xi!, ~ 9=t E. t*- B 1!f tb • ~ /F $T:xi! JE.....

~fr~ ~*rn ~jf~~:xi!jijf ~o" fi~ jlj, if /F jlj,"

~-1SZ~~.~rnml:~~*~, m~.~~
See more telCt

"Xiaofei mama" are: /a. undercover government ag nJ.

illegal re!ail!lell"i'!lllli~~II~iij~~[:;;·
b. government ed ho e lingproduc wi

c_ home ~are reque em.d. communil appy with
pricesthe~- omplaints to the government.

Figure 137e. NNS03-Item 27 (sdOl, card 1).

b.

d.

el Is:

~~:::::~~~$;:iji1~frlniitlhh':e~a~re;as of capita I,

Figure 138a. NNS03-Item 28 (sd07, card 1).
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~~~~
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( Return to question )

Figure 138b. NNS03-Item 28 (sd07, card 2).

sd

:t:E~ tit1t': ik~Ji~j~1f*~ ::F ~IJ I3J"*~,~iR.T ' fiiJ
~t~$m.g.*)Ji]aJ~F 1% ~t~, 1~~7 F I%~:i

~m~~~~n,~~tit1t':ik:t:E~~~m~~~

, q:t~~~--
-£~1 ~~~~Nti~·

Figure 138c. NNS03-Item 28 (sd07, card 1).
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( Return to question )

Figure 138d. NNS03-Item 28 (sd07, card 2).

sd

~~.~ft~mWW.f~~~.~.RT.~

~t~.$ffl.g.*)JOO~~ 1% ~l~, ~i~7 ~ I%Jf:i
~~~ft.ft)J,~~.~ft~.ft~~~ft.

q:r~~~m·

~:£xti¥~, .:pi¥~ ~#~;;I}~ft. **~mttR*

See more text

Figure 138e. NNS03-Item 28 (sd07, card 1).
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APPENDIXK

EYE-TRACKING SAMPLE SET: NATIVE SUPERIOR (NSO'l)

~~!19JtP:!n:m$"to personnel office

on.

Figure 139. NS07-Item 1 (al13).

Figure 140. NS07-Item 2 (ah51).
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The author's inability to eat meat is mainly:
a. physical.
b. psychosomatic.
c. his own decision.
d. his mother's decision.

Figure 141a. NS07-Item 3 (sq08, card 1).

I!lrt[

Figure 141b. NS07-Item 3 (sq08, card 2).
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sq ~H3

~1Jt"J' If'OZ:~, ~$~~-~If'~OZ:, OZ:J~DIR

0.:1:. =12]~PJ.M, **~~OZ:ln, ~~~-t!!.~oz:. ~

~7(ta*, 9ji;If'~OZ:J· Jjt~M:(±, If'~ffij~. 7(

~~~JIII~f~, ~J~$!15~CZ::i:, ~ ~cz:•.
....--- ~

more text

Figure 14k NS07-Item 3 (sq08, card 1).

Figure 142. NS07-Item 4 (sq18).
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18 _

Figure 143. NS07-Item 5 (sq29).

Accord ing to th is argument:
a. peasants are the backbone of Chinese society.
b. China's scholars are its bearers of good fortune.
c. as stability increases, China's need for military prowess decreases.
d. Ch ina has ach ieved its current independence on the bas i8 of techno Iog ica I

know-how.

Figure 144a. NS07-Item 6 (sq16, card 1).
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Ja£,~ltt, ~ltt£" ~I

(This Is Oil eHce. pi:~n~'

Figure 144b. NS07-Item 6 (sq16, card 2).

as:~~~5iie~s'~C~h~ln~a.~siee~d!or~~;~~~;~~~)coJc~7~a has current independence on the basis 0know-how.

Figure 144c. NS07-Item 6 (sq16, card 1).
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ext;

±.~'"~,.
(This is an eHcerpt from an article.)

( Retum to q"stion )

Figure 144d. NS07-Item 6 (sq16, card 2).

BIB

sq

~L::.l1t7-J7C.{1tJJ±-=f AJL.' EJ M:f~. 3~~#~

:f±*.1~:fL::.lm3tFmJ§. EJM~QU~~o~**~

rt-J~1di AtJif;t III. :1tJt.rt-J~*~XOO~ 7C-:f~

~llfi¥a ~~£Wfffij~13i ~ ~.1~tFM EJ~. ~~
L-.--..... A more text

Figure 144e. NS07-Item 6 (sq16, card 1).
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Figure 145. NS07-Item 7 (sq22).

Figure 146. NS07-Item 8 (sqI7).
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Figure 147. NS07-Item 9 (sd23).

One proposa I to dea I with unhea Ithy bus Inesses at the II I II age Ieve I Is:
a. to close down some of the sma II er low-prof It bus Inesses and start

medium-sized new ones.
b. for the city government to support all of them In the areas of capital,

energy and raw materials.
c. to reorganize and subsidize only profitable, larger businesses and close

down the low-prof i t, sma II er ones.
d. for the town gOllemment to take oyer and reviYe Yillage leYel operations

through techn ica I support and reorgan Izat Ion.

Figure 148a. NS07-Item 10 (sd07, card 1).
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A~~'~~~~~
F~~If1

~~ iE: ft*rr~, ~, *, ~r..:-.:::-=-:::..-::1..~~~~

)J~13 iii*19:1:J~ 3t1#, Mtt J!r.iE: ft t"

~~)J, it no 7 F -ifo#ftf1.... 1!Y£lR~ ff:t1l D....

Figure 148b. NS07-Item 10 (sd07, card 2).

sd

One p
a. to cl_"dG!~~Ie-VV4J't·

madl

b. for~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Z~I~ ...
en 9

c. to r·~~~a:nd.-sutl.-laizeonly profitable, larger businesses and close
down the low-prof i t, sma II er ones.

d. for the town government to take over and revive village level operations
through techn ica I support and reorgan izat ion.

Figure 148c. NS07-Item 10 (sd07, card 1).
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'ext

( Return to qUestio~

Figure 148d. NS07-Item 10 (sd07, card 2).

Bsd

Figure 148e. NS07-Item 10 (sd07, card 1).
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( Return to question ) \.

Figure 148£. NS07-Item 10 (sd07, card 2).

! Sd~ ~ 1:"!118

1£~ .i:ik~nH~1f~~ ::F~IJIN~tt-J'ItiR. T. ~
.it~$. r-lij.g.*JJ iM~.F8tl ~l~ .11~7 .F 8tl~:I:

:lo1fJ tJrst iI- ft~ JJ .00~ • i: ik1£~ ?!! tt-J 1fJ tkst iI-
9='~iI1 ~,*.

-~~1"if.F. -¥if.F tt-J# ,;I}i:ik. *J60~it~*
~

( Se~ore text )

One p~~~a 1 to dea I WI at the Ili II age 1eye lis:
a. to c1n,'" .~ ~

77"'Y ... ,g, ,
m-l¥U!.lm-~

b. fn&..t.ho ,,-,tv ~tiiijlo9
.

,lItl al tla:l U I l,;alJT\.'e I..... Y v 'W

c. to 0 .. ...... ..1 II" I",rnl>r ",,,,..I "In"'''
1+ ....-:-: J

do'- _...~ ones.
-.....;0,,; .JJ.' -,.... ......

d. f

t ""1:1" n.. <>u' Ion.

Figure 148g. NS07-Item 10 (sd07, card 1).
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Figure 149. NS07-Item 11 (sd15).

Unau~!~=i'~~~~!;;~~~;:::::::~~-ll
a. bein
b. an ac
c. co
d. the

profits.

Figure 150. NS07-Item 12 (sd04).
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08

"Xiaofel mama" are:
a. undercover government agents who pretend to be homemakers after

illegal retai lers.
b. government tra ined homemakers who ident i fy and report reta i Iers se II ing

products with no qua Ii ty contro I certi f icates.
c. homemakers who feel victimized by retai lers sell ing low-qual ity goods

are request ing that the government do someth ing about the prob Iem.
d. community organized homemakers who are immensely unhappy with

prices they find on the markets and send complaints to the government.

Figure ISla. NS07-Item 13 (sdOl, card 1).

eHcerpt from II newspaper rep

Figure 151b. NS07-Item 13 (sdOl, card 2).
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I*lrl reta iI er's-s

ent.

Figure 15le. NS07-Item 13 (sd01, card 1).

~reiifr~ea~S~ifgifr!tllll;=:::~~lbeea. the
b. the ap the U.S.c. the t en.
d. TalwWLJI1as..AQ.t4~me.HeiA9-~ _~~~=:::,.;trade acUlI1 Ie ith

Arne

Figure 152. NS07-Item 14 (sd08).
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i§ jaJ IF.f tt!JH tt~S ~ 

- -taru1C 1~~A1£.Ii

Accord ing to th is report, what measures will be taken if no cand idate
receives more than 50% of the votes?
a. Another genera I elect ion will be he Id, and whoever rece ives the most

votes will be elected.
b. The person who rece ives more than 50% of the votes ina second genera I .

election will be the victor.
c. The person who rece ives the most votes in the second round of EIectora I

College balloting will be the victor.
d. The EIectora I Co II ege will vote once. If no one gets more than 50% of the

vote, lots wi II be drawn to determine the victor.

Figure 153a. NS07-Item 15 (sc17, card 1).

(This passage is taken from a newspaper article.)

( Return to queS\ifn )

Figure 153b. NS07-Item 15 (sc17, card 2).
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~~~••~~~~~A~••~ili~~§A~~

fiI~ili, -1t1to lF~~~t.1C~0~••~I$'

---i§raJ~~~§

Acerecej)/'~~
a. An~~

vo
b. Th

e~le~ct~o~nlwl'!'!!I~a;ii~~i~;~;~~~~U
~ The s

C '
d. The ets m re than 50:g of the

vole, I

Figure 153c. NS07-Item 15 (sc17, card 1).

(This passage is token from a newspaper

( Return to qu~'StJpn )

Figure 153d. NS07-Item 15 (sc17, card 2).
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TF SI:,: "'. it::

~~~••m%~~~A~.m~ili~~§A~~

liI~ili, -:tt:tto 1FB5t~~m~1C~0~.m~~~ili,

S~.~~ili~§.-A~~~~~AIiI;.~.

-~~~~~A~.m~~~.m~~~~*~

( See more text )

receivvi{;a!;
a. Ano

votes ~;I::;;tlI;a:g;eee.ed;:!~!ai

b. The ~.~!:f!ll@!~~
elec i

c. The p on who receives t
Colle e

d. The Elec 0

vote. 10

Figure 153e. NS07-Item 15 (sc17, card 1).

~~~ ~~~~~~nv

lE~~~~tn.~ ,-D • 0 ttA:4

Oll of the

The at soc iaI norms:
a. have evo I'led over centuri es.
b. guide the socialization of the individual.
c. are generally not fixed in formal statutes.
d. are essentially the will of the collective imposed on the individual.

Figure 154a. NS07-Item 16 (sc13, card 1).
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~;jf-it· fiJT l~ ~~~~;jf-it, ¥Jt:!r~:*f re. tE f.t~

x;j"~A~~If~ fa~*[;.) :*f !l!IJ~ml~ t!1#~~1*~
~, f5I:! Jt.1*Jit~~A I*J1£~1id!!: i.9, 1ri fijiJt!t4W"~

(This is an eHcerpt from an article.)

Figure 154b. NS07-Item 16 (sc13, card 2).

s ._--

The
a. ha

b. 9:~i8B!!i:!~~~~c. ar
d. a on he I lvldual.

Figure 154c. NS07-Item 16 (scl3, card 1).
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1ext

%:l£m: l-T or ' ' rtijt±%1t·
~~. mi~Bf.Jt±%~~J~~1Ii~-tt±%, g'~q:r

Bf.J m1*, ;.lHQ ~t~ fiX. vHaJ Bf.J t§ B:~ DIoJ, t§ B:~1!t.!:3

a~ \
(This Is an eHcerpt from an article.)

( Return to qUestion\)

Figure 154d. NS07-Item 16 (sc13, card 2).

! sc ~ QlEI

E~t±%&~%-t~.~~fi.~fft±%~m:·t±

%~m:A~~¥Bf.Jt±%~ft·t±%~m:£t±%~~

tt~~~Bf.Jm~,~t±%~~Bf.J~~~~~t±%~

~,~1fJillt±%~m::t~~~!E.ABf.J~*m¥, ~

/~ ( See more text )
-

The au<",:.. . <his~~ssage that social norms:
a. haUA / "'""'" ,.",,,turl lS. ...
b. gUld- ;--' nf I.
c. are enerally not fixed ill. orma1,statutes.
d. ar ~~ UI m~~+1..~ "' ... ual.-

Figure 154e. NS07-Item 16 (sc13, card 1).
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se'

Thl oca e hat we interpret de racy to mean:
a. a focus v ua political rights.
b. establ ishing a system of government.
c. raising the political consciousness of the general population.
d. regularizing the interaction of the individual and the collective.

Figure 155a. NS07-Item 17 (scl2, card 1).

(This i

Figure 155b. NS07-Item 17 (sc12, card 2).
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~~jE>lja ~5t~-** OO~~J~, )l..~-**iEk}a 1X.:h,

"M"~:7-J~5g[~~, m~:7-J~5g[~~· ~#t.OO~~

~~~**-A1fl'ij*J~, -ftit, ;l1Xj\, tHf1j\~~

~iEk}a~j\4~/F~m*JT~~~~~, JJ[~m~~

( See more text )

This a
a.
b. ea
c. lll.e~.1-i.cal CinscjQysness Qf the g,eneral popula .
d. regu Iari zing the interact ion of the ind iv idua I and the CQ I ac I

Figure 155c. NS07-Item 17 (sc12, card 1).

The ope

a. ~e~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:

b. be~I~~;,~~~~~~§~§§§;~::::~~1In
c. re

of egll§. _

d. pay p rtl learAiR§ fram eAe 3Fleti*f"s hiSh..." society,
eCQnomic development, lifestyles and value systems.

Figure 156. NS07-Item 18 (sc04).
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See more text

What is the author's main argument here?
a. A socialist legal system is essential to social democracy.
b. Stability must be of highest priority to a socialist democratic system.
c. History has proven social democracy to be the only means of

avert ing chaos and anarchy.
d. Above all, a government must adopt policies that instill in its citizens

hope and a des ire to cooperate.

Figure 1S7a. NS07-Item 19 (seOS, eard 1).

-ext

(This is a paragraph taken fro

Return to questlo

Figure 1S7b. NS07-Item 19 (seOS, eard 2).
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d.

Ej

A~3*fF~,~ITtt~~.><.~~,~~tt~~

.><.~~J*1*~. Ut11~1:~~~J,~:f~11.iE

~~~,~~"7C~7C*",MfiX,i;lJtL. m~~~1:~*aJJ, .R 11 IEJ ' »0
*J 19:, :t~~ I3iJ 11:

See more text )

cy.

that instill in it citizens

Figure 157c. NS07-Item 19 (sc05, card 1).

The three political philosophies to be analyzed in this paper include:
a. the po lit ica I lean ings of urban workers.
b. the pro Ietari an Ieadersh ip of the peasantry.
c. the fascist tendencies of the landlord class.
d. the thoughts of the great leaders of the people.

Figure 158a. NS07-Item 20 (sc06, card 1).
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I
J\t-ff ~ij}ll~,.
(This is an eH~~t taken from a Journal article.)

'-.

Figure 158b. NS07-Item 20 (sc06, card 2).

Figure 158c. NS07-Item 20 (sc06, card 1).
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Figure 158d. NS07-Item 20 (sc06, card 2).

Figure 158e. NS07-Item 20 (sc06, card 1).
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What
a. T

EdUC~~:~;;;:~~ttaw~~Uie:esIaiiliEfimjem::o:t:a=.......b. Th 4+ mv.e.d...U'la.e.stablls
grad erslt .

c. The Ministry of Education has decided I >trp'e~Ch

In~onL •
d. There is nm to esta"liSI'l4IA-tnstitflle le ew~tbe oractlcal as ts of

e

Figure 159. NS07-Item 21 (sa14).

Accord
a. selt
b. social animals.
c. political animals.
d. products of the ir env ironment.

Figure 160a. NS07-Item 22 (sa06, card 1).
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c ext!

~j;f ±tt®@1 qt.

Sl ?ill ~a j} •j!;!en: .1f7 ;a;;:u
~~:-!!Yi~:rH~,~.~7
m~lffh~'~)(' i~.

(This
JournDI of Social Sciences.

Figure 160b. NS07-Item 22 (5a06, card 2).

According tlJeYIB-Pal:a.

a. selfish
b. soc
c. pol i . 'nitlls.
d. pro r environment.

Figure 160c. NS07-Item 22 (5a06, card 1).
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(This Is on eHcerpt m on introduction to on article in the
JoumDI of Social Scien

Figure 160d. NS07-Item 22 (sa06, card 2).

QL sa EJ8

A~*Yl fOJ m, Jl i~itl!.i~, t!!.¥JC~A~ft i,.~ I'OJ

m· :t.£ ~R: 1m ~J "M, jffi1f1ff?if.~ ill~t]Xl' fOJ NM .§

IS ittBT~li, tr:~ TiT /F~~@~, t~~ai~:

A~--t"~~a

IS ;fh

oQ~iP..U~_rtil ronment.

Figure 160e. NS07-Item 22 (sa06, card 1).
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"'-.,.

(This is an eHcerPt'-{~m an introduction to an article in the
Journal of Social SCieit&~~.:"

( Return t~ question )

Figure 160£. NS07-Item 22 (sa06, card 2).

·--sa

Figure 160g. NS07-Item 22 (sa06, card 1).
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I ext ~e

£!F!JHtJ.F!It"(~Y:iB-)~~. :t£JX~@1!§:q:r,1fsg

~M1f ;E sg.~UI JiX.1J\, ia Elr......~ ..... ""7 I ....... '.1 A .1>1--
i~i[Asg*~. I3J l1t:t£ ,~, 1* ...t JjJIJ~ -t If: 100 E5 '.~

JJJ~ IJl£ Jt,~ )( sg{t1*·
(This is an eHcerpt from an introduction to an article in he
Journal of Social Sciences.)

( Return to question )

Figure 160h. NS07-Item 22 (sa06, card 2).

saT ~ H!J8

A tt-J*~ I'OJJl, 11ii:r!& i~, 1:1!. we£ A£ 1+ i. sg I'OJ

Jl. :t£~R: ,m, L)XAfi. jffi1ftT~*ill~t i~>t I'OJJl~
§ ittfi 7 ~ii, fF tfj 7 tT~ IF I&f sg@1!§:, tt ~oi~:
A£ - l' "iE:l{~a il1J!It "(1£m±~~ i§), A7( ,It£"
§ ;fLsg"(1*iti§), "A£Jl'Itf¥:t£~"()j~i§)." A

( See more text )
I

According to the paragraph, human beings are first and foremost:
a. selfish. ....
b. SOLid dl ~.

c. political animals. "
d. products of theirenYironment",~

......

Figure 160i. NS07-Item 22 (sa06, card 1).
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The uthor urges that:
a. Ch ina do more to estab Ii sh Ch inese as an internat iona I language.
b. Ch inese un ivers i ti es requ ire students to study cIass ics of Western

culture as well as Chinese.
c. China work harder to increase the number of its citizens who can handle

English, French, German, Spanish, and Russian.
d. Chinese scholars evaluate Chinese I iterary works in terms of their

contri but ion to worl d cu Iture as we II as the i r nat i ve cu Iture.

Figure 161a. NS07-Item 23 (saOS, card 1).

( Return to ';iiI~g~. )

Figure 161b. NS07-Item 23 (saOS, card 2).
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so 1~8

'8t language.

works In terms of their

t:

d.

~~~1A~, ~$~~1P.7C~~ili~rt-J)(1t, i§:9H~

A~Brt-J7~fi.~~&~*m,~w~)(~· ~±

~li~±m~~~~,ffi.mrt-J~~.~m~~~rt-J

£~?~~~~~~rt-J~~z-~*M~*~OO~

T!Hf1;tjt~, ?Xia!f~ A~· ?xiart-J~;j"9HtjI~JIT

(This is an eHcerpt from an article.) ( See more text )

Figure 161c. NS07-Item 23 (sa05, card 1).

( See more text )

It is implied in this discussion of women's role that the reviving of
traditional Chinese values:
a. must start with an evaluation of women's roles tOday.
b. depands first on women resuming the traditional role of a homemaker.
c. rests an women's assuming the responsibilities for peace and

stabil ity at home.
d. affirms women's rights to choose between staying home and joining

the working force.

Figure 162a. NS07-Item 24 (sa09, card 1).
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( Return to questldn )

Figure 162b. NS07-Item 24 (sa09, card 2).

3cI11.£f±-e-.t~IJL ~~ A.~.S"go i§~,
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:iF ita S"g j: j:, - flel~~:e.' - ~ fir -'liZ~ !lAt
S"g J(±: A.o ~~, 1Jt fr,1::nmIn J )(it S"gf"Yi!:

akf'I".b. dep
c. re

sta .:.,~ ...........

d. affl':::::~'h~t~s =to=c=t1=oo:se~De~(W~e~e:n~st~a~Y~ln~g ~ho~m~e~a~nd~J~O~in~in~g~_the ~Yjl[JU.P!9-40cr.a_~ _

It i
tradi
a. m

Figure 162c. NS07-Item 24 (sa09, card 1).
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(This is an eHcerpt from the p~sjdential address
deliuered at the commencemenl:~fa women's college.)

Figure 162d. NS07-Item 24 (sa09, card 2).

sa 1:!J8

3CI1:l±:f±*La'gif~*JJL ~~A ~1ma'g. i§~.

~fr':l±~Bf 9:tm m ~a'g1J '@. f}jM~~~ JtR~a'g.

ftfr,ma~. -f~px;:tba'g~1::~1~. -:iEli-1ft7
/F~a:r::t::t.-f~~~a'g~Bf.-:iEli-1ft~~

B'J~3:'. A· ~/~:H tlllb '" liJJZ1-tB'J llllJl,

( See more text )
It is imPlie~his discussion \).~~en's role that the reviving of
tradl~nal C nese values: .-- _
a. m 7 '" - w.;,:"w w w ~
b. ~_~ -......- ... ,,,,: "tau .lttna+-~nf II homemaker.
c. res no

stability at home. ~.
d. affirms wom,n's rights to chOose between st~and joining

the working force.

'-.

Figure 162e. NS07-Item 24 (sa09, card 1).
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b.

c.

d.

e au a entlon

ive them more

ugh example by giving some en rg
c e

Figure 163. NS07-Item 25 (sa04).

Look ing at the co .

economy, the aU.~h~o~~~~~

a. U~~~~~
b. ~e W.
c.
d.

Figure 164a. NS07-Item 26 (sal3, card 1).
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(This passage is taken from Mao's work •

Figure 164b. NS07-Item 26 (sal3, card 2).

Looking at the co
econom , U

a. slnee-th

b. the:i~i~~iiii~~~;~;~~~~~~c. col nl
d. Chin

War.

Figure 164c. NS07-Item 26 (sal3, card 1).
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81,j~., JX!l:~~-!if
?

~~}1f ...t 81,j ~HJ[, JX -t!!.!l: if q:r 00 lit$ 81,j~MI*J

lit$ft~~ffl-~~~*81,j~MI*J-W~~'

~*tb~J~t·

(This passage is taken from Mao's works.)

Figure 164d. NS07-Item 26 (sa13, card 2).

so

q:rOO81,jIft~~ftifOO~~}1fq:r81,j~~,.±OO

ffilj*l~, if1Ji: B~~L).JM, *~!l:JJ.ft'tt81,jI

ft~8*Z+ft~,~ft~~Ift~8*Zn+

ft~'JX!l:~OO~X~~~#~~~ffi~q:rOO

( See more text )

Look ing at the comparat ive we ight of industry and agri cu Iture in the Ch inese
economy, the author conc Iudes that:
a. since the Revolution, industry has grown rapidly.
b. the Sino-Japanese War stimulated industrial growth.
C. colonia d feudalism have limited industrial growth in China.
d. China was a semi b fore the Sino Japanese

War.

Figure 164e. NS07-Item 26 (sa13, card 1).
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(This passage is taken from Mao's works.)
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( Return to question ~

Figure 164d. NS07-Item 26 (sal3, card 2).

~ 5J me
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ft1:i·i!£~OO~~~~~~~~~ffi~9=tOO ,
( See more text )

Look ing at the comparati ve we ight of industry and agri cu Iture in the Ch inese
economy, the author concludes that:
a. since the Revolution, industry has grown rapidly.
b. the Sino-Japanese War stimulated industrial growth.
c. colonl ..' .......... "nd feudalism have limited Industrial growth In China.
d. China was a semi-w I. ,.,.~. before the S' no-Japanese

War. --

Figure 164e. NS07-Item 26 (sal3, card 1).
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GLOSSARY

acuity The sharpness and clarity of vision, best detected by the fovea,
secondarily by the parafovea, tertiarily by the peripheral field.
Also, spatial resolution.

Chinese character The smallest morphological unit in the Chinese written language.
Also, Hemzl, Kanji.

complexity In terms of characters, the number of strokes needed to form a
Chinese character. In terms of text, the measure of number of
characters and level of grammar. Also,"structural complexity".

density The proportion of space filled in the formation of a Chinese
character.

effective visual field The very narrow visual field associated with the images of objects
focused onto the fovea. Abbreviated as EVF.

eye movement control The visual skills needed to smoothly and accurately move the eyes
while following or locating an object. These skills include eye
tracking, eye-jumps and near-to-far move-ments.

fixation The extremely critical ability to point the eyes at an object and to
voluntarily keep them on the target.

fovea The area in the retina consisting of a small depression containing
cones and where vision is most acute. Approxi-mately 10 of arc.

frequency Compare "frequency of exposure" and "frequency of occurance".

frequency of exposure How often a Chinese character or word is repeated in a language
textbook, etc. (Sergent & Everson, 1992)

frequency of occurance How often a character is used in the written language in general
based on statistics gatered from corpus studies. (Sergent & Everson,
1992)

logograph The category of written orthography to which Chinese characters
are said to belong.

long-term memory The term long-term memory refers to the unlimited capacity
memory store that can hold information over lengthy periods of
time.

metalinguistic awareness The ability to reflect on and manipulate the structural features of
language and treat language itself as an object, as opposed to using
language to comprehend and produce utterances. (Wong & Weber,
1986)
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morphosyllabic

parafovea

perceptual span

reading strategies

saccade

A term used to define Chinese characters, identifying them as
single syllable morphemes. (see DeFrancis, 1989)

The area of the retina immediately surrounding the fovea, between
1° and 5° of arc

The portion of a text from which useful information is obtained
during a single fixation. (Kess & Miyamoto, 1999)

The problem-solving techniques readers employ to get meaning
from a text. (Barnett, 1989, p. 36)

The precise locating movements used, for example, when jumping
from one word to another along a line of print. Saccadic movements
are done with the eyes only, the head must remain stationary.
They are critical for maintaining one's place on a printed page.
Also, "saccadic movement".

scanning

short-term memory

Smooth eye movements enabling a person to maintain inspection of
the words on a page or the lines in a design.

Short Term Memory is the part of the memory system where
information is stored for roughly 30 seconds. Information can be
maintained longer with the use of such techniques as rehearsal.

stimulus onset asynchrony The time from the start of previous stimulus to the start of next one.
Abbreviated as SOA.

subtend

working memory

To enclose in an angle. Each side of a triangle subtends the opposite
angle. The angular extent of the field of vision.

Working memory is those mechanisms or processes that are
involved in the control, regulation, and active maintenance of task
relevant information in the service of complex cognition, including
novel as well as familiar, skilled tasks. (Miyake & Shah, 1999, p.
450)

Sources (unless otherwise indicated):

AlleyDog.com Psychology Glossary, http://www.alleydog.com/glossary/

Glossary of Vision Terms. (2001). Parents Active for Vision Education (PAVE).

http://www.pavevision.org/glossary.htm

Sloan, G. D. (1999). Risk Reduction, http://www.gdsloan.com/RiskRed.htm

The Free Dictionary Online, http://www.thefreedictionary.com/

Webster's Online Dictionary, http://www.webster-dictionary.org
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